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Some new wrinkles 
in CATV efficiency 

What kind of wrinkles? The rugged kind. The economical 

kind. The kind that show up in better TV and FM on your 

subscribers' sets. Three new antennas from Jerrold: 

New Jerrold FM OMNI Antenna 
—the low-cost way to receive 
local stations within a 40-mile 
radius. Gain as a single antenna 
is —1 dBi. In a dual bay array it's 
+2 dBi. Return loss on both 
units is 10 dB. The output is 
matched to 75 ohms and the ter-
minal is weathersealed. OMNI 
mounts on any mast with an 
O.D. between 2" and 3". 

New Jerrold Low-Band VHF Yagis 
are log-periodic, cut-to-channel an-
tennas that are optimized for Chan-
nels 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 to provide the best 
co-channel rejection for the entire 
angular range from 90° to 270'. Gain 
is 8.5 dBi, return loss is 12 dB, and 
back radiation more than 20 dB below 
the gain of the forward direction. New 
Jerrold Low-Band VHF Yagis can be 
individually mounted, or horizontally 
stacked for greater gain, on any 2" to 
4" O.D. mast. 

Jerrold CATV Antennas are put together so they stay together . . . your 
assurance that every subscriber will receive crystal-clear black-and-white 
or true living color pictures. Keep your customers satisfied. Write or call 
for more information on Jerrold CATV Antennas. CATV Systems Divi-
sion, Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19105. Phone: (215) 925-9870, TWX 710-670-0263. 

New Parabeam UHF Antenna 
with Broad-Band Feed is a mod-
ified version of our 8-foot dish 
Parabeam. The trapezoidal-
tooth, log-periodic antenna has 
been added as the broad-band 
UHF feed. The feed is factory 
tuned. The antenna needs no 
re-focusing to cover the UHF 
band from channels 14 to 70. 
Whether it's wind, rain, sleet, 
or snow, this one still gets the 
picture. 

JERlloto 
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company 

FIRST IN 
CATV 



look to whoa versatility... 

AGC line extender — 

Model 474 S145.00 Without Fittings 

FT 1412—Fittings for .412 Cable—S1.55 
FT 1500—Fittings for .500 Cable—S1.135 

The Vikoa Futura AGC Line Extender Model 
474, is designed to compliment the manual line 
extender, model 461. Its construction and design 
is comparable to the 461 with the addition of the 
AGC circuitry. In this respect, it takes a major 
step forward in line extender design, since its 
AGC is similar to that found only in expensive 
trunkline amplifiers. The circuitry is designed 
to function on multi-carrier, however, it samples 
the low band and high bands separately and in 
that way drives dual voltages which control level 
and tilt independently. Thus, not only does the 
AGC compensate for level changes, but also 
fully compensates for changes due to temperature 
variations. 
The Model 474 Line Extender Amplifier w AGC 

is housed in a single bolt, hinged case, con-
structed of die cast aluminum alloy and coated 
with a special corrision preventative finish. It 
also is provided with either 412SM or 500 SM fit-
tings, each having a "one inch" engagement of 
center conductor. 
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Minimum full gain, amplifier module in housing: 
27 db (input fitting to output fitting) 

Operational Gain: 24db 
Frequency response over 50-225 MHz band as 
measured in conjunction with any cable length 
within equalization range: ± 0.5 db (over entire 
gain control range) 

Temperature range: —40F to +140F 
Output capability with —57db cross-modulation, 
12 channels, 5db block tilt, synchronous mod-
ulation, (per NCTA standard): +44 dbmv min. 
at channel 13 single output 

AGC Compensation, level control: ±3db input 
±-0.75db output 

Tilt Control: 2db input tilt = 0.5db output tilt 
Gain control range: 0 to 6db 
Cable equalization to match .412 or .500 aluminum 
cable: fixed 11 db at channel 13 variable 0 to 
11 db at channel 13 

Noise figure; measures with fixed cable equalizer 
in variable equalizer in max. cable position: 
at channel 13; — 11 db max. 
at channel 2; — 11 db +L/2* max. 

Return loss: input-16db, output-16db 
Test points: located on the outside of the case: 
—20 db 1 db at input and output. 

Plug-in Pads: flat loss and equalizers: 456, 457 
Power Requirements: 18-30 volts, rms, at 0.3 
amp. 

Power Passing: will pass AC power; 8 amps max. 
Has power passing selector switch. 

Surge Protector input and output: Gas tube type 
surge protectors (90 V) 

*L —Loss of cable equalizer at frequency of interest. 

400 Ninth Street. Hoboken, New Jersey 07030 

N. Y : (212) 943-5793 • N. J.: ;201) 656-2020 • Wire  WUX-JHB, Hoboken, N J. 

r:  !r! ( 1 \ 11) 1 frrm: 1110 )1 (11: (. 1\ 11) 1 1.1111TEI)  %...iti() Va.% rand' Str.•,'t • tlwitrcul 9. Q1.h, • (.514) 739-1477 



Fere's the solid Elate transmission 
equipment that s eigineered for 
unitized effectirenEss. Each suitcase 
g ves top leve pe-formance on its own, 
r-ates perfec-.1y with other units to 
e iminate system zompromises arc 
make-do "adjustrents". 

Working together, an all-Entron line 
/1111 give you an eDge that adds up to 
-eliable performance and reduced 
r-aintenance. Ask our Entron man or 
write for technic  data that shows 
why the Entrol l'riE represents "solid" 
engineering p-cgiess. 

Entron's solid state products 
Combination Trunfain2 Bridging Amplifier RB-ET 
TrJnkline Amplifier R-ET 
Irrermediate Bridg ng Amplifier B-3 
L:rw-Cost Line Extender Amplifier E-6C 
Ur iversal Taw:ill SkT Ser es 

MIJI 
2141 Indi.strial P.3rkway. Silver Spring, Mc. 2Y:J0i 
Phone: (3)1) 622-2 03 



A Solid State  E NTFI ON Line 
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Up to four outputs. Operating 
level of bridging module is 35 
dbmv on each of four outputs. 

25 db, operational gain, ALC. 
Switchable input pads, fullwave 
30-v ac power supply. Remote-
powered, through cable. 

il = Inserted in the trunkline, pro-
•  = vides up to four distribution out-

• puts. Variable pads on input for flexibility of installation. °per-

ating level is 35 dbmv on four 
outputs. 

• I • 

27 db gain, 10 db gain control, 
operating level is 42 dbmv. 

New multiple tapoff is completely 
waterproof and pressure tight. 
Tapoffs changed without 
disturbing thruline signal. Dual 
thruline openings with seized 
center conductor for overhead or 
underground, fits 6" diameter 
pedestal. High, 20 db minimum 
isolation, response to 300 MHz. 

Weatherproof. Provides di-
plexing 30 Vac or dc capability 
to cable-power remotely located 
amplifiers. 

Low-noise antenna preamp, 
all-solid-state, temperature-
compensated cable-powered. 
Gain is 33 db, low band; 26 db, 
high band. 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Articles You Can Build On 
The emphasis in this issue is on 

CATV plant construction; a subject 
uppermost in many cablemen's minds at 
this time. The subjects covered are var-
ied, as are the system installation, ex-
pansion, and maintenance problems 
confronting operators these days. 

It All Starts on Paper 
Leading off the feature articles is a 

detailed introduction to a new system 
mapping technique developed by 
Maclean-Hunter Cable TV. That Canad-
ian MSO is producing much more accur-
ate and useful CATV maps by combin-
ing aerial photo techniques with strand 
map layout drafting. See page 46. 

Down-to-Earth Approaches 
Two features are devoted to the 

growing field of buried system installa-
tion: Beginning on page 64, you'll find a 
complete discussion of how to put your 
plant underground—with numerous 
details and tips taken directly from field 
problems. And starting on page 56, the 
specific subject of dry-boring for cable 
runs under sidewalks and streets is 
treated in detail. 

Rounding Out the Menu ... 
Other aspects of CATV system con-

struction covered this month include: A 
new foolproof method for checking 
cable splices using portable X-Ray gear; 
the special problems encountered in big 
city system construction; and a new gaff 
safety testing procedure for all CATV 
linemen. And for quick-reference of the 
construction-minded, an up-to-date list 
of all system construction contractors is 
also to be found in this issue. 

Our Cover: This month's front 
cover photo was supplied by Clear-
view of Georgia, Inc., Dublin, 
Georgia. Clearview has its own 
construction crew, some of whom 
are shown here lashing trunk cable 
from the head-end building in the 
background, 
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Tip on a CATV Blue Chip 
A powerhouse. Big enough to play it 
straight. Doesn't cut corners. Name: 
Anaconda Electronics. Makes the best 
CATV equipment in the business. 
Strong performer. Outstanding growth 
record. Rapid industry acceptance. 

Staffed with CATV pros. Sound, 
customer-oriented business policies. 
Anaconda Electronics stock is not 

for sale. 
Anaconda Electronics CATV 

equipment is. 

a ANACONDA electronics 

Anaconda Electronics Company. Subsidiary Anaconda Wire and Cable Company. 1430 South Anaheim Boulevard, Anaheim. California 92803 



The TVC Vie wpoint 

EDITORIAL 

Power Play Too Late 
Inspired by the High Court's across-the-board 

ratification of FCC power, the anti-CATV faction of 
the FCC has launched the predicted crusade for a 
drastic, long-term freeze on cable television. The spirit 
of vituperation which Commissioner Ken Cox has al-
ways expressed comes through loud and clear in the 
recommendations of the Broadcast Bureau and the 
FCC General Counsel. With some quasi compromises 
thrown in for window dressing, the proposal is clearly 
aimed at reducing cable television to an emaciated 
arm of broadcasting. A long-term freeze on importation 
of distant signals into the top-100 markets, coupled 
with a prohibition on advertising, is intended to bring 
cable television expansion to a screeching halt. But it 
won't work. The power play has come too late. Five 
years ago . . . even two years ago when the Second 
Report and Order was adopted, a blanket freeze might 
have stuck. But the adversaries of cable television 
within the Commission have allowed too much water 
to go over the dam. 
The 10 million American citizens on the cable and 

1400 strong, unified firms serving them can be ignored 
by neither the FCC nor Congress. It would be naive to 
suggest that even a very powerful regulatory bureau 
could clamp a total freeze on a dynamic young industry 
which has captured the interest of 3-1/2 million Ameri-
can families and a host of substantial and responsible 
members of the American business community. 
For the Commission to adopt the proposed CATV 

curtailment and freeze would be to invite immediate 
and fervent onslaught of legal challenges of Com-
mission authority, not to mention an unrelenting drive 
for counteracting legislation. 
In fact, adoption of the brazen power play proposal 

might be the final straw that would bring about the 
dissolution of the FCC. Congress is already dissatisfied 
and impatient with the Federal Communications Com-
mission. For the agency to impose a harsh and pre-
judicial freeze on an important national communications 
service at this time would be to invite Congressional 

repudiation which might go far beyond mere corrective 
action. 
In short, we are confident that Chairman Hyde and 

at least three of the other Commissioners will follow 
the dictates of conscience and their instincts of self-
preservation. They will have no part of the power play 
sponsored by the Broadcast Bureau and the General 
Counsel's office. 

Editors Need Help 
Cable system managers should be aware that news-

paper editors need their assistance. Even the news-
papers in cable-served communities carry vague or 
inaccurate accounts of cable television developments. 
A case in point is the handling of the recent Supreme 
Court rulings. Many newspapers in medium and small 
sized towns relied entirely on syndicated editorials in 
commenting on the crucial decisions. And, generally 
speaking, the syndicated commentaries were not par-
ticularly helpful to the industry. 
Cable operators who have failed to contact local 

journalists in connection with significant industry 
developments have missed golden opportunities for 
improving their own image in their respective com-
munities. The benefits of helping your local editors 
are two-fold. 
First, you can help news reporters put national CATV 

developments into local perspective, giving readers a 
better understanding of your problems and regulatory 
limitations. Secondly, good journalists will be appreci-
ative of any help they can get in relating national 
stories to local people and local interests. And, of 
course, it's always good business to come to the aid of 
a local editor or reporter. 
Your helpfulness will cause him to be alert to future 

cable TV stories — and sensitive to your point of view 
in his editorial treatment of such stories. 

Alas& 

8  September, 1968 



The cost 
of a CATV system 
has just been 
• reduced! 
No matter what kind of system 
you're planning, new Ultrafoam 
cables cut costs up to $190 a strand 
mile. Here's why— 

Lowest attenuation. Ultrafoam 
cables feature an exclusive. dielec-
tric. Made from polystyrene foam, 
its velocity of propagation rating is 
93% —resulting in an attenuation 
20% lower than foamed polyeth-
ylene cables. 

Replaces cables 50% larger. Ultra-
foam is available in three cable 
sizes: .412", .500" and .750". Be-
cause of its superior electrical 
characteristics, it replaces foamed 
polyethylene cables up to 50% 
larger. But at far less cost! Ultra-
foam also matches performance of 
air dielectric cables but eliminates 
expensive purging equipment and 
special fittings. 

Fewer amplifiers needed. Ultra-
foam's low signal loss lets you 
extend the distance between ampli-
fiers 600' farther than polyfoam 
cables of the same size. Because 
fewer amplifiers are needed, cascad-
ing problems are reduced. 

Proven performance. Ultrafoam has 
already passed the larger cable re-
placement test. Not in our labs but 
in a leading CATV operator's sys-
tem. After nearly two years, in all 
kinds of weather, field tests show no 
change in electrical values and no 
maintenance required. 

How much savings? One cable 
operator reports he'll save $190 per 
strand mile with Ultrafoam .500 
and .412 instead of foamed poly-
ethylene .750 and .500. Ask your 
Amphenol sales engineer how much 
new Ultrafoam will save you. Or 

write: Amphenol Cable Division, 
6235 S. Harlem Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
60638. 

AMPHENOL CABLE DIVISION 
.IC RUNKER RAMO CORPORATION 

Ask us to prove it— 

The surest way to determine your 
savings is by testing. Check one or 
both of the following boxes. 
[I] Send information on your spe-
cial Ultrafoam sample offer and 
literature. 
Have your representative call us. 

Name   

Company   

Address   

City State Zip   

Mail to: 
Mr. J. Aylward, 
Amphenol Cable Division, 
6235 S. Harlem Ave., 
Chicago, III. 60638. 

TV Communications 9 



CATV Industry 

PERSPECTIVE 

It's unlikely that permanent authority over telco applications for leaseback con-
struction certificates under Section 214 will vest anywhere but in the Common Carrier 

Bureau. That does not mean, however, that the Commissioners themselves will not 

keep a careful eye on the administration of any rules that will be formulated for certi-
fication procedures. The Report and Order requiring certificates was a strongly-
worded one and there is every indication that the Commission intends to take steps that 

will ensure CATrs protection from unfair competition by telephone companies. 

Such steps will probably include, for example, a provision that a telco seeking 
certification must give notice of their filing to all interested parties. Informed sources 

feel the Common Carrier Bureau, under strong policy guidelines, will be an impartial 

forum, and the telco applications will be carefully scrutinized.  Count on an uphill bat-
tle for telco-owned cable firms seeking certificates--chances are the burden of proof 

will be a heavy one to show why an independent operator shouldn't build instead. 

There is no sign so far of Justice Department interest  in including CATV in the 
proposed FCC prohibition against broadcasters owning more than one TV, AM or FM 
station in any one major market. Justice has called for inclusion of newspaper pub-

lishers. . .but no mention of cable television, which JD has looked on in the past 
as competition for potentially monopolistic broadcast and print media. 

New York City will be going after 25% franchise fees if officials follow the recom-
mendation of Morris Tarshis of NYC Board of Franchises.  Tarshis has been quoted 

as recommending the fee--many times higher than the 5% being paid by the three pre-

sent franchise-holders--for the long waiting list of applicants. His move reflects the 

steep escalation in large-city franchise bidding that runs fees up to 10-20% with sliding 

scales giving the city more than 30% slice at the high end.  This can only lead to harass-

ment of operators by city councils and increased vulnerability to public utility-type 
regulation. 

Brokers report vigorous trading and active interest in cable television stocks. 
Attribute the frank interest of the financial community to recent big-news mergers, 
loans, as well as the less volatile industry climate created by the Federal-level deci-
sions of the past few months. With new public offerings, such as Cox Cable Communi-
cations, Inc., look for increasing number of investors with CATV in their portfolios. 

The 8th Circuit's decision in the Black Hills Case--upholding the Second Report 
& Order--is scarcely a surprise in view of the Supreme Court's San Diego verdict. 
The question now is whether the nation's highest court will hear an appeal. Of course, a 
move on the part of the FCC toward recision, or even softening, of the Second Report 

& Order could obviate the question.  Meanwhile, a restless audience of cable and would-

be cable viewers--the public in whose interests the FCC is supposed to be acting--is 
strengthening its voice. Unhappy Californians have been knocking at the Commission's 
door over the San Diego ruling, and the pressures will become more telling as more 
American homes are hooked up. 

10 September 1968 



AMECO Has What It Takes! 
TO PROVIDE YOU WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED 

FOR YOUR CABLE TV SYSTEM - PLUS FOLLOW-UP "SERVICE." 

AMECOAX 

111 11 . =[ 
HEADEND ST  

m 
corn• 

- plifHrs. 

I.ne exteridets. E;nd line splittf.:rs. and 

cor,x':•,1 cable.  nl clre;) 

tr;-Infr.forrri ,rs — Anz1  rivt'..,.it-„g else you 

-Total Capability -

• ' •• 

PACESETTER ST 
MAINLINE 

CH.inn ,•(:,,:t  H-,Ht:n.i is  b-st  

buy! It's customized to your needs — even if you need up to 27 
Tkr, "P;ir:r..s,-tter /ST- series of Hneam ,,-,,,lif'ers 

01, 5 vr,u n  Jr' Ily; 'or 1. 12. 21 m• ',:c) to 27 cfl,,nn ,ls 

nut :-:ny  AIVECO . 

-!r-z 

-1 TV 

tH • '27 

-Npr 

PACESETTER ST 
AGC 

DACESETTER ST 
AGC BRIDGER 

taikul - about. 

AMECO A PRODUCT INFORMATION REQUEST 
Check Appropriate boxes, detach card and mail to AMECO. 

SEND INFO ON ALL ITEMS  SEND SALESMAN 

CH/ST 

PSTB 

PSTM 

PSTMB 

PSTA 

PSTL 

PSTAB 

PACER ST 

PSLD 

MX-5 

NAME  TITLE   

FIRM   

ADDRESS   

CITY STATE   ZIP   



AMECO "Total Service" 
FROM HEADEND THROUGH HOUSEDROP 

AMECO. the cne-source to get everything 

you need to provide your customers with 

a reliable. trouble-free. quality picture. 
S  !•st rt- 7- H H to 

end assures you of the highest quality 

available at the lowest operating cost! 

PACESETTER ST 
MAINLINE/BRIDGER 

PACESETTER 
LINE DIVIDER 

PACESETTER ST 
BRIDGER 

PACER ST 
EXTENDER 

46. 

MX-5 MATCHING 
TRANSFORMER 

TO CUSTOMER 
TV RECEIVER 

CHANNELEER ST A compact so!id-state hete!odyne 

headend with • 54 dbmv output. 6 db noise figure 
and spurious outputs down 60 db! 

PACESETTER ST (PSTL) 
AGC LEVELING STATION 

2 OR 4 FEEDER 
OUTPUTS 

PACESETTER /ST Modular solid-state 
mainl no amplifiers. Polychannel capability 

(up to 27) pity, highest cross-mod 

characteristics. Noise figure as low as 10 db! 

AMECO has the capab.lity and the components. Compare quality. Compare operating costs. Compare reliability. 
Compare specifics.tionn. Compare track records. You c r equipment at any price! 

DETACH AND MAIL-TODAY 

FIRST CLASS  # 
PERMIT NO. 2614 
PHOENIX, ARIZ. 

BUSINESS  REPLY  M AIL  
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES 

postage will be paid by 

ffaV i 4 = C11 

POST OFFICE BOX 13741 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85002 

When you are ready to buy qual-
ity cable TV equipment, call on 
the pioneers of advanced CATV 
electronics — AMECO, where 
you deal with one company — 
from headend through house-
drop. 



• We have been trying for several weeks 
to locate the company that manufac-
tures the Sod Master. Your April maga-
zine had a picture of the machine on the 
front page of the Technicians' Section. 
Would you please be so kind as to 

check your files and see if you would 
have the company name of this ma-
chine. 
Randy Scott, Mgr. 
Badger CATV 
Ashland, Wisconsin 

The unit you ask about, Randy, is built 
by Sod Master Corp., 3456 Washington 
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55412. 

• There seems to be some confusion 
among system operators at this time 
over the application of the FCC San 
Diego decision on origination and 
advertising to other CATV systems. 
Enclosed is a response on this question 
from communications attorney Joseph 
Chach kin, which should clarify the 
limited nature of the Commission's ac-
tion. 
J. R. Hampton 
J. R. Hampton Associates 
Littleton, Colorado 

The following is the text of Mr. Chach-
kin's letter to Mr. Hampton. 

"This is in reference to your request 
for an opinion concerning whether the 
Commission has adopted any regulation 

or policy limiting or restricting the orig-
ination of programming or the carriage 
of commercial advertising on such 
program originations. 
"Based on my analysis of the Commis-

sion's action in this field, it appears that 
the Commission at this time has in no 
way established any policy or regula-
tions limiting the origination of pro-
gramming or the carriage of commercial 
content. The Commission recently re-
leased a decision in the matter of the 
petition of Mid-West Television, Inc., 
Docket No. 16786 (FCC 68-662 re-
leased June 28, 1968), limiting the car-
riage of commercials of programs pro-
posed to be originated by the San Diego 
CATV System. However, the decision 
makes clear that these limitations per-
tain solely to the specific San Diego 
situation and do not have applicability 
elsewhere. In this connection, it would 
appear from the Commission's decision 
that they intend to use the experience 
gained from the limitations imposed in 
San Diego as the basis for determining 
whether a broad policy in this field 
would be in the public interest. How-
ever, it seems clear that any further ac-
tion by the Commission in this area is at 
least two or three years away at a mini-
mum." 

Joseph Chachkin 
Washington, D. C 

• The Massachusetts Bay Transporta-
tion Authority is presently in a $500 
million expansion program. In all, a 
total of approximately $2 to $4 million 
will be expended over the next five 
years on intra system telephones, CCTV 
and two-way radios. The majority of the 
coordinating and design of these sys-
tems will be under my direction. 
The recent program booklet distribut-

ed at the 1968 NCTA Convention listed 
your publication, TV Communications 
magazine. I am very interested in sub-
scribing to this publication. Would you 
please send me the necessary forms. 
R. P. Dandrea 
Assistant Supervisor 
of Communications 
Massachusetts Bay 
Transportation Authority 

Thank you for your interest in our 
magazine—subscription information is 
on the way to you. 

• I would like to receive a copy of your 
brochure entitled "CATV System Cash-
Flow Projection" which was listed in 
the April 1968 issue of the Journal of 
Commercial Bank Lending. Thank you. 

Robert T. Rork 
Assistant Vice President 
Republic National Bank of Dallas 
Dallas, Texas 

• Your brochure entitled "CATV 
System Cash-Flow Projection" would be 
of interest to us. We would appreciate a 
copy and any cost will be paid upon 
billing by you. Thank you. 
James H. Williams 
Assistant Vice President 
The First National Bank 
Jersey City, N.J. 

Thank you, gentlemen, for your in-
quiries on the availability of our Cash-
Flow Projection Booklet. Copies of our 
revised edition of this publication are 
available at $1.95 each (with quantity 
discounts available) from the Circula-
tion Department, TV Communications, 
207 N.E. 38th, Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa 73105. 

THE BIG 1968 PRO FOOTBALL HANDBOOKS 
Complete photo and statistical TV guides (144 
pages in two books) covering Pro Football and 
players, by the AFL & NFL experts! 

The sales incentive that gets subscribers and se s 
cable TV to every reader • Yearbooks start at only $1.00 — quantity discounts • SCORE 
with higher profits • CALL Tom Johnson (303) 388-5888 TODAY! 

DANIELS MANAGEMENT COMPANY • 2930 East Third, Denver, Colo. 80206 
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New from TeleMallon 
The most versatile Television Camera 

ever designed for CATV 

The TMC-2100 is the first 

camera to be designed with 

built-in "instant convertibility" 

from self-contained operation to 

a two-unit system. Sync option 

include Crystal/Drive, 2:1 

Interlace, and [IA. Change 

instantly from one of these self-

contained modes to two-unit 

operation using TeleMation's 

Universal Camera Control, 

CABLECASTER  MULTICASTE 

Video Control Centers or 

Screen Splitter. 

Designed to be the most reliable 

televisioi camera for CATV 

TMC-2100V 

MlitTI(AqTEP TM  CABLECAqTERTm  UNIVERSAL  SCREEN 
VIDEO CONTROL CENTER  VIDEO CONTROL CENTER  CAMERA CONTROL  SPLITTER 

UNIT 

FROM AN ELABORATE EIA MULTI-CAMERA OPERATION TO A SIMPLE ONE-CAMERA SYSTEM.... 



..the INIC-2100 Vidicon Camera 
Features: 
II All modes of operation are "switch selectable." 
Camera may be operated in driven or self-contained 
modes. Sync options are CRYSTAL/DRIVE. 2:1 Inter-
lace, and EIA 

• TMC-2100 non-viewfinder cameras feature all die-
cast or extruded framework—rugged but good looking! 

• Extruded side panels hinge upward for easy access 
to camera circuitry and vidicon assembly. 

• All circuit boards are made of high-quality glass 
epoxy materials and "plug-in" for easy field replace-

TMC-2100  ment. 

• Addition of 7" transistorized viewfinder is simple 
but permanent. "Piggyback" look is avoided by use 
of full-length side panels and front casting. 

III 800-volt power supply and 60-gauss focus field 
assure maximum performance from all vidicon tubes, 
including new separate-mesh types: 800 lines resolu-
tion guaranteed. 

TMC 2100 (rear view) 

origination equipment supplier 

2275 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84115 
Telephone (AC 801) 486 7564 

NON-DUPLICATION  OPTICAL  SEE US FOR A COMPLETE LINE OF 
SWITCHER  MULTIPLEXER COLOR CABLECASTING EQUIPMENT. 

 TELEMATION HAS A PACKAGE TO FIT YOUR LOCAL ORIGINATION REQUIREMENTS. 



Your 
Connectors 
Can Make or 
Break System 
Performance. 

Be sure they're 
Performance-

Specified!  

Communication Dynamics con-
tinues to offer the finest CATV 
connectors available. Engi-
neered to aerospace quality 
and reliability at competitive 
prices, the complete line in-
cludes N,F, UHF, modified 
UHF, splices and amplifier 
entry fittings. New additions 
include cable and equipment 
housing terminators plus flex-
ible entry fittings for pedestal 
applications. 

CDC leads the industry in re-
search and new connector pro-
duct development ... Find out 
how your system can benefit 
from Performance-Specified 
connectors today! 

C6D 
0 

COMMUNICATION 
DYNAMICS 

289 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers 01, New York 10701 
Phone 19141965-3006 

CATV MANAGEMENT CORNER 

The Gift Of Praise 
The conference you attended a couple of weeks ago on 

good management practices is already beginning to pay off. 
The suggestion that you jot down each time you praise an 
employee, criticize an employee, or fail to greet an employee 
in your daily "Action Planner" has been a real eye-opener. It 
wasn't until you started to use this idea that you suddenly 
realized you were spending so much of your time criticizing 
your people, and comparatively little time in praising them. 
You remember the speaker saying that even mild criticism, 

or silence, which a sensitive employee might interpret as 
criticism, whittles away his self esteem. 
One speaker said something that suddenly gave you a clue 

on how to get Jim, your assistant chief tech to become more 
interested in his job. You know he's young, intelligent and 
seemingly ambitious, and you are certain he could become a 
valuable employee and candidate for promotion, if only you 
could encourage him to develop himself. 
You decide to make a special point to compliment his work 

at every opportunity and give him greater responsibilities. You 
ask him his opinion on matters pertaining to his work, and 
continue to encourage him to use his own initiative whenever 
he can, without affecting his normal work responsibilities. You 
help him work his problems out, but let him feel he 
contributed toward the final decision. 
You begin to notice a gradual change in Jim's behavior 

pattern.  He's reading articles on system design and 
maintenance control. He's talking of what it will take to 
become a chief tech. He's interested in attending technical and 
management seminars on his own time. 
You suggest several courses and what training is needed for 

certain types of engineering and management jobs. When he 
tells you he would like to prepare himself for additional 
responsibilities and is interested in learning new work and 
taking on additional responsibilities, you feel your efforts have 
been worthwhile. 
You're glad now, you disciplined yourself to look behind 

the reasons which cause people to act the way they do, and 
put your efforts into directing a person's motivation to a 
constructive direction. You have now benefited and so has 
your system operation. 
Then you remember what the last speaker at the conference 

had to say: "The man or woman behind the desk or on the 
poles needs to know that someone there appreciates his work 
and realizes that he's a human being, not just a cog." 
You were glad to be reminded of the importance of 

speaking to everyone in the company and to call them by 
name: "A man's name is the liveliest music he can hear." 
You took specific note of his warning that managers may 

set goals without regard to the capacity of the individual, and 
his reminder that a person may feel frustrated if the goals set 
are too high for his ability; or he will feel bored if they are too 
low or not sufficiently challenging. 
It's beginning to dawn on you that being a manager was 

never like this in the old days, when all you had to do was to 
line up the work and see to it that it was done. You realize 
more than ever before that your job calls on you to act as a 
family counselor, an advisor, a friend, as well as a leader. 
You rather like the new approach. It makes your job more 

interesting and more challenging. You find you're not nearly 
as tired at the end of the day as you used to be, and you know 
why. It doesn't take nearly as much energy to praise a person 
as it does to criticize.  0 
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Another Times' first for the CATV industry: not just testing ever w reel of AlumifoamA 
coaxial cable that's shipped out of our plant, but testing to guarantee that every reel 
will meet db and frequency ratings unmatched by anyone else. 
This testing is unique in the industry—because the equipment to accomplish it is 

unique. We literally designed and built it ourselves, from the ground up, to do the 
precise testing we wanted—so that we could guarantee every reel at 30 db to 240 mega-
cycles. In fact, at a slight cost, we can use our equipment to test at 28 db to 300 
megacycles, and guarantee that too! 
It's this kind of extra performance that Times engineers constantly strive for—and 

it means that you get first-quality cable every time you order. 
You get other advantages too. Alumifoamt is made in continuous seamless lengths 

up to 1/2 mile—which makes for fewer splices, fewer trouble spots, less mairtenance 
and lower installation costs. Also there's no internal ridge to create a pat-1 for the 
longitudinal transmission of water or vapor—so it's moistffe-proof 
Alumifoam's long life, based on tests and actual use, assure; you of continuous 

quality performance for years. And that performance includes carrying color signals 
without degradation and the availability of many additional channels beyond the nor-
mal 12 (a good point to remember when you expand your operation.) 
So now you can be sure of the cable in your Cable TV...sure of 30 db to 240 mega-

cycles—even 28 db to 300 megacycles. ..because Times tests and guarantees every reel. 
Doesn't it make sense to get in touch with Times? Times Wire anc Cable/a division of 
The International Silver Company/Wallingford/Conn. 06492. Phcne (203) 269-3381. 

ES ,wiRE8lcium 
DV . , Of  1141.1011g . SILVER CD 

Every reel of Alumifoam® 
is tested and guaranteed 

at 30 db to 
240 

megacycles 



Construction 
Reports 

Opp, Ala. — A contract for initial 
construction work on the city-owned 
and operated system has been awarded 
to Television Distribution, Inc., a Penn-
sylvania-based firm. Construction is 
expected to be completed this month, 
and the city has announced hopes of 
signing up 600 subscribers the first 
year. Rates are $4.75 per month. 

Holtville, Calif. — According to Bill 
Little. manager of Imperial Valley 
Cable Co., a $20,000 rebuild program 
has been started in Holtville. A con-
tract for the construction was signed 
with Burnworth and Coggins Cable TV 
Construction, Inc., of Phoenix, for the 
more than 25 miles of cable replace-
ment. 

San Bernardino, Calif. — Charles 
Swenter, general manager of TV Re-
ceptors, Inc., has announced that $3 
million has been allocated for the ex-
pansion of the firm's system. Construc-
tion of more than 300 miles of plant 
has already begun. 

San Carlos, Calif. — Peninsula Cable 
TV has begun installation of its under-
ground system, according to Verne 
Laughton, president of the firm. In-
stallation is being made by Jardin of 
California, Inc., a subsidiary of Douglas 
Jardin, Inc., of Colorado Springs. 

Simi, Calif. — A $53,000 expansion 
program is currently underway for 
Clarity TV's system. Equipment used 
for the new facilities will be Cascade. 

Elberton, Ga. — Rentavision's new 
12-channel system has been energized 
according to manager Clarence An-
drews. The system previously offered 
9 channels. The three new channels 
carry stations from Atlanta, Anderson, 
S.C.. and a time/weather service. 

Linton, Ind. — Telesis Corp., parent 
company of the Linton cable system, 
reports initiation of service in that 
community to more than 800 pre-start 
subscribers. 

Portland, Ind. — Omar K. Wright, 
president of Soundvision, Inc., has an-
nounced that the construction contract 
for the system has been awarded to 
Com-Tel Construction Co. and that 
work has already begun. 

Albia, Iowa — The last of 480 hook-
ups have been completed for United 
Transmission by C. L. Davis Cable 
Construction Co. 

Dawson Springs, Ky. — Dawson 
Springs TV Cable Co. has signed a con-
struction contract with Telesis Con-
struction, Inc. Total construction time 
for the system is estimated at 3 
months. 

Somerset, Ky. — Construction is 
under way on the new 31-mile system 
for Somerset. Charles Dunbar, presi-
dent of Commonwealth Cable Co., 
announced that Jerrold crews have 
the first phase of the system com-
pleted. Subscribers will receive 6 
video channels, a time/weather ser-
vice, a wire new service and FM. 

Fitchburg, Mass. — Montachusett 
Cable Television, Inc., has announced 
the beginning of the second phase of 
construction, bringing the system up 
to 55 miles. The second phase will add 
37 miles of plant. 

Bad Axe, Mich. — Construction has 
begun on a 10-channel system to serve 
the Bad Axe area, according to spokes-
man for Thumb Broadcasting Com-
pany. 

Flint, Mich. — Lamb Communica-
tions, Inc., reports that 30 additional 
miles of the proposed 425-mile system 
have now been energized. The system 
now has a total of 142 miles in opera-
tion, and the entire project, passing 
58,000 homes, is expected to be com-
pleted by December. 

New Ulm, Minn. — Construction of 
new facilities is nearly completed, it 
was announced by K. T. McHugo, pres-
ident of New Ulm TV Signal Co. New 
services will include public service pro-
grammingand a time/weather channel. 
A $.75 per month increase in rates 
will be effective Oct. 1 to pay for the 
cost of expansion. 

Salem, New Jersey — Ervin G. Ochs, 
Jr., manager of Tr-County Cable Tele-
vision, has announced that a tide clock 
has been installed as an additional 
service to subscribers. The clock is 
timed for Salem cove and indicates by 
a dial the level of the tide at all times. 

Grand Forks, North Dakota — GF 
Cable TV, Inc. has awarded a contract 
for system engineering and construc-
tion to Community Television, Inc., of 
Denver. 

Jackson, Ohio — Squires, Inc. of 
Columbus has been awarded a contract 
to install the system for Jackson County 
Cable Service, Inc. When completed, it 
will include 60 miles of plant. 

Reedsport, Ore. — Cable TV Corp. 
has announced the awarding of a $55,-
000 turnkey contract to Cascade Elec-
tronics, Ltd. Construction of the 
15-mile extension has already begun. 

Easton, Pa. — Clearpic Cable TV has 
announced plans for an extension. In 
making the announcement, the firm 
also reported that it had awarded a 
contract for 120 miles of materials to 
Cascade. 

Clairton, Pa. — The first 16 miles of 
Center Video's 28 mile system have 
been energized and 3 miles have been 
added to the Midland system. 

Pierre, Huron, Winner, S.D. — Mid-
continent Cable Systems has awarded 
turnkey contracts for these three 
systems to Jerrold Electronics Corp. 
All three are expected to be operative 
by fall and will provide network pro-
gramming plus an independent and a 
continuous weather service. 

Cookeville, Tenn. — Work is now 
under way on the final stages of the 
first 50-mile leg of the system. Con-
tractor for the job is Comm/Scope 
Construction Co., of Hickory, N.C. 
When completed, the system will pro-
vide 9 channels and a 24-hour 
time/weather service. 

Beeville, Texas — See-Mor Tele-
vision, Inc., has instituted a $100,000 
rebuild program involving all new 
head-end and 14 additional miles of 
plant. New offerings will include 
signals from Austin and San Antonio. 

Rio Grande Valley, Texas — Jerrold 
Electronics Corp. has announced 
plans to provide 12-channel cable 
service to subscribers throughout the 
Valley. Three major systems will each 
serve a complex of towns and cities 
according to Jerrold's district manager 
Erwin Sharp. With FCC approval of 
microwave, plans call for providing the 
14 communities with signals from 
Corpus Christi, Harlingen, Weslaco, 
Monterrey (Mexico), and San Antonio. 
Each system will also carry a time/ 
weather service and a local origination 
channel. 

Elizabeth, W. Va. — Officials of the 
Village Cable Corp. report that the 
grand opening of the system was held 
recently. 

Owen Sound, Ont. — Owen Sound 
celebrated the opening of their new 
office facilities with an open house. 
Plans for a rebuild of the 10-year-old 
system were also announced, and con-
struction of a new head-end and para-
bolic antenna are now under way. 

Candiac, Que. — The town of Can-
diac and National Cablevision, Ltd. 
have signed a contract by which the 
town will install and finance a CATV 
system as a municipal service. National 
Cablevision is to be paid a professional 
fee to distribute signals and maintain 
the system.  El 
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S KIZ /7000 K 
A SPECIFIC DESIGN 
FOR A NY A PPLIC ATION 

PLU S C O M PLETE FLE XI BILITY 
WIT H PLU G-I N P A DS A N D D U AL E QU ALIZE R S 

7 02 0 K 
TRUNK 
AMPLIFIER 

7 030 K 
TRUNK AND 
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 

7 070 K 
TRUNK/DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER 

7 02 5 K 
TRUNK AMPLIFIER 
WITH ALC 

7 03 5 K 
TRUNK AMPLIFIER 
WITH ALC AND 
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 

7 075 K 
TRUNK/DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER WITH ALC 

7 027 K 
TRUNK AMPLIFIER 
WTH ALC/ASC 

7 037 K 
TRUNK AMPLIFIER 
WITH ALC/ASC AND 
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 

7 040 K 
INTERMEDIATE 
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 

For more information on the above and other SKL products for better CATV, please write or call us. 

S PE N CE R- KE N NE D Y LA B O R AT O RIE S, IN C. 
1320 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD  •  BOETO N, M ASS. 02135  •  TEL. 617-254-5400 
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COLOR 

41.25 MHz 
SOUND 

VIDEO 

45.75 MHz 

ADJ.  ADJ. 
VIDEO  SOUND 

VESTIGAL BANDPASS FILTER 

DUAL TVM-213 

•bp 

CAS solid state CATV modulator 
gives you 20 channels from a 
common 44 mc IF modulation 

and filter principle 

with simple UP CONVERSION 
to required channels 

T he CAS TVM-213 modula-
tor offers solid state reliability 
and vestigal side band advan-
tages of a 44 mc IF system. 
The CAS TVM-213 converts 
standard 45.75 mc video and 
41.25 mc sound TV signals 
simply to any VHF channel to 
make possible adjacent channel high band opera-
tion. Previously, such conversion was extremely 
difficult. Optional modules accept sound from 
either audio sources or 4.5 mc sound from a 
microwave feed. 

The TVM-213 is available in a choice of 
single or dual channel models. The Single TVM-
213 may be purchased and modules added later 
to convert it to a dual channel unit. A plate 
covers the unused module spaces of the Single 
TVM-213. 

The CAS Dual TVM-213 consists of two 

complete channel modulators 
operated from a common power 
supply and will fit a standard 
19-inch rack. 

Check these features! 

44 mc IF system 
./ all band adjacent operation 

I operates on 111 vac, +30 vdc or remote power 
./ optional audio or 4.5 mc sound inputs 

I compatible with similar tube equipment 
I solid state modu-
lar construction 

I simple 19" rack 
mounting 

I passes full color 
I regulated power 

supply  P 0 BOX 47066 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 
I front panel controls 
and test points 

CAS M G 

214/ BL 3-3661 

Write or call today for full pricing, and technical information. 

CO 
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Late Ne ws 

VICE-PRESIDENT APPEARS ON CABLECAST 

For what is thought to be the first time, a presidential candidate appeared 
on a cablecast press conference. U.S. Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey re-
cently flew to Allentown, Pa., for a press conference hosted by Clear-Pic Cable 

TV Co. of Easton, Pa. The conference was arranged for Clear-Pic by Repre-
sentative Fred B. Rooney (D-Pa.) who himself has appeared on CA TV. 

According to Danny Notarro, Clear-Pic assistant manager, the 22-minute 
conference was covered by the three networks as well as another cable system 
and several local broadcasters.  Notarro reported enthusiastic reception of the 
coverage by everyone--from Humphrey's advance men as well as cable system 
subscribers.  Coverage began with Humphrey's arrival at the Allentown airport 

and continued through the Vice President's impromptu speech delivered to news-

men at the press conference held in the dining room of a large Allentown depart-
ment store. 

H & B STOCKHOLDERS TO VOTE ON PURCHASE 

Stockholders of H&B American Corporation have been invited to a special 

meeting in New York City on October 10 to vote on H&B's acquisition of Jack 

Kent Cooke, Inc., and Continental Cablevision, Inc.  H&B is proposing to acquire 

Cooke's cable interests for 1,600,000 shares of common stock.  H&B now owns 

38 systems serving approximately 132,000 subscribers; the proposed acquisition 

would add 20 systems with over 80,000 subscribers. 
It was simultaneously announced that negotiations for the acquisition of the 

business and assets of General Television, Inc. have been terminated by mutual 

agreement. 
William M. Jennings, chairman and president of H&B, also made public the 

company's arrangements with two insurance companies and a bank for financing 

amounting to $9.5 million. The loans will be used for the construction, extension 
and acquisition of cable television systems. 

NAB CONFERENCES TO SPOTLIGHT CABLE 

Cable television will be one of the major topics for discussion at the six 

Fall Conferences of the National Association of Broadcasters.  NAB has prom-
ised that conference highlights will be discussion of television's "future in an 

age of CATV and pay-TV competition." Special attention, NAB added, will be 
given to the association-sponsored Land Report on "Television and the Wired 

City." 
The Land Report, released this summer, scrutinizes proposals to ex-

change on-air TV for a nationwide wired system.  The survey, which was 
confined to broadcasters, concluded that switching to wire might result in 
local programming loss. 
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Late Ne ws (Continued) 

Jr 

COMMISSIONER LEE WILL SPEAK IN N. Y. 

A high-powered guest speaker list is focusing attention on the New York 

State Cable Television Association's annual fall meeting this month. FCC 

Commissioner Robert E. Lee has agreed to address the meeting during the 

luncheon to be held on Friday, September 27, just prior to a scheduled session 

on "CATV and Broadcasters." NCTA president Frederick W. Ford will speak 

at the Friday evening banquet, and featured guest on Saturday will be Dr. Alfred 
J. Cali.  Dr. Cali, presently on leave from the State University of New York, 

is Director for the State Study for a Communications Network. 

Advance member registrations and supplier reservations for exhibit space 

indicate that attendance at the fall meeting will set records for the association. 

COX CABLEVISION OFFERS PUBLIC STOCK 

Cox Cable Communications, newly formed subsidiary of Cox Broadcasting 

Corporation, has filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission to reg-

ister a half-million shares of Cox Cable common stock. At a maximum price 

of $15 per share, the corporation may raise up to $7.5 million from public 

sale; $654,561 will repay parent corporation Cox Broadcasting and the bal-

ance will be used for acquisition and construction of new, or expansion of 

existing, cable television and microwave systems.  Cox cable now has 2 mil-

lion shares of common stock outstanding, all of it held by Cox Broadcasting. 

MSO WINS APPROVAL FOR ADVERTISING PROGRAM 

George Green, general manager and newly-appointed vice president of 

Jefferson-Carolina Corp., Greensboro, N. C., says their system in Greens-

boro has won unanimous approval from the city council to originate programs 

and sell advertising on the cable channel.  The system was previously prohi-

bited by the city franchise from originating and selling advertising. 
Spokesmen for Jefferson-Carolina said they were "under attack" from 

several broadcasters because of their plans, but the council nevertheless gave 
permission.  City manager John Turner said the city's recommendation was 

based on a "lengthy study" by the city attorney of FCC regulation of the cable 

television industry. 

COPYRIGHT OWNERS SEEK TPT STALL 

More than a dozen large copyright owners have filed a petition with the FCC 

seeking to bar TelePrompTer's carriage of New York City signals into Trenton, 

N.J. , which is part of the Philadelphia market.  TelePrompTer is proposing to 

carry the signals of nine New York stations. As precedent, the copyright owners 

cited the Delaware County case where the Commission granted copyright holders 

the right to participate in the hearings. 
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"Now a word from our sp 

- 

Losing money on interrupted programming? Don't! CI Switch to the ultra-reliability of dual STL microwave TV 
systems. . . total solid-state B-Line fixed links from Microwave Associates. 0 Performance like nothing you've 
seen or heard before. Superb color, sharp images, audiophile sound, unbeatable reliability. Plus double pro-
tection. . . from solid-state circuitry and highly dependable hot standbys. 0 Other bonuses too. Solid-state RF 
sources instead of klystrons . . . no tube replacement costs, no bulky power supplies, no heating problems, no 

harmful voltages. 0 Interested? B-Line dual 
STL's (and TSL's) are in volume production 
for 2, 7 and 13 GHz auxiliary broadcast bands. 
With options like multiple-channel audio, auto-
matic hot-standby switching, accessories, and 
complete RF system engineering assistance. 
Write or phone for details. (617) 272-3000. 
0 Have the last word! 

‘.J MICRO WAVE ASSOCIATES 
Burlington, Massachusetts 

Offices: Northwest Industrial Park, Burlington, Mass. 01803 
Internatonal Sales: Microwave Associates International 
Northwest Industrial Park, Burlington, Mass. 01803 



News 

SPECTRU M 

FCC Holds Secret CATV Conclave, 
Hints Compromise Would Be Welcome 
The FCC last month held what 

one observer described as the most 
significant meeting ever conducted 
on the subject of CATV, but no im-
mediate decisions were announced 
nor were further meetings sched-
uled, although the Commissioners 
were far from agreement. 
The meeting, which was so se-

cret it did not even appear on the 
FCC agenda, quickly developed in-

Sol Schildhause, Task Force head, leads 
fight against Broadcast Bureau. 

to a bitter battle between Sol 
Schildhause, head of the CATV 
Task Force, and Broadcast Bureau 
Chief Counsel Henry Geller. 

Task Force Battles 

The Task Force recommenda-
tions on FCC regulation of CATV 
were given first and Geller coun-
tered. Among the Commissioners, 
Chairman Rosel Hyde and Robert 
Bartley and James Wadsworth were 
most active with questions. Com-
missioners Nicholas Johnson and 
Robert E. Lee had few questions 
and, surprisingly, Kenneth Cox also 
spoke relatively little. 

According to an observer, the 
4-2 split against the CATV indus-
try predicted by some isn't at all a 
sure thing. This source believes 
that the majority may be seeking 
a compromise. 

Absolute Freeze Proposed 
The Geller proposal for an abso-

lute freeze against outside signals 
in the top-100 markets for 5 to 10 
years seems unlikely to be adopted. 
On the other hand, the Schildhause 
proposal for exemption of the 
second 50 markets from the current 
top-100 market restrictions also 
seems lost. There is some hope that 
the Commission may, however, 
narrow restrictions on CATV sys-
tems in the top-100 markets to 
merely the top-75 markets. 

The CATV debates almost cer-
tainly were debates on UHF. The 
Broadcast Bureau fears that UHF 
development would be severely re-
stricted if CATV were allowed to 
directly compete with the U's in 
the big cities. The freeze that the 
Broadcast  Bureau  recommends 
would last five to ten years, and 
only then would CATV be con-
sidered if UHF promise did not 
develop. 
The CATV Task Force, on the 

other hand, noted that all UHF 
stations in the last few years were 
in the top-50 markets, not the top-
100 and therefore it would be quite 
fair to lift the 100 market ban and 
only include the top-50. 

Freeze "Inconceivable" 
Although there is no final word 

as yet, CATV spokesmen say that 
it is "inconceivable- that the Com-
mission will continue its freeze on 
CATV. As one spokesman puts it, 
"It is likely that the Commission 
will take a middle-of-the-road 
policy, compromising between the 
Task Force proposal and the Broad-
cast Bureau proposal." 
When the Commission does act, 

it may be setting up the ground 
rules for CATV for a long time. 

Bench Asks Why Non-Duplication 
When Broadcasters Don't Need It? 
The Ninth Circuit Court of 

Appeals has evidenced considerable 
interest in the FCC's rule that 
broadcasters, despite their enor-
mous profits, need not demonstrate 
any economic injury in order to re-
ceive non-duplication protection 
from a cable television system. 
The question arose when attorney 

Robert D. L'Heureux argued before 
the bench against non-duplication 
for Port Angeles (Wash.) Tele-
cable. The system had been ordered 
by the FCC to protect KVOS-TV in 
Bellingham, Wash., against two 
Seattle stations. 
Among other arguments, L'Heur-

eux pointed out to the court that 
the FCC's present rule requires no 
showing of economic injury to the 
TV broadcaster. L'Heureux told the 
court, "The Commission's annual-
ly published statistics for the last 
five years indicate that the average 

commercial television station in 
the United States make unprece-
dented profits by comparison with 
other businesses. Those statistics 
prove that the average commercial 
broadcast station currently makes 
between 100% and 105% return on 
its capital investments each year 
before taxes and depreciation. 
"Under the circumstances," he 

continued, "it is unreasonable, 
arbitrary and capricious for the 
Commission to issue a rule that 
requires protection by a CATV 
system of a television station with-
out proof of the need of such pro-
tection on the part of the broadcast 
station requesting it through an 
enforced blackout of the programs 
of competing television stations in 
other markets." 
When Henry Geller, FCC Coun-

sel, came before the bench, the 
court questioned him closely on the 
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cited statistics. When asked by 
presiding Justice James R. Brown-
ing, Geller admitted that the profit 
figures were correct. Justice Brown-
ing and the two other members of 
the court, Walter Ely, Circuit Judge 
from Los Angeles, and Vonder 
Heydt, District Judge from Alaska, 
fired such questions at Geller as, 
"Why should the Commission pro-
tect them (broadcasters) without 
proof of need? Why do you need a 
general rule that applies across the 
whole field of broadcasting? Why 
can't you find out if the station 
needs it?" 
Interest of the court in this area 

was evident as the next case came 
up before it. A similar non-duplica-
tion problem was argued for the 
Great Falls, Montana, system by 
attorney John Cole, Jr. Chief 
Justice Browning was apparently 
still pondering the statistics since 
he also questioned Cole about them. 
Cole, agreeing that the figures were 
correct, supported L'Heureux's ar-
gument that the FCC could not 
justly give protection to broad-
casters unless they found proof of 
economic injury as a result of CATV 

Bob L'Heureux captures judges' atten-
tion with broadcast profit figures. 

operations, and that there was no 
such proof either in the Second 
Report and Order or in the case at 
hand. 
It is not known when the court 

will hand down a decision; mean-
while, in accordance with an order 
issued earlier by the Ninth Circuit 
court, the FCC order has been 
stayed. 

Southwire 
Galvanized Steel Strand 

WEARS AN 
ALL-WEATHER COAT 

IT'S THE IDEAL CATV MESSENGER 
Wind, rain, sleet and snow meet their match and more in 
Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand. It's tough, rugged and de-
pendable... engineered for trouble free, all-weather performance. 
Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand is manufactured to meet 

or exceed all applicable ASTM specifications ... and is preformed 
in stranding to eliminate flared ends when sheared. Southwire 
quality is evident also in our premium quality, non-returnable 
reels. Available in 250', '500' and 1000 coils; 2500', '5000', 
and one-mile reels. Special long lengths and packaging to suit 
your particular job available upon request. 
Specify Southwire Galvanized Steel Strand for your messenger 

applications and get Southwire service automatically—shipment 
direct to your warehouse or jobsite via our own fast fleet of mod-
ern diesel trucks. 

'stock items 

MINIMUM BREAKING STRENGTH IN POUNDS 
1/4" strand size—weight per 1000'— 121 lbs. 
Class A (Double Galv.) High Strength 
Class A (Double Galv.) Extra High-Strength 
ASTM A-475-621 

CARROLLTON. GEORGIA 30117 
404/ 832-6311 • TELEX 54-2799 

4750 
6650 
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THE NEW FM-1B FIELD STRENGTH 
METER ENSURES ACCURATE LEVEL 
STABILITY. TRY A FREE TEST NOW! 

To help you realize the many benefits of having 
an FM-1B portable meter at your system, we will 
be happy to send you one for a FREE TEST. 
Backed by a 90 day warranty and a reputation 
as one of the very finest portable held strength 
meters available . . . the Model FM-1B ensures 
that you system's level stability will always be 
accurately maintained. See for yourself. ... Send 
for your demo-test model now. Don't delay' 

Video Xnstrument Corp. 
13141 Chroons Blvd.  • /*mai m Now York 11435  • (212) 291 0220 

Gentlemen: Please send us a VIDEO INSTRUMENT Model FM-1B Field Strength 
Meter immediately for a 10-day FREE DEMONSTRATION! 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE    ZIP  
amill OW.  m e M O N M MOM MEI 

Pipe Piper will up-date your entire cable 
and pipe laying operations, eliminating 
costly trenching, filling, and turf repairs. 
Lays cable and flexible pipe at a rate of up 
to 110 feet per minute! A model for every 
type and size of job. 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 

SOD  ASTER 
3456 NO, WASHINGTON AVE, 

MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55412 

Gull Coast Television, Naples, Fla.. uses a Pipe Piper to 
install CATV. Every buried CATV system in Florida has on 
or mole PIPE PIPER. 

the only totally satisfactory 
way to lay service cable! 
• No turf or earth is removed. 
• No damage to the finest lawns. 
• You save at least 80% on burial time. 
• Complete customer satisfaction— 
no call-backs. 

• Machine can be operated by one man. 

Cable or pipe IS 
pulled through 
tunnel formed 
by patented os-
cillating forming 
element at con-
stant depths of 
from 5 to 12 
inches. (Even 
deeper under 
certain condi-
tions). 

Temple To Sponsor 
High-Level Seminar 
More than 70 cable operators, 

broadcasters, government leaders, 
and executives in performing and 
production fields with an interest in 
CATV copyright problems have re-
ceived invitations to a two-day sem-
inar exploring new methods of 
solving old broadcaster-CATV 
problems. 
Sponsored by Temple Univer-

sity's School of Communications 
and Theater, the seminar is sched-
uled September 29-October 1 at The 
Inn, Buck Hill Falls, Pa., in the 
Pocono Mountains near Philadel-
phia. Dr. Kenneth Harwood, dean 
of the Philadelphia-based sponsor-
ing organization, in extending the 
invitations, pointed to "a real need 
for honest, forthright discussions 
sponsored by a neutral party" as a 
means for speeding progress toward 
equitable solutions of long-existing 
problems of exclusivity, distant 
signals, copyright, and program 
origination. 
Seminar participants will gather 

informally on Sunday evening, 
September 29, and will spend the 
next two days in small discussion 
groups, tackling the various prob-
lem areas. 
Participation is by invitation. "In 

order to produce real and mean-
ingful results, we must keep dis-
cussion groups to a manageable 
number," he said. "We will cer-
tainly share the results of this 
conference with all interested 
parties," he added. 

Daniels To Distribute 
Football League Books 
Daniels Management Company, 

Denver, reports it will be exclusive 
national distributor in CATV of the 
official 1968 Yearbooks of the 
American and National Football 
Leagues. Bill Daniels, head of the 
Daniels organization, announced 
signing of the contract with Sports 
Underwriters, Inc., of Dallas. 
According to Daniels, the 76-

page NFL publication and the 68-
page AFL book will carry the cable 
TV story, illustrated in full color. 
with advertisements for CATV on 
the front and back covers. 
The NFL Yearbook contains 

autographed photos of the 640 play-
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ers and coaches of the 16 teams. 
The AFL book features 400 auto-
graphed photos of players and 
coaches. Each yearbook also in-
cludes full-color action photos as 
well as results of all 1967 games and 
a complete 1968 master television 
schedule of pro-football games. 
"We feel the AFL and NFL Year-

books are 'naturals' for cable sys-
tem promotions," Daniels said. 
"When you consider that pro. 
football has a wider audience appeal 

Yearbooks can be used as incentives for 
new subscriptions. 

than anything on television today, 
it immediately is obvious that the 
books make excellent special-pre-
mium offers to non-subscribers and 
subscribers alike." 
Daniels said the books should be 

offered to non-subscribers as an 
incentive to sign for cable service. 

Firm Schedules Free 
Three-Day Tech School 
Cascade Electronics, has sched-

uled a Technicians' School this 
month at the Cosmopolitan Hotel, 
Portland, Ore. The three-day train-
ing school, Sept. 11, 12, and 13, is 
being "offered free of charge in the 
interest of better system perform-
ance," according to a Cascade of-
ficial. 
Sessions on system design, con-

struction, operation and mainten-
ance will be conducted by Alan 
Shiel and Gerry King of the Cas-
cade Systems Engineering Dept. 
All systems are invited to send 

technicians, with travel and ac-

One CATV operator puts 
his men on top the job with 
five Bronco 87's for his 
36,000-subscriber system 
Here's an economical, versatile aerial 

device to put your men on top the job 

fast — Bronco 87 elbow. It carries a 300-

pound man- and tool-load quickly and 

smoothly to 32-foot working heights in 

the 87-27-1 model and up to 36-foot po-

sitions in the 87-31-1. With no outrigger 

jacks to set, your lineman is in the 

bucket and up to the job within seconds 

after arrival at the site. And, the Bronco 

87's compact design provides excellent 

mobility in busy traffic or on narrow side 

streets. 

On the job, the Bronco 87 may be used 

to speed service, cable stringing, patrol-

ling, and installation. Uniform-stress de-

sign of the all-steel upper and lower 

YEAR AFTER YEAR, THE 
PRICE GETS LOWER 

SPEED CATV 
SERVICE AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
WITH 

BRONCO 
87 
ELBOW 

arms assures even load distribution 

through the base frame and torsior-bar 

stabilizer. End mounting of the easy-
access bucket permits straight-shot ac-

cess to narrow work positions and pro-

vides a three-sided work area. The 95-

degree lower- and 125-degree upper-arm 

flight pattern furnishes the flexibility to 

get into almost any work position. 

Proved in the field on operating CATV 

systems, the Bronco 87 stands as an 

economical, versatile, and reliable aerial 

tool. Your Nolan representative will be 

glad to show you how five Bronco 87's 

are currently speeding service and con-

struction jobs on an Eastern CATV com-

pany's 36,000-subscriber system. Ask 

him how a Bronco 87 adapts to your sys-

tem's work load. Or, write us direct for 

more information on the Bronco 87 el-

bow, Pack Horse bodies, and Mustang 

derricks. 14411 -11,  

BOLAN — DIVISION OF THE OHIO BRASS COMPANY 
4100 West 150th Street  • Eloveland Ohio 4413 

C E FIffi? 
140 LAN 

DIVISION OF TM 0/410 BRASS CO WAN, 
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commodation being the systems' 
responsibility. For further informa-
tion, operators may contact Don 
Steele at Cascade headquarters in 
Vancouver, British Columbia. 

Insurance Firms Invest 
$7 Million in Financing 
Two New England insurance 

companies have extended $7 million 
in long-term financing to Tele-
Vision Communications Corpo-
ration. Alfred R. Stern, president 
and board chairman of TVC, said 
that John Hancock Mutual Life 
Insurance Co. and Massachusetts 
Mutual Life Insurance Co. are each 
investing $3.5 million in 15-year 
TVC notes. 

The financing will enable the 
multiple system owners to expand 
present operations and to extend 
the present national network of 
systems. TVC at present operates 
systems serving 65 thousand sub-
scribers in 10 states. 
Stern said that the $7 million 

financing will put TVC in a strong 
position. 

I 

Al Stern (seated) of Tele Vision Communications, signs the agreement with represen-
tatives of Massachusetts Mutual and John Hancock insurance companies for $7 
million in loans. 

IS 
OUR 
NAME 
NEW 
TO 

YOU? 
SOUTHWEST 

It isn't new to the many firms that we've been 

supplying in the Southwest. We've been a leading 

communications supplier to people in our area for over six 

years. But now we're concentrating on CA TV. And for 

good reason. 

Southwest Suppliers offers the most complete inventory of 

CATV equipment in the Southwest. From antennas to drop 

wire, from electronic gear and line supplies to cablecasting 

equipment, we have it. Ready for you. . . awaiting your 

order. And we feature overnite delivery. 

If your cable system is in Louisiana, Texas, Kansas, 

Arkansas, New Mexico, or Oklahoma, Southwest Suppliers 

should be your supplier. We'll arrange Turnkey services for 

you, too. Call us today for complete service. 

s 
s 

SUPPLIERS, Inc 
9011 GOVERNORS ROW, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 /AREA 214 631-1963 
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We may have the only directional tap design 
philosophy in the industry.., but we try not 
to act like it...  crafts man 

Write or call, collect, for free literature 133 West Seneca St., Manlius, N.Y. 13104  Area Code 315 682-9105 



Success Threatens In Telephone 
Company Section 214 Maneuverings 
As was expected, the FCC's Sec-

tion 214 decision has resulted in 
unequaled behind-the-scenes maneu-
vering and legal ploys; and it seems 
the telephone companies have been 
at least partially successful in sub-
verting the intent of the original 
decision. 
No sooner was the decision re-

leased than the telephone companies 
began filing appeals and petitions 
for stay of the Commission's orders. 
The FCC had ruled that telcos must 
in the future obtain certificates of 
public convenience and necessity 
before constructing CATV lease-
back facilities. In addition, work 
in progress was halted and certifi-
cates were ordered to be obtained 
for construction begun after Oc-
tober 21, 1966. 

Temporary Stay 
Telco petitions for a temporary 

stay were granted by the Com-
mission on condition that they file 

New Englanders Take Office 

an immediate appeal in Federal 
court and that they undertake no 
new construction. 
The first part of the order was 

fulfilled; Bell Telephone, General 
Telephone and United Telephone 
affiliates combined to ask the U.S. 
Court of Appeals in the District of 
Columbia to rule that the FCC ex-
ceeded its legal authority in de-
ciding the Section 214 issue. 
The brief was drawn up by a New 

York law firm, Brophy, Shertzer 
and McCormick, but in association 
with the powerful Washington com-
munications firm of Arnold and 
Porter, formerly Arnold, Fortas and 
Porter. 
Following the filing, NCTA re-

quested permission to participate 
in the case as a representative of 
most CATV systems. The Associa-
tion said, "The decision of the 
Federal Communications Commis-
sion and the decision of this court, 
will have a direct impact on NCTA 

Officers elected at the recent New England CATV Association meeting are: 
standing, left to right, Paul Clark, director; George Sisson, director; William 
Roberts, director; Richard Blais, immediate past president; Myron Sherman, di-
rector; and Hamilton Krans, treasurer. Seated, John W. P. Mooney, vice 
president; Richard Surprenant, president; Harold Solomon, secretary. Not pic-
tured is director Philip Lothrop. 

and its members . . . affirmance or 
reversal of the Commission decision 
will be of critical interest and im-
portance to the CATV industry 
whose interests can be adequately 
represented and protected only by 
NCTA's intervention in this action." 

NCTA Filing 

At the same time, the NCTA 
filed a brief with the FCC asking 
the Commission to deny telephone 
company petitions for a stay of the 
order pending disposition of the 
case by the court. The Association 
said grant of a longer stay "would 
drastically dilute the Commission's 
effort to regulate common carrier 
construction of cable and associated 
plan for CATV channels service 
offerings." 
NCTA also expressed "the con-

cern of the CATV industry that 
telephone company construction of 
'leaseback' facilities accents a form 
of national control, and will result 
in a virtual take-over by the tele-
phone companies of the heretofore 
independent CATV industry." 

Status Quo 
Commissioners evidently agreed 

with NCTA since they denied the 
telco petition for longer stay. The 
Commission said, "We deem it ad-
visable in the public interest to 
maintain the status quo pending 
resolution by the court of the legal 
issues." 
The effect of the requested stay, 

said the FCC, "would be to permit 
unsupervised construction to an un-
limited degree." In view of the 
notice given to telephone com-
panies in 1966 that construction of 
leaseback would be undertaken at 
their own risk, claims of "irreparable 
injury" were dismissed. 

Back-door Tactics 
Nevertheless, telcos seem to have 

found a way to get around the Com-
mission order. While the temporary 
stay was still in effect, ostensibly 
conditioned on telcos undertaking 
no new construction, Pacific Tele-
phone and Telegraph bypassed the 
Commission proper and sought 
"emergency" permission from the 
Common Carrier Bureau to con-
tinue construction in Mission Viejo. 
The Common Carrier Bureau 

gave Pacific authority to proceed, 
although with a warning that the 
authorization would be subject to 
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"cancellation or revocation" depend-
ing upon further action of the Com-
mission. 
When this action was challenged 

by the California CATV Associ-
ation, the FCC upheld the Common 
Carrier Bureau, with only Commis-
sioner Nicholas Johnson dissenting. 

Blow to CATV 
The Commission then dealt an-

other, sharper blow to the CATV 
industry. In setting up "interim" 
rules for telephone company appli-
cation for certificates, the FCC has 
vested the authority to grant or 
deny applications in the Common 
Carrier Bureau. The CATV Task 
Force will not even be consulted 
on decisions. 
One observer termed this "a first-

step grab for CATV" by the Bu-
reau, and cable television interests 
are concerned about the danger 
that the Common Carrier Bureau, 
oriented in its sympathies toward 
phone companies, will want to as-
sume CATV regulation. The Com-
mission's interim action seems to 
heighten the further danger of the 
bureau's success. 

Sharfman Asks, 
"Why Initial Decisions?" 
The FCC has rejected a sug-

gestion by one of its hearing 
examiners to dispense with initial 
verdicts in CATV waiver proceed-
ings and to merely submit all 
evidence to the Commission itself. 
Herbert Sharfman proposed such 

a course for the two hearings he is 
presently conducting—one on dis-
tant signal petitions in the top-
100 market of Milwaukee and 
Madison, Wis., and Rockford, Ill., 
and the other for Peoria-Barton-
ville, Ill. 
Sharfman said he understood the 

holding in the June 28 San Diego 
CATV proceedings to be that hear-
ings in major markets were not to 
adjudicate past or present conduct, 
but to gather information which 
would permit the FCC to make 
policy judgments. 
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau 

said that Sharfman had miscon-
strued that decision. 
According to the Commission, 

"The San Diego decision was not 
intended to suggest the procedure 
urged by the Examiner." 

TV Communications 
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DAVIS 30hp UTILITY LINE TRENCHERS 

TASK FORCE 600-a rugged, high-speed trencher for high pro-
duction utility line work—with track stability and built-in torque limit 

protection for handling rough, rocky conditions. Has dozer, Line-
Layer, and Hydra-Borer attachments. 

DAVIS 
FLEETLINE 30+4 — a 30 hp, 4-wheel drive trencher—the 

closest thing to tracks on wheels. Exclusive Hydra-Static axle puts 
full-time traction to all four wheels when trenching, dozing, or laying cable. 
Has patented hydraulic articulated steering. Available with Line-Layer 
attachment, as shown, or dozer, or backhoe. .plus an all-weather cab. 

DIRECT BURY YOUR LINES AND ALWAYS 
HAVE YOUR TRENCHER FOR USE! 

The Davis P-40 Line-Layer attachment 
always leaves the trencher operable—so 
you can plow in or trench in. Line-Layer, 
with oscillating knife action buries up 
to %" cable to depths of 24"; barely 
leaves a trace. 

The world's most distinctive digging machines 
are Davis— from 6 to 60 hp. Write for free 
literature and name of your distributor. 

Ow worm, )))))  inst.,. 1••• 

,,,,,, •••••••• • 

D AVIS M FG. INC. 
1523 S. McLean Blvd., 

Wichita, Kansas 87213 

FL 3-1287 

Please send me literature on your Task Force 600 Trencher 

Your Fleetline 30 • 4 
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8th Circuit Follows Lead Of High 
Court In FCC Regulation Decision 
The FCC won a not-surprising 

victory last month when the 8th 
Circuit Court of Appeals in St. 
Louis held that all of the regulations 
in the Second Report and Order are 
reasonable and are within the FCC's 
legal authority as defined in the 
Supreme Court decision in the San 
Diego CATV case. 

Consolidated Cases 

The St. Louis case actually con-
sists of seven appeals lodged in 
various circuits but gathered to-
gether into one case in one circuit. 
Black Hills Video, Midwest Video, 
Buckeye Cablevision, Ellis Cable 
Television, Mission Cable TV, Pacif-
ic Video Cable and Transvideo Cor-
poration all challenged the right 
of the Commission to regulate 
CATV systems, and all challenged 
the fairness and legality of the rules 
actually adopted in the Second Re-
port and Order. 
The decision of the St. Louis 

court, which can be appealed to the 

Supreme Court and probably will 
be so appealed, held that the U.S. 
Supreme Court in the Southwestern 
Cable case effectively established 
the legal right of the FCC to 
regulate non-microwave CATV sys-
tems; and it added that, if any-
thing, the Commission would have 
even more legal authority to control 
microwave-using systems. 

CATV Objections 
The decision of the court sum-

marized the contentions of the 
seven CATV systems that the Com-
mission lacked legal authority to 
regulate CATV; that the rules 
adopted violate the First and Fifth 
Amendments of the Constitution; 
that the rules were adopted with-
out adequate notice and opportunity 
fo- CATV systems to participate; 
that selection of February 15, 1966 
as the effective date makes the 
rules invalid retroactive law; that 
non-duplication and carriage rules 
are inconsistent with copyright 

the 
new 

V3OT 
New from Ditch Witch! The only track-
mounted trencher to give you rear-
mounted boom and operator position 
for a clear view of your work . . . and 
the hydraulic control system that per-
mits the operator to vary travel speeds 
and multiple mechanical digging chain 

now 
you can 

order 

9JY-111' 
performance 
any way 
you 
want it. 

speeds independently of one another. 
Also hydraulically controlled dry-friction 
steering,directional control, and backfill 
blade ... plus wider 10" track pads and 
greatest undercarriage clearance in the 
30 H.P. class. Ask your Ditch Witch man 
to demonstrate the new V30T. 

Send for details: 
CHARLES MACHINE WORKS, INC.  4439 Ash Street, Perry, Okla. 73077 

Name   
Street   
City     State   

laws; and that the rules are un-
reasonable and discriminatory and 
therefore invalid. The court an-
swered the contentions one by one. 

Microwave Systems 
It said the question of FCC auth-

ority was settled in Southwestern 
Cable. As to the differences with 
respect to microwave, it was con-
ceded that the Supreme Court ap-
peared to reserve judgment on 
differences, if any. But the decision 
said, "We do not interpret the state-
ment as casting doubt upon the 
Commission's authority to regulate 
microwave-fed CATV. From the 
brief to the parties, it would appear 
that all are in agreement that a 
stronger case is made for regulat-
ing microwave-fed CATV than is 
made with respect to off-the-air 
CATV." 

First Amendment 
As to the First Amendment con-

tention, the decision quoted the 
Supreme Court decision in the Na-
tional Broadcasting Company case 
that "the right of free speech does 
not include the right to use the 
facilities of radio without a license" 
and "denial of station license (on 
public interest grounds) . . . is not a 
denial of free speech." 
Said the St. Louis court: "The 

Commission's effort to preserve lo-
cal television by regulating CATV 
has the same constitutional status 
under the First Amendment as 
regulation of the transmission of 
signals by the originating television 
station. It is irrelevant to the con-
gressional power that the CATV 
systems do not themselves use the 
air waves in their distribution sys-
tem. 

Public Interest 
The crucial consideration is that 

they do use radio signals and that 
they have a unique impact upon, 
and relationship with, the television 
broadcast service. Indiscriminate 
CATV development, feeding upon 
the broadcast service, is capable of 
destroying large parts of it. The 
public interest in preventing such 
a development is manifest." 
On the charge of Fifth Amend-

ment violation, taking of property 
without compensation, the Supreme 
Court was again quoted, this time 
in the CB&Q v. Illinois case, "If 
the injury complained of is only 
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incidental to the legitimate exer-
cise of government powers for the 
public good, then there is no taking 
of property for the public use, and a 
right to compensation, on account 
of such injury does not attach under 
the Constitution." 
Finally, the Appeals Court held 

that the cable systems had failed to 
sustain the burden of the proof 
that the rules and regulations pro-
mulgated by the FCC are "un-
reasonable and discriminatory." 
That burden of proof is particularly 
heavy since the courts are tra-

ditionally reluctant to interfere with 
the judgements and workings of 
government regulatory bodies. 
The St. Louis court emphasized 

that the FCC has been charged with 
"protection of public interest in 
the television field"; and the First 
and Second Reports, according to 
the court, are intended only to 
further that purpose. The court 
agreed with the FCC that the Com-
mission has a legitimate concern in 
the possible "splintering" of local 
TV station audiences by CATV. 
"Without local stations," said the 

t titt CATV EQUIPMENT CLOSURES 

TV-600 

280 Cubic inches 

Mounting Bracket 
furnished for multi 
tap mounting. 

TV-1600 

2360 Cubic inches 

Backboard can be used 
to mount CATV components 
on one side, telephone ter-
mination on other side. Sep-
arate entry for either CATV 
or Tel. Termination. 

4320 Cubic inches 

Backboard can be used 
to mount CATV compo-
nents on one side, tel-
ephone termination on 
other side. Also avail-
able in 6200 Cubic 
inches. Separate entry 
for either CATV or Tel. 
Termination. 

TV-800 

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES 

U TILIT Y P R O D U CTS C O. 

3111 W. MILL ROAD  •  MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53209 

Phone 352-8500  • TWX 322-8314  • Area Code 414 

court, "many viewers who could not 
afford CATV charges, and others • 
beyond areas where cable connec-
tions could be economically pro-
vided, would he deprived of tele-
vision service.. 

Rifkin Heads New MSO; 
Authorizes First Purchase 
Well-known CATV'er Monroe 

Rifkin has accepted the presidency 
of the newly-formed multiple sys-
tem operator American Television 
and Communications Corp., Bos-
ton. Named as vice president of 
operations is Doug  Dittrick, 
formerly general manager of Gen-
eral Electric's cable TV division. 
ATC recently purchased the 

United Video group of cable TV 
systems in Chillicothe, Marysville, 
Marshall and Boonville, Mo. Falls 

Monroe Rifkin, well-known CATV'er, 
is chief of new MSO. 

City and Columbus, Neb. were also 
included in the sale. The firm says 
it is "actively engaged in pursuing 
other potential cable TV acquisi-
tions and expects to be announc-
ing several in the immediate future." 

Rifkin has been associated with 
cable television since 1956. He was 
formerly vice president of Tele-
PrompTer Corp. where he was in 
charge of the company's cable tele-
vision operations. In 1963, he joined 
Daniels & Associates and served as 
president of Daniels Management 
Company. A CPA, he has been 
involved in consultant work and 
franchise development for Daniels. 
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He has been a director of the indus-
try trade association since 1966 and 
presently is treasurer of NCTA. 
Dittrick was instrumental in the 

formation of General Electric Cable-
vision in 1964. As general manager 
of GE's cable TV division, he was 
responsible for system construction 
and operations. Dittrick has been a 
director of NCTA and a member of 
the NCTA budget and audit com-
mittee for the last two years. 

System Sales 
In addition to acquiring the 

holdings of Jack Kent Cooke and 
General Television, H & B Ameri-
can has also purchased cable sys-
tems in Galena and Hanover, Ill. 
These are adjacent to H & B's 
sizable system in Dubuque, Iowa. 

William B. Smullin, president of 
California Oregon Broadcasting, 
Inc. (COBi) has announced pur-
chase of the Southern Oregon 
Cable TV operation from TeleVue. 
The group includes systems in 
Roseburg, Klamath Falls, Grants 
Pass, Medford and Ashland, Ore-
gon, serving 9,000 subscribers. 

George Green, general manager 
of Jefferson-Carolina Corp., and 
Bruce Merrill of Phoenix have joint-
ly announced purchase of control-
ling interest of Cablevision of 
Savannah by the Jefferson-Caro-
lina Corp. When completed, the 
system will be capable of serving 
40,000 subscribers. 

Sale has been approved of the 
Otto TV Cable Co., serving the 
Milton-Freewater, Oregon, area. 
Harrold Otto, who established the 
system in 1955, sold it to William 
J. Lauritzen and Harold R. Stone. 

Reeves Broadcasting Corp. has 
acquired three CATV systems from 
International Telephone and Tele-
graph Corp. at a cost in excess of 
$4.5 million. The systems serve 
Oswego. N.Y., Seattle. Wash., and 
the New Jersey communities of 
Vieland. Bridgeton. Hammonton 
and Northfield. 

General Instrument Corp., par-
ent company of Jerrold Corp., has 
purchased three New York state 
systems from Telihoras Corp. The 
systems serve Cortland. Wellsville 
and Penn Yan.  (vc-1 
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H & B, Jack Kent Cooke 
Announce Cable Combine 
Merger of two of the nation's 

largest MSOs was accomplished 
when H&B American Corp. ac-
quired the CATV interests of 
millionaire-sportsman Jack  Kent 
Cooke and General Television, Inc. 

H&B will pay 1.6 million shares 
of stock for the Cooke assets and 
220,000 shares for the General 
Television assets. The current 
market value of the transaction is 
roughly $35 million. 

According to Cooke and William 
M. Jennings, chairman and presi-
dent of H&B, the combined com-
panies will have 66 operating 
systems serving 21,000 subscribers 
in over 100 communities. 
William Bresnan, Cooke's top 

executive officer, says Cooke will 
be the principal shareholder in H&B 
American and will continue to be 
active in the management of the 
company. "To my knowledge," said 
Bresnan, "he will have more money 
invested in the CATV industry 
than any other individual." 
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San Diego Issue Still Far From 
Quiet; Public May Yet Be Heard 
The final word has not yet been 

heard on the San Diego case, even 
though it has been before the 
United States Supreme Court. That 
court decided that the FCC had 
the power to regulate CATV; and 
the Commission, shortly thereafter, 
exercised that power in deciding 
that cable firms could not carry Los 
Angeles signals into San Diego but 
could originate their own program-
ming as long as they did not sell 
advertising.  Immediately,  three 
cable systems Mission Cable TV, 
Pacific Viejo Cable and Trans-
Video Corp.) appealed that de-
cision. 
But the cable systems are not 

the only objectors to the decision. 
California residents have also been 
making their voice heard through 
appeals to the FCC and through 
their local newspapers. Two sub-
urban communities, Imperial Beach 
and National City, have asked the 
Commission for new hearings, ex-
plaining they didn't appear at the 
earlier one because they didn't real-
ize how severely their citizens could 
be penalized by the final ruling. 
They asked that new hearings 

be held in San Diego to permit the 
citizens to appear and testify in 
favor of the full television service 

they desire. Both cities cited not 
only loss of TV service, but loss of 
revenues from franchises already 
granted to Mission TV Cable, Inc. 
An editorial in the National Star 

News called for further public ac-
tion on the matter. It said, "The 
Federal Communications Commis-
sion has made it clear that it serves 
not the public interest, but the com-
mercial interests of the broadcast-
ing industry it is supposed to 
regulate." The editorial added that 
the Commission has "become a will-
ing prisoner" of broadcasters and 
said "FCC attitudes will change 
only when the public demands it." 

NYC Bank Extends 
$10-Million Loan 
Charles Dolan, president of Man-

hattan Cable TV in New York City, 
has announced what he termed "the 
largest loan ever made to a single 
system; and perhaps the largest 
in the industry's history." The 
firm recently secured a $10 million 
loan from the Chase Manhattan 
Bank. 
The purpose of the loan is to com-

plete construction of the system in 
the firm's franchised area from the 
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Battery to East 86th. The $10 
million, according to Dolan, will 
finance the project "to a point 
where the system will be able to 
continue its construction out of 
cash flow." 
Manhattan Cable presently has 

about 3,500 subscribers connected 

441 

maet 

Charles Dolan 's Manhattan Cable TV 
expands with $10 million financing 
from Chase Manhattan. 

to cable, and has orders on hand for 
about 15,000. Up until now, Dolan 
says, the company has been pro-
ceeding with their underground 
construction program "in stages, 
on the basis of one area at a time," 
in order to more efficiently solve 
the unique problems of construction 
in the high signal density urban 
center. "This loan," he said, "will 
allow us to go forward in imple-
menting what is now a field-tested 
system that is right." 

Lakewood System Closes 
Operations Temporarily 
Cleveland Area TV, Inc., the 

Lakewood, Ohio, system which has 
received wide publicity for its 
closed-circuit community service 
programming, is suspending opera-
tions temporarily. 
William Pitney, manager of the 

firm, said that restrictive govern-
ment regulations have "hampered 
efforts to gain the necessary sub-
scriber support in Lakewood." 
The system emphasized local 

origination on Channel 6, billed as 
"Lakewood Television for Lake-
wood People." Channel 6 pro-
grammed live, film and taped shows 
largely of local interest. 
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SIDEBAND 

"EVERY CABLE 
TV SYSTEM 

USING MODULATORS 
NEEDS A 
ANALYZER;' 
says Don Cantrell of 

TOTAL TV, 
Santa Rosa, California 

TOTAL TV of Santa Rosa, California has been using a DYNAIR 

TS-100B Sideband Analyzer for over a year. Here's the way they feel 
about it... 

"The DYNAIR sideband analyzer allows us to check modulator 
operation at any time—precisely and in just a matter of minutes. It 
also greatly shortens the time required for modulator alignment." 

Yes, cable TV operators everywhere have discovered what broad-
casters have known for years .. . the only practical way to check trans-

mitter operation is with a sideband-response analyzer. 

The DYNAIR TS-100B Sideband Analyzer is designed especially for 
the needs of the CATV operator. It is completely solid state and has a 
self-contained regulated power supply. It is extremely compact. And it 
is priced at only $1250 ... a small price to pay for the savings in time 
and the increased system performance that are immediately realized. 
(And an especially small price when compared with the $8500-odd 
worth of standard precision test equipment you would have to assemble 
to do a roughly equivalent—but many times slower—job!) 

These units are available for immediate delivery. Give us a call and 
place your order today. If you're still not convinced, ask the man who 
has one. 

Dynair also manufactures audio-video modulators, TV demodulators 
and heterodyne channel converters for CATV use, as well as a com-
plete line of local-origination accessory equipment. Write for complete 
information. 

• 

DYNAIR 
EL ECT R O NICS, INC. 

SAN DIEGO,  CALIFORNIA 

Don Cantrell, Chief Technician, demon-
strates operation of TS-100B Sideband An-
alyzer to Jim Monroe, Mgr. of TOTAL TV. 

Actual Sideband 
Analyzer waveforms 
indicating (1) poor 
modulator response 

and (2) Proper 
response. 

The Dynair TS-100B generates a 
video sweep signal which is applied to 
the video input of the modulator under 
test. The RE output of the modulator is 
then directed back through the TS-
100B, where the RF spectrum is ana-
lyzed and then applied to an oscilloscope 
for display. The display is a precise rep-
resentation of the sideband response 
curve, showing both the visual and aural 
carriers. Markers for frequency meas-
urement are provided at 0.2, 0.5, 1.5, 
3.6 and 4.5 mHz to allow exact fre-
quency determination. 

6360 FEDERAL BOULEVARD, SAN DIEGO 
CALIFORWA 92114  (7i4) 582-9211 



If We 
Were 
Name 
Droppers 

We would name 

leading companies in 

42 states for whom 

we have provided 

COMMUNICATIONS 

FINANCING-

INCLUDING 

CATV 

In communications financing, 

there is no substitute for 

experience. Call us collect today. 

11' 

ECONOMY 
FINANCE 

COMMUNICATIONS FINANCE DIV. 
108 East Washington Street 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
AREA CODE 317, 638-1331 

Justice Dept. Urges 
Strict Ownership Rule 
The latest to file in the FCC's 

proposed rulemaking procedure to 
limit multiple ownership of broad-
cast media in top markets was the 
Justice Department's Anti-trust 
Division. Chief Edwin M. Zimmer-
man said the Commission should 
adopt much more restrictive rules 
which should extend as well to re-
ducing newspaper ownership of 
broadcast facilities. 
Broadcasters were predictably 

early filers in opposing the FCC's 
proposal which would forbid the 
owner of a TV, AM or FM station 
in a major market from also owning 
another outlet of any of the three 
types in the same market. 
NAB said the proposal "com-

pletely ignores the adverse effect 
such a flat prohibition" will have 
on expansion of broadcast services 
in underserved markets. 
Rebutting this, the Justice De-

partment said there is monopoly 
over the communications media in 
at least 50 major U.S. markets. It 
told the FCC, "The clear effect of 
combined ownership of similar 
broadcast media in the same local 
market is: it reduces the diversity 
of news information sources avail-
able and lessens the degree of com-
petition of advertising between 
alternative media." 
The Department said its fellow 

Calendar 
September 1 1-1 3. A Cascade 

Electronics technician school will 
be held at the Cosmopolitan Hotel, 
Portland, Ore. 

September 26-28. New York State 
Cable Television Association will 
hold its annual fall meeting at Castle 
Inn Motel, Olean. 

September 29-October 2. The fall 
meeting of the Pacific Northwest 
CATV Association will be held in 
Portland, Ore., at the Sheraton-
Portland Motor Inn. 

October 6-9. The Michigan CATV 
Association will meet at the Boyne 
Highlands, Harbor Springs. 

October 15-17. The Kentucky 
CATV Association will meet at Con-
tinental Inn, Lexington. 

October 24-25. Mid-America CATV 

government agency, the FCC, is 
actually proposing to do very little 
to combat monopoly. 

Football Execs At Odds 
With CATV'ers in Canada 
Canadian Football League execu-

tives are at odds with CATV'ers 
over what they call "the phe-
nomenon" that is emptying stadium 
seats.  CFL  president  Allan 
McEachern says, "We simply can-
not compete for the audience if fans 
can see the games at home free of 
charge." 

The problem arises where local 
stations must black out a home 
game; the cable operator is able to 
pick up a signal from another city, 
where the game is not blacked out. 
and carry it to his subscribers. 

McEachern added that it is a 
"simple matter for the cable outfits 
to respect our blackouts. All they 
have to do is throw a switch. Other-
wise, if something can't be done, we 
may have to seek a decision on our 
legal position. I should emphasize," 
he concluded, "that this would be 
done only as a last resort to other 
means." 
On two points, McEachern and 

other Canadian football executives 
are firm: (1) They will not abandon 
the local blackout, and (2) payment 
from cable operators will not help. 

Association's annual fall meeting will 
be held at the Prom-Sheraton Motor 
Inn. Kansas City, Mo. 

October 29-30. The Mississippi 
CATV Association meeting will be 
held at the Heidelberg Hotel in 
Jackson. 

November 10-13. The fall meeting 
of the California CATV Association 
will take place at the Del Coronado 
Hotel, Coronado Island. 

January 16-18, 1969. Florida 
CATV Association will meet at Marco 
Island. 

January 17. The Community TV 
Association of New England will 
meet at New Hampshire Highway 
Motel, Concord, New Hampshire 

January 24-25. The Georgia CATV 
Association will hold its annual 
meeting at Macon. 

March 23-25. The Southern CATV 
Association will hold its meeting at 
the Monteleone Hotel in New Or-
leans, La.  nnc  
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DELIVERED 
(Picture Perfect) 

Collins' new CARS Band* microwave system 

delivers crisp, true colors, high resolution black 

and white—and sound to match. 

With the MW-808D's low differential gain, low 

phase distortion and excellent linearity — and with 

its solid-state, crystal-controlled transmitters and 

receivers—you can maintain sharpness, clarity 

and definition in video transmitted over hundreds 

of miles. 

The same benefits are available in other new 

Collins systems—both IF heterodyne and re-

modulating. 

For a new "Video Systems" brochure, write to 

Collins Radio Company, Microwave Marketing, 

Dallas, Texas 75207.  12.7 to 13.2 GHz 

COMMUNICATION /COMPUTATION /CONTROL 



FOCUS 
. . . On People 

Systems 
William Schiller, former director 

of engineering at Storer Radio Co., 
has been named acting manager of 
Storer's Redwood (Calif.) Cable TV 
Co. 

Cable TV of Sylacauga (Ala.), 
Inc., has appointed Phil W. Ed-
wards as manager. He was pre-
viously with Cablevision of Annis-
ton (Ala.). 

John Gelvin, former manager of a 
Brookfield, Mo., system, has been 
named manager of the Trenton 
(Mo.) Cable TV. 

Joan Lloyd has been promoted 
to manager of San Clemente (Calif.) 
Cable TV. She previously served 
the company in a sales capacity. 

Harold L. Daniels is the new 
manager of Cable Television Co., 
Ponca City, Okla. 

Shelby (N.C.) Cablevision has 
appointed Bob R. Pope as system 
manager. 

George C. Kanen has been named 
director of engineering for all Foote, 
Cone & Belding CATV systems. 
Kanen has previously been vice 
president of systems division at 
Entron and a member of Jack A. 
Rickel Associates, Inc. FCB's vice 
president has also announced the 
appointment of William H. Haze as 

P11  0•46% 

•  
Mr. Kanen  Mr. Haze 

general manager of the firm's 
Oceanside, Calif., system, TV 
Power of North County. Haze was 
previously active in management 
and sales for several newspaper and 
magazine publishers. 

William Alexander, former man-
ager of G'TEC Cable TV in Sun 
City, Calif., has been appointed 
manager of California operations 

Mr. Alexander  Mr. Williams 

for GT&E Communications, Inc. 
Succeeding Alexander will be Den-
nis R. Williams, former installer/ 
technician in Sun City. Alexander 
has been with the General system 
since 1953, and Williams has been 
with the company since 1965. 

Gordon Puffer, formerly assistant 
chief technician of Jamestown 
(N.Y.) Cablevision, Inc., has been 
appointed manager/chief technician 
for the three systems operated by 
Oneonta (N.Y.) Video, Inc. 

Suppliers 
J. R. Hampton and Associates of 

Littleton, Colo, has named James 
T. McGuire vice president in charge 
of sales. McGuire, who was former-
ly a broadcaster, will take over 
sales of program origination. 

According to James D. Confeld, 
vice president, HTV Systems has 
made two new appointments to its 
management staff. Charles J. Bur-
gio joins HTV as manager, mechan-
ical engineering. Richard M. Bot-
torf has been named accountant 
and office manager. 

Superior Continental Corporation 
has announced two new appoint-
ments. Darrell W. Sigmon has been 
promoted to technical manager of 
the Rocky Mount Plant, and 
William J. Sweeney has been given 
the sales engineer assignment for 
the New England area. Sigmon has 

been with Superior since 1965; 
Sweeney, since 1966. 

James Bradfield has been named 
manager of the newly formed utili-
ties  products  department  of 
Hewlett-Packard's Delcon Division. 
The department will be staffed by 
field engineers with experience as 
utilities products specialists. Brad-
field has been with the Delcon Di-
vision sales engineering department 
for over two years. 

Frederick W. DeTurk has been 
elected assistant vice president in 
charge of marketing of Phelps 
Dodge Industries, Inc., according 
to an announcement by president 
Edward H. Michaelsen. DeTurk. 
who will report directly to the presi-
dent, was formerly market manager 
for communications in Phelps 
Dodge Copper Products with mar-
ket responsibility for coaxial cable 
and telephone cable products. The 
same company has also appointed 
two new district managers: Richard 
T. Radcliffe in Kansas City, Mo. 
and Kenneth E. Jackson in Dallas. 
Both men report to the south-
western regional manager. 

Mr. DeTurk  Mr. Moon 

TeleMation, Inc., has appointed 
Floyd Moon as new comptroller, 
according to an announcement by 
president Lyle 0. Keys. Moon will 
direct all cost and accounting pro-
cedures for TeleMation and Elec-
tronic Sales Corp. and all affiliated 
offices. Prior to joining TeleMation, 
Moon was a senior accountant with 
Haskins & Sells, national CPA firm, 
and principal financial officer for 
Snarr Advertising, Inc. Most re-
cently he was comptroller for As-
sociated Design Group. 

Delta Electronics Ltd. of On-
tario and Berkshire Electric Cable 
Co. of Leeds, Mass., will be repre-
sented by Jerry Conn and As-
sociates of Chambersburg, Pa. 

Ampex Corporation has named 
Donald V. Kleffman marketing 
manager of the video products di-
vision. Kleffman joined the com-
pany in 1959 and prior to that was 
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with COHU'S new solid-state 

VIDEO ENCODER* 
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PROVIDES THREE-LINE OUTPUTS 
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IS 1-3 4" HIGH (IN 19-INCH RACK) 

PURCHASE ORDERS MAY BE PLACED DIRECTLY WI —H THE COHU 
ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE IN YOUR AREA—OR 
CALL BOB BOULIO IN SAN DIEGO. 

Box 623 

San Diego, California 92112 
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Telsta gives an old friend a lift. 
Telsta's pacesetting "SU" Aerial Lift, with new 
universal mounting system, mates perfectly with 
that long-familiar splicer body, or any other 
with similar specifications. The merger 
produces a vehicle gifted with unusual 
versatility while significantly lower-
ing costs of lift acquisition, opera-
tion, and maintenance. 

I. 

Unique both in design and construction, "SU" Lifts feature: 
• Unbreakable rotation drive system —  never needs adjustment 

• Electric-powered boom —  extension boom telescopes on anti- ea 
friction bearings 

• New triangular turret design produces maximum strength at minimum 
weight 

• Unique design of elevation unit places lifting cylinder at optimum geomet-
rical position on conical turret for maximum lifting leverage 
• Boom overhang eliminated —  rotates fully within truck framework 
• Unitized drive assemblies with plug-in electrical connections facilitate maintenance 

New "SU" lifts incorporate other features once found only in 
other Telsta lines: Reliable, all-weather electric power from 

•  an independent engine generator; cadmium plating of 
critical wear areas; a self-leveling aerial basket with 
grounded power outlets and full-depth entry, to name 
but a few. 

Could be the lift you're looking for to beat 
rising equipment and labor costs. 
Write Telsta Corporation, a divi-
sion of General Cable Corp., 1700 
Industrial Road, San Carlos, 
California 94070. Or telephone 
(415) 591-7611. 

TELSTA cloc 
TELSTA CORPORATION 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION 

I 
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with the engineering department of 
WHO-TV in Des Moines. In other 
marketing assignments, Ampex 
has appointed Richard Sirinsky as 
national sales manager and Frank 
B. Thompson as manager of video 
product management for the di-
vision. 

Mr. Lindmark 

Frank J. Haney has been named 
to the position of general manager 
of Visual Electronics Corporation's 
Sunnyvale Division. He will have 
overall responsibility for the de-
velopment and manufacture of 
video tape recorders and related 
electronic equipment at the Cali-
fornia plant. 

Joseph H. Kerner has been named 
sales manager for the communica-
tions and master antenna TV dis-

c) tributor products group of Vikoa, 

Inc. Prior to joining Vilsoa, Kerner 
was distributor products manager 
for Jerrold. He has also served as a 
consultant to electronic, electrical 
and machinery manufacturers. 

The appointment has been an-
nounced of H.E. (Bud) Blaksley to 
the position of sales manager of 
Rohn Communications Facilities 
Co., Inc. Blaksley was formerly 
Western Division Manager for 
Rohn. 

Professional 
James F. Ackerman, senior vice 

president of Economy  Finance 
Corp. has been elected executive 
vice president of Indianapolis Mor-
ris Plan. Morris Plan, an indus-
trial loan and investment company, 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Economy. 

Don Lindmark has joined Com-
munications Publishing Corpor-
ation as art director with responsi-
bility for all of the firm's publi-
cations including TV Communica-
tions, CATV Weekly, and the 

CATV Directories. Lindmark was 
previously art director for the 
United States Jaycees in Tulsa. 

Martin F. Malarkey, president of 
Malarkey, Taylor and Associates, a 

Mr. Smith  Mr. Looby 

Washington-based CATV consult-
ing firm, has announced the follow-
ing promotions: Martin R. Smith, 
vice president of finance, became a 
general partner of the firm on 
August 1; and Gerard J. Looby, 
director of systems operations for 
MTA also became a general part-
ner and was appointed vice presi-
dent of operations. 

The law firm Smith, Pepper, 
Shack & L'Heureux has announced 
that Lee F. Holdmann and Richard 
S. Becker are now with the firm. ni 
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CATV Trunkline and Distribution A mplifiers 

for 12 Channel or 20 Channel Syste ms 

The new VISTA 20 Series by HTV provides the most 

advanced design and quality construction features 

to assure dependable, trouble-free performance and 

greater application flexibility. 

Call or write for detailed information 

HTV SYSTE MS, IN C. 
10 MONROE STREET 

EAST ROCHESTER, N. Y. 14445 

Phone: (716) 385-1200 



CATV 
FROM CONCEPT TO 
COMPLETION 
NATIONWIDE 

Pick any portion. Or an entire turnkey job! 
Pick any spot in the nation. Robert G. Owens. 
Inc. can step in to design, build,and manage 
all or any portion of your CATV project ... 
whether it is one mile or a thousand. 

Use this checklist to measure your needs 
with our capabilities: 
I. Evaluate potential for franchise 
2. Signal survey to locate antenna site 
3. Negotiations with phone and power 
companies for pole attachment 
agreements 

4. Strand layout 
5. Complete design and engineering 
6. Construction or rebuild and 
alignment of entire system 

7. Installation of service to home users 
8. Management for your system 
( billing, maintenance, etc.) 

As an independent contractor, we 
provide you with the finest materials 
and components engineered to fit-
your individual needs. And you 
benefit from the latest construction 
techniques for installing overhead 
cables, direct buried lines or 
underground conduit. 

Specialists since1957 in CATV 
construction and telephone 
contracting. 

Specialists since 1957 in CATY 
construction and telephone 

contracting. 

ROBERT16. OWENS, INC. 
P. 0. Box 11516, Raleigh, North Carolina 

(919) 828-0652 
1698 East 25th Street, Signal Hill, California 

(213) 426-7041 
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CAL-TEL CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 

FINANCIAL 
R EPO RTS 

Cox Broadcasting Corp. reports 
per share earnings of $ .73 for the 
quarter ending June 30, 1968. This 
compares with per share earnings of 
$ .91 for the same period last year. 
Earnings figures are based on net 
incomes of $2,102,638 and $2,574,228 
for the two periods respectively. 
Operating revenues were given as 
$14,961,963 and $13,012,249 for the 
two periods. Also reported were 
figures for the 6 month period end-
ing June 30, 1968. Per share earnings 
for this period were given as $1.24 
as compared with $1.47 for the same 
period last year. Net incomes for 
the two periods respectively were 
$3,564,654 and $4,144,666. Opera-
ting revenues were given as $27,-
622,880 for the 1968 period and $24,-
256,743 for the 1967 period. Results 
for the 1967 period were restated to 
include the operations of cable tele-
vision systems in San Diego and 
Bakersfield, California. Cox ac-
quired full ownership of these 
systems in August, 1967. Per share 
earnings announced were based on 
2,878,550 shares outstanding on 
June 30, 1968, and 2,817,600 shares 
outstanding a year earlier. 

Livingston Oil Company reports 
per share earnings of $ .28 for the 
year ending May 31, 1968. This 
compares with per share earnings 
of $ .12 for the same period last 
year. Earnings figures are based on 
net incomes of $1,533,642 and $626,-
822 for the two periods respectively. 
Gross revenues were given as $17,-
043,409 and $16,218,581 for the two 
periods. Livingston Oil Company's 
president, Wayne E. Swearingen 
announced the company's profit 
figures for the fiscal year which 
ended recently. Acquisitions made 
during the year, including extensive 
CATV interests, were treated on a 
pooling of interests basis. 

Sterling Electronics Corp. reports 
per share earnings of $1.66 for the 
year ending March 30, 1968. This 
compares with per share earnings of 

$1.23 for the same period last year. 
Earnings figures are based on net 
incomes of $1,840,261 and $1,231,-
766 for the two periods respectively. 
Sales were $37,996,058 for 1968 and 
$33,010,657 for 1967. The firm has 
become a diversified company en-
gaged in manufacturing, distribu-
tion and service activities in the 
electronics industry. Among its 
interests, the company owns Man-
hattan Cable TV. 

Community Cable Vision, Inc. has 
filed articles of incorporation in 
Washington to operate cable TV 
systems. Authorized capital has 
been listed at $50,000. Principal is 
George E. Ladd of Issaquah, Wash-
ington. 

At the first shareholders meeting, 
HTV Systems, Inc. president Tru-
man C. Thompson disclosed plans 
to quadruple plant space with 
a new 8,000-square-foot facility for 
the manufacture of CATV ampli-
fiers. 

Loral Corp. reported a net loss of 
$2,640,092 on sales of $55,431,075 
for the year ending March 31. One 
of the company's largest divisions, 
with 375 employees, is the Alpha 
Wire Manufacturing division which 
produces wire and cable for CATV 
and other industries. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. reports per 
share earnings of $ .77 for the 6 
month period ending April 30, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $ .81 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are based 
on net incomes of $9,600,000 and 
$9,900,000 for the two periods re-
spectively. Sales were $127,500,000 
for 1968 and $119,000,000 for 1967. 
Hewlett-Packard's second quarter 
fiscal record was the best in the 
company's history, according to 
company officials. One of the firm's 
operations, the Delcon Division in 
Palo Alto, California, manufactures 
cable fault locators used in CATV 
applications. rticl 
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HIGH-STRENGTH 
STEEL CORE 

ALUMINUM 
CLADDING 

10% OF RADIUS 

ore 
ORTANT ADVANCE IN CATV CABLE SUPPORT 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER IN BIMETALLIC WIRE! 

LOWER-COST, 

TEN GOOD REASONS FOR USING NEW 

ALUMOWELD CATV MESSENGER: 

• Lowest overall cost 

• Easily lashed to cable 

• Eliminates costly replacements 

• Compatible with aluminum-sheathed cable 

• Corrosion resistance of aluminum 

• Longer life than ordinary messenger 

• Permanent high strength 

• Greater safety factor 

• Light weight—easy to handle 

• Low-cost fittings 

CATV MESSENGER 

sing le-wi re  

ALUMOWELD® 
CATV messenger 

LONGER-LASTING PROTECTION 

FOR YOUR CATV SERVICE 

Now you can get dependable CATV cable support at 
a very low cost. Developed especially for the CATV 
industry, new Alumoweld CATV messenger com-
bines the utility-proven strength and corrosion re-
sistance of time-tested Alumoweld wire. Completely 
compatible with your aluminum-sheathed cables, 
Alumoweld's permanent cladding of pure aluminum 
is thicker than the protective jacket on any other 
aluminum-covered or any zinc-covered steel wire. 
In a single, easy-to-handle wire, new Alumoweld 

CATV messenger provides protection unmatched by 
any ordinary messenger—and at lower overall cost! 
Mail the coupon today for engineering data. 

ZtJoiticl YeadeA .9#1 &one-to-die 2tkze 

COPPER WELD  STEEL CO MPANY 
WIRE AND CABLE DIVISION, GLASSPORT, PA. 15045 

For Export: COPPERWELD STEEL INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, New York 

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY, GLASSPORT, PA. 15045 
Please send me data on the new Alumoweld CATV messenger. 

NAME 

COMPANY    

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE   ZIP 



Improved System Mapping Via 
Aerial Photo Techniques 
A unique, versatile method of mapping has been 
developed by Maclean-Hunter Cable TV, co mbining aerial 
photography with strand layout work. The result 
is an extre mely accurate, useful map. 

By I. Switzer 
Associate Technical Editor 

The design of cable television systems requires the 
preparation of detailed maps of the area to be 

served. Frequently, maps suitable for use in system 
design are difficult to obtain and they often require 
considerable redrafting before they can be specifically 
applied to CATV system design. A cable television 
system in the Toronto area has developed a system of 
cable television map-making which reduces the time 
and effort involved in cable television map-making and 
produces maps and plans which have several ad-
vantages over those normally prepared and used by 
cable television operations. 
Aerial photographs have often been used to guide the 

planning of cable television systems. They permit sys-
tem designers to distinguish readily between industrial 
areas and residential ones and help to estimate probable 
subscfiber densities. Detailed street and lot maps pre-
pared from aerial photographs are excellent base maps 
for cable television purposes but are usually very ex-
pensive. Occasionally such maps are available from 
municipalities which have had them prepared for 

When an aerial photo has been obtained, multiple copies of it are 
produced and are used as worksheets for system designers. 

municipal planning or other purposes, but often they 
are not available or, if available, are prohibitively ex-
pensive. Utility companies are sometimes a source for 
suitable base maps, but many telephone companies no 
longer maintain detailed maps of their facilities showing 
individual pole locations to scale. 
Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited has developed a 

system for producing maps which combine the best 
features of aerial photographs and ordinary street 
maps. The basic preparation of these maps involves 
the drafting of the CATV system design on top of 
specially prepared and scaled aerial photographs. 
In a large metropolitan area like Toronto (metro-

politan population approximately 2,000,000) up-to-date 
aerial photographs of the area are often available at 
reasonable cost. The cable TV firm orders prints cover-
ing the area to be studied to nominal 200 foot to the 
inch scale and printed on "Photoflex" drafting material. 
In Toronto, IvAaclean-Hunter Cable TV gets its photos 

from Lockwood Survey Corporation which enlarges 
each aerial negative required to 200 ft. = 1 inch scale 
on a piece of drafting film 42 inches wide by 48 inches 
long. The transparency is developed to a special low 
contrast which permits reproduction in ordinary blue-
printing equipment. The film base has a mat surface 
on one side which permits use of conventional drafting 
techniques on the film. Each sheet covers an area ap-
proximately 11/2 miles square. 
Maclean-Hunter planning department then obtains 

ordinary ozalid type prints from this film to use as 
initial work prints. The prints are marked with street 
names and house numbers. "Street cruisers" then take 
these work prints out into the field where house 
numbers are double checked, poles are located, and 
notes are taken regarding potential construction and 
design problems. These blue-line work prints are quite 
inexpensive and several are prepared for use in initial 
planning. Main utility routes are also marked on the 
work sheets for the benefit of system planners. 
A draftsman then inks in street names, house 

numbers and pole locations on the 42x48 film. This is 
now considered the master base film. A sepia film print 
is prepared and several additional blue-line work prints 
are made. The sepia film acts as a second generation 
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sub-master while the paper work prints are used for 
preparing draft designs of the system. Sepia film is 
used instead of sepia paper because it produces much 
clearer third generation prints. 

• 

The system designer now has paper work prints on 
which to do his design work. In addition to street 
names, house numbers and pole and utility route data 
which has been added. The map contains much of the 

The master film base shown above 11/4 its actual size) has been marked with street names, house numbers and pole locations 
The sepia film shown below is used as a master for making final prints, composites of the aerial photo and strand map. 
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detail of the original photograph. Scale is nominal 
200'  1 inch, sufficiently accurate for system design 
purposes. 
The sygtem designer can now try various system lay-

outs, sketching in pencil on the work sheets. He can 
see where the homes are and can plan accurately what 
kind of subscriber tap facilities to provide. Supplemen-
tary municipal directories provide him with information 

The sepia master film is used to make different types of prints for special applications. The print above emphasizes phuLo 
has been subordinated in the print below. The marked portion is shown at actual size on page 50. 
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A WINNING COMBINATION 

KAISER 

SERVICES 
1 Surveys & Estimates — Feasibility studies, reception sur-
veys, strand-maps, pole make-ready studies, system layouts 
and complete estimates so you will know from the begin-
ning whether your proposed system is practical not only 
from a technical but also from an economical standpoint. 

2 Turnkey System Construction — Kaiser CATV will assume full 
responsibility for the installation of your complete CATV 
system, right down to the last bolt. The industry's most 
knowledgeable personnel will relieve you of every detail, 
including the red-tape and paperwork required by Federal, 
state and local laws. When it's completed (on time and 
within budget) we hand you the key and you're in business! 

3 Engineering Assistance — If you're already in business, or 
do not need the complete Turnkey service, we can offer a 
competent staff of construction supervisors and systems 

engineers to assist you on a per-job basis. Quotes will be 

supp ied on request. 

4 Research & Development — A continuing program of product 
design, testing and field study assures you of the finest, 
most economical products available, end-to-end. 

PRODUCTS 
5 Quality Control — Kaiser CATV not only conducts exhaustive 
QC tests on its amplifiers and the separate modules that 
go into our products — but we also check-out each indivi-

dual component as it's delivered to us — before it is in-

stalled in the equipment! Our standards exceed military 
specifications because your profits are geared to reliability 

of service. 

Space-Age Product Technology —The Kaiser CATV Phoenician 
transistorized series of CATV amplifiers is the most 

advanced, most efficient, most copied equipment in the 

industry today! 

Take the cards you need to complete your CATV hand from the Kaiser CATV deck 
and you too will have a winning combination! 

KAISER Division of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation 

=••=1/4, P.O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411 
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By varying light exposure time while photo-map prints are being made, the aerial photo detail can be "burned out" completely so that 
only the strand map remains. A portion of one photo-map is shown at actual size below. 

on multiple dwellings where these occur, and with some 
experience he can learn to judge the economic level of 
the area under design. 
When the system designer is satisfied with his la 

out he turns it over to the draftsman who then trans-
fers the information from the work sheet to the sepia 
film using adhesive "Chart-Pak" type tapes and 
symbols. These tapes are available from several sup-
pliers in a variety of widths and patterns. Different 

Maclean-Hunter Cable TV draftsman Tom Mitchell prepares final 
sepia master map, a composite of the aerial photo and strand map. 
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Multiple photo-map prints can be made and pieced together to 
provide a large-area map which can be used for construction 
planning, progress recording and general reference. 

tape patterns are used for different cable sizes and func-
tions. Similar stick-on symbols are used to designate 
amplifiers, splitters, multi-taps, etc. Use of these ad-
hesive drafting aids saves considerable drafting time 
and makes it easy to change the plans later when "as 
built" information comes back from the field. 
The sepia film now carries the system design on top 

of the aerial photograph. Prints can now be made and 
used as the construction order for the construction de-
partment and for use by various other departments. 
The relative contrast of aerial photo detail and system 
plan can be controlled by varying the printing exposure 
time. Longer printing exposure "burns out" the detail 
of the photograph, leaving only system plan. Shorter 
exposures increase the amount of the photographic 
detail retained. Prints are used by the sales department, 
maintenance department and general management. In-
dividual sheets can be pasted up into composite as-
semblies that show larger portions of the system. 
This system has been in use by Maclean-Hunter since 

the beginning of this year and has been used for all 
planning requirements in areas where photographic 
technique was applicable. Cable designs for new de-
velopment areas require conventional mapping tech-
niques based on developers' plans since aerial photog-
raphy would show only raw land being prepared for 
building. 
The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance of 

Mr. Alan Lamb, chief system planner for Maclean-
Hunter Cable TV Ltd. in the development of this 
mapping system. 

BENAVAC MARK II 
Solid State Automatic Video-Audio Control Unit 

Completely New—Modular Design—All Channel Capability 
MODULAR DESIGN 
Enables quick channel change 
and efficient service. 

64 DB A.G.C. RANGE 
Keyed to sync. tip reference 

PROGRAMMING FACILITY 
Alternative 41-47 MHz input 
and output provided (AGC operated) 

DELAYED STANDBY CARRIER 
Crystal controlled-10 seconds 
'on', instantaneous 'off'. 

STANDBY BATTERY OPERATION 
Facilitated by built-in trickle 
charger for external battery. 

MAXIMUM CHANNEL CAPABILITY 
Processes any TV Channel 2 thru 13 
to any 6 MHz output channel between 
54 to 240 MHz. 

Banco Television Corporation 
P.O. Box 10068, Jacksonville, Florida 32207 
Telephone: 904-398-6907 Telex: 5-6203 
Canada: Benco Television Associates 
27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 
Telephone 416-244-4296 Telex: 02-21211 
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Fairchild's TVF-177 Camera gives 
this program a network look. 

Fairchild TVF-177 viewfinder 
television camera is the result of 
recent advances in engineering 
and Micrologic circuitry. It 
produces remarkably stable, 
crisp, high-contrast pictures— 
the kind of images that give your 
programming a network look. 

You also get a choice of valuable 
options with the TVF-177. Its 

modular design permits you to 
select from various sync options: 
random interlace, self-contained 
2:1 interlace, externally driven 
2:1 interlace or EIA external 
drive. Other options include a 
high-resolution module for 
8507A vid icons, self-contained 
R.F. output for standard receiver 
operations and integrated zoom 
lens control. 

The most remarkable thing 
about the TVF-177 viewfinder 
television camera is its pr ce. 
You'll find it is much lower than 
any camera that even comes 
close to its performance. 

For specifications 
and performance FiNI R C HI L D 

data, contact 

SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTEMS 

30 PARK PLACE, PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 07652 

TEL. 201- 262- 7000 / TWX  710  990 - 6610 
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Specibr Superior 
Extended 

Spectrum Coaxials 
for continuous 
coverage to 
3oo MHz and 
beyond. 

216 

FM 

o0 

0 
0 ° 
so 

*  Standard coaxials 
have limited range 
with many hidden 
gaps. 

Superior Extended 
Spectrum Coaxials 
cover the full range 
to 300 MHz and 
beyond  with  no 
discontinuities. 

Only Superior Extended Spectrum Coaxials 
give you a full, continuous transmission range 
to 300 MHz and higher. That's 84 MHz more 
than you get with most standard coaxials. And 
with no discontinuities at any frequency. 
This broad-range transmission capability is 

built-in today. And it gives you ample room to 
grow tomorrow. With new CATV channels. 
Broader ETV and ITV programming. More 
CCTV for business and industry. Data trans-
mission. Remote control telemetering. Alert 
and alarm systems. Traffic and highway con-
trol networks. 
Extended Spectrum Coaxials are now avail-

able in the right construction for every appli-
cation. With exclusive Coppergard or Aluma-
gard shielding. In aerial or direct burial types. 
When you buy coaxials today, be sure they 

offer full-range performance with no gaps. 
Specify Superior Extended Spectrum Coaxials. 
The ones with the extra room built-in. 

For information and prices, write or call: 

Superior Sales and Service Division 
P. 0. Box 2327  Hickory, North Carolina 28601 

Phone 704/3282171 

SUPERIOR 
CONTINENTAL 

CORPORATION 

11 



Improved Cable Boring With The 
New Compacting Augers 

CATV construction techniques are constantly advancing; 
thus the develop ment of ne w methods and equip ment, such as the 
underground boring unit described here, increase in their 
importance to ne w and expanding syste ms. 

Along with increased opportunities for CATV in 
established urban areas have come costly under-

ground construction problems, due to the presence of 
paved streets, sidewalks, driveways and other surface 
improvements. The construction costs incidental to 
breaking through these surfaces for trenching and the 
necessary restoration expense are substantially greater 
than when working in open areas where trenchers can 
operate unhindered. If underground services to meet 
customer needs are to be economically feasible, the 
construction costs of these installations must be 
reduced as much as possible. 
Underground Construction Company of San Lean-

dro, Calif. has been easing the task —and cost —of 
underground CATV cable installations with a relatively 
new power tool called the Under-taker Compacting 
Auger, produced by Contender Corporation of Wood-
land, California. According to Art Seymour, Director 
of CATV Operations for Underground Construction, 
his company is installing CATV cable for Cablevision 
Television Signal Corp. of San Francisco, and is using 

the compacting auger for about 20 miles of this con-
tract work. The firm has also used the equipment in the 
installation of several hundred miles of other under-
ground communication cable in the San Francisco 
area. 
Formerly. Underground Construction Co. relied 

largely on open trenching and water bore equipment 
for installing cable under streets, driveways and other 
surfaced areas. Seymour reports that they now handle 
most of these situations at less cost using two Under-
taker units. For example, one of their current contracts 
calls for installing CATV cable under sidewalks along 
entire blocks in the Twin Peaks area of San Francisco. 
Construction cost is being minimized by boring under 
these sidewalks, breaking the concrete only where 
necessary to start the bores and where required for 
house service connections. These openings are spaced 
to avoid disturbance to driveway approaches and in-
convenience to residents. The unit requires only a six-
inch wide trench about 15 feet long, so there is no need 
to break out (and replace) large sections of concrete. 

The compacting auger operation is shown in progress here. After the bore is completed, coaxial cable or coritiLAL t-LrL LA: imstalled 
by swivel attached to reamer on return pass, or cable can be hand fed through the bore. 
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The boring head has been started in the 
soil. The guide tool, has been removed to 
show detail. 

The Undertaker compacting auger has been used in the Twin Peaks area of San 
Francisco to install coaxial cable under sidewalks. As illustrated above, dry-bore 
operation does not require large access openings. 

In addition to the narrow starting trench, a target 
trench is dug at the far side of the surfaced area, across 
the bore path and deep enough to intercept the auger 
at the completion of its travel. After the two-man team 
sets up the boring operation, one man tends the power 
cart and the other aims the auger bit and checks its 
advance. The progress of the auger can be followed by 
the vibrations felt on the paved surface as the bit travels 
below. The compacting auger utilizes a dry-bore com-
pacting operation. Energy is supplied by an 8 HP gas-
oline engine mounted on a two wheeled power cart about 

Here the boring head is cradled in the guide tool, ready for 
a positioning in starting trench. 

the size of a large lawn mower. By means of a hydraulic 
transmission system, the power unit rotates a series of 
coupled 7 ft. shafts to which is attached an auger bit 
(boring head) 31/2 ft. long. In operation, this bit "screws" 
itself forward, compacting the soil as it advances, form-
ing a tunnel with 1% in. clearance. 
When the auger bit has completed its bore and is 

exposed in the target trench, it can be replaced with a 
reamer of larger diameter. The direction of rotation is 
reversed, and the reamer worms its way back through 
the tunnel, further compacting the soil and enlarging 
the pilot bore. 
By means of a swivel that can be attached to the out-

board end of the reamer, cable or conduit may be in-
stalled at the same time as the reamer is enlarging 
the bore to the desired size. Reamers of graduated 
sizes up to 3% in. diameter are available. 
For the boring operation, the engine is set at full 

throttle, delivering a constant horsepower supply to 
the hydraulic system. The hydraulic transmission 
monitors the soil resistance encountered by the auger 
bit and "feathers" constantly to provide the ap-
propriate RPM/torque ratio for the particular soil 
density. At no load, the driveline rotation is about 100 
RPM. As soil density is encountered, the RPM slows 
and torque increases. Maximum torque output is 550 
ft. lbs., and at this point the RPM has slowed to zero 
and the hydraulic system comes to neutral. Because 
the hydraulic components and the engine are protected 
from overload, their operating life is said to be con-
siderably extended. 
Boring speed averages 3 to 8 ft. per minute, depend-
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New high density, low 
priced conduit for CATV 

0  50,000  100,000 
49.000'  99,000'  or Over 

1.62"  .11/ft. 
1.50"  1.87"  .1 
1.6875"  -2728"-----  3/ft. 

F.O.B. Sun Valley, California 

()/:),ft 
-70'85/ft. 
.095/ft. 

365/f 
.075/ 
.08 

Rigid control for quality, our matejtof meets spec ill-
cations of Western Undergr4Und Associatip.e, 
Department of Water_ & Power ILos Antelesyand 
other utilit  les. 

UNITED STATES EXTRUDED 
VINYL PRODUCTS, INC. 
8809 Bradley Ave. • Sun Valley, Californw 91352 

Phone 213 983-0880 or 875-075') 

WEATHER-SCAN II 

ing on soil density. Generally, the boring time for the 
auger bit to make its way under a 60 to 80 ft. street is 
15 to 20 minutes. There is no interruption or incon-
venience to traffic flow. 

Proper aiming prior to the start of boring is the key 
to accurate results, for once the auger is in the soil, 
it is "on its own." The driveline transmits the rotation 
to the bit but does not control or influence its course. 
Accurate aim is accomplished with the aid of a specially 
designed guide tool, and the 31/2 ft. length of the auger 
tends to keep the bit from straying from its pre-set 
course. Dave Burrell of Underground Construction ad-
vises that their operators often hit a shovel at distances 
of 50 ft. or more. Although the compacting auger has 
been used for spans exceeding 200 feet, most appli-
cations involve bores under 100 ft. 

Buried obstructions such as boulders may halt the 
advance of the auger or can force the bit off course. If 
this occurs, the procedure is to reverse rotation, back 
out, and start again a few inches to one side or higher 
or lower than the first try. The time involved in 
"probing" to find a clear path has been found to be less 
costly than opening the surface to remove the 
obstruction. 

There are some extreme soil conditions that cannot 
be penetrated or compacted further by the compact-
ing auger to provide bores of the desired diameter, 
but most owners do not find this to be a common or 
frequent problem. Operators indicate cost savings as 
high as 50, 65 and 80% per foot with the compacting 
auger. 

Install This Pair 
For Popular 
And Economical 
Local Origination. 

Weather-Scan II, the popular time/weather economy 
package, increases your cablecasting capability. It may 

be ordered with up to seven Texas Electronics instru-

ments. High performance AFC() camera: G.E. TE-20 

camera optional. Camera easily adjusted for local 

origination. Custom select the features that will give 
your system maximum service . . . 

at the price best suited for you. 

Weather-Scan II—great new CATV 
economy package! 

Write us for full details! 

R. H. TYLER 
COMPANY 

L_ FILM-CHAINS 

To take advantage of the Pro-CATV copyright ruling, 

equip your cablecasting studio with film-chain equip-

ment now! Use the R. H. Tyler formula for local 

origination and gain greater returns per dollar 

invested . . . quality equipment at economical prices. 

Feature films provide a way to build subscriber interest 

and hook-ups. Maintain this high-

interest with high performance 

film-chain equipment from R. H. 

Tyler. 

Originator of Time/Weather Equipment for CATV • 1405 - 15th St. • Wellington, Texas • (806) 447-5841 
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It doesn't mailer if you're 
over the mountain, 
down in the valley or 
up the creek... 

Plastoid aluminum sheath co-ax delivers 

in the most rugged climate or terrain! 

You think you've got problems with rain, 
snow, water, high humidity. Or with big distances 
from your head-end to your drops. You should 
hear about the situations that CATV operators 
have already beat by specifying Plastoid alumi-
num sheaths. 

We've helped system-builders lick sea-
shore installations where salt-water corrosion 
plus high humidity have wrecked previous sys-
tems. We've watched our co-ax function smoothly 
year after year under water, up in the snows of 
windy mountain peaks—in the most rugged con-

ditions you can imagine. 
There are just two reasons: (1) We build 

in extra strength and dependability. (2) We test, 
test, test to be sure every foot, every inch of our 
cable meets our high standards. 

So—even if you're up a steamy, tropi,a1 

creek and fearful of your system's lasting powers, 
phone Plastoid. Question us about the "specs" of 
our .750-inch, .500- and .412-inch aluminum 
sheaths. They come with and without poly jack-
ets. And they are all undoubtedly tops. If you 
question us further, we'll put you in touch with 
one of our hundreds of satisfied users—probably 
one in your own vicinity, maybe one with tougher 
problems than you face. Talk to him. Satisfy 
yourself that we deliver as promised. Then call 
us back to order and watch us deliver for you. 

For the full story plus special pricing in-
formation call us now collect at (212)ST 6-6200. 

PIASTO ID 
C O R P O R ATI O N 

42.61 24TH ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101 
TELEPHONE: AREA CODE (212) STillwell 6.6200 



Urban System Construction; 
A Challenge Around Every Corner 
As additional urban centers are wired for television, 
the experience of pioneering Manhattan syste m operators 

will be repeated and enlarged upon again and again, thus 
the follo wing account is pertinent to all cable men. 

S. A. Yager 
Chief Engineer 
TelePrompTer Manhattan CA TV Inc. 

The TelePrompTer Corporation has had the 
unique experience of designing and constructing 

a cable television system in the nation's most urban 
area, New York's Manhattan Island. The franchise 
area contains nearly 400,000 households within its 11 
square miles. It has 250 miles of city streets and 
10,000 residential buildings. 
All utility services within the Borough are re-

quired to be installed in underground ducts, and there 
are a multitude of agencies who claim and exercise 
authority over these services and whose approval 
must be sought for extension of such facilities. Those 
principally involved include the Bureau of Franchises, 
Department of Highways, Department of Water 
Supply, Gas and Electricity, Traffic, Fire and Police 
Departments. Vehicular traffic congestion limits per-
missible new underground construction projects. 
The existing facilities which are available for the 

system are often inadequate or entirely lacking, forc-
ing us to improvise and invent. 
"Fun City," the Mayor's name for New York, has 

seven VHF and three UHF channels on the air, all 
but one of which transmit from the Empire State 
Building. The resulting high field intensity and multi-
path reflections from the profusion of high rise struc-
tures in the area, as well as the local terrain, cause 
most area citizens to receive some of the poorest tele-
vision pictures in the country; something they may 
not realize until they are shown what television 
should be. New York is truly a "Ghost Town." 
TelePrompTer presently operates three head-ends 

and a fourth is being planned. Each site was chosen 
with regard to the quality of off-the-air reception, 
accessibility to duct facilities, availability of roof top 
facilities such as power and space for head-end gear 
and means of mounting and phasing antennae. 
The resulting three separate distribution systems 

also offer interesting possibilities for localized public 
service programming in a city having nothing but 
mass media presently available. 

The northernmost head-end, located atop a 32-
story high rise building constructed on air rights over 
the vehicular approach to the George Washington 

Bridge, also serves as the transmitting site for the 
Hughes/TelePrompTer AML 18 Ghz microwave sys-
tem which will soon be feeding local receivers through-
out the area; by-passing trunk cable and amplifiers. 
The continuing reconstruction of Manhattan re-

quires constant re-evaluation of off-the-air signals and 
frequent re-working of antennae arrays. This has al-
ready resulted in the relocation of one head-end in its 
entirety. The rising of the World Trade Center is an-
ticipated to wreak havoc on the multipath ghost situ-
ation in the franchise area. TelePrompTer is antici-
pating this problem and will take necessary measures 
to protect signal quality. 

The design of trunk, feeder and distribution net-
works is influenced by consideration of these factors: 
(a) High VHF field strength in the area; (b) Spotty 
availability of underground ducts; (c) High subscriber 
density; (d) Right-of-way acquisition into and through 
each and every building in the area; (e) Atmospheric 
conditions and their corrosive effects on outdoor 
plant; (f) Special requirements of apartment house 
drops such as grounding, room to room cabling, se-
curity and customer relations. 
The high field strength in which the systems oper-

ate requires strict attention to shielding. Aluminum 
jacketed cable is used, .500" in trunk and .412" in 
feeder and distribution lines. All drop cable is of the 
bonded foil construction rather than braid, using foam 
dielectric and zt 18 AWG center conductor. 
Black polyethylene jacketing is used on all out-

side and underground cable; unjacketed aluminum 
.412 is used in interior vertical risers; white jacketed 
drop cable is often used for intra-apartment cabling. 
Grounding of the plant is accomplished at the 

feeder entry to each block. Adequate grounds are gen-
erally not available within the apartment. 
Channel converter "black boxes" are required in 

the majority of installations due to direct pickup of 
broadcast signals by the TV receiver. All available 
models have been used to various degrees of satis-
faction. 
Trunk line layouts are designed for nominal 24 dB 

amplifier spacing. However, lack of available ducts 
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PERFECT MATCH! 
Getting ready to build your head-

end? Fort Worth Tower Company has 
the perfect combination of tower and 
support equipment for your system! 
For two decades Fort Worth Tower 

Co. has been building high quality 
communications towers. This experi-
ence, coupled with state-of-the-art-
design and manufacturing tech-
niques, is your assurance that a Fort 
Worth tower is the most reliable 
tower you can buy. Since the early 
days of CATV, Fort Worth Tower Co., 
has specialized in CATV towers and 
support equipment. Every tower is 

individually engineered to fit each 
system's unique requirements—and 
at economical prices. 
For maximum reliability, include a 

Fort Worth Mobilt Head-End Building 
in your specifications. Designed ex-
pressly to house CATV and microwave 
electronic equipment, Fort Worth 
Mobilts withstand any climate or 
location problem ... house electronic 
equipment according to the most 
rigid standards. Your building comes 
with supporting l-beams. Simply drop 
on your site, connect the service inlet, 
and you're in business. Mobilts save 

you time and money because com-
plete wiring is installed at the factory. 
Many options are available in size, 
outside finish, wiring and ventilation. 
You'll find a Mobilt exactly suited to 
your needs. 
Fort Worth Tower Co. also offers a 

complete array of support equipment, 
including microwave reflectors, 
equipment lifts, and many other re-
lated items. You get maximum per-
formance with a perfect match of 
equipment and accessories. Write us 
for full information on all Fort Worth 
quality CATV products. 

I  Fort Worth Tower Co Inc 
( M 

P 0 BOX 8597 / 5201 BRIDGE STREET FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76112 
FORT WORTH PH 1817) JE 6 5676 • DALLAS PH I214k AN 4-2822 



and problems of right-of-way through buildings force 
an unusual amount of splitting and branching while 
the inability to locate amplifiers at calculated loca-
tions causes short spacing. The subsequent variations 
in cable slope and fixed loss suggests the adoption of 
amplifier systems which are flexible enough to accom-
modate these variations and which will allow future 
changes necessitated by the reconstruction of the 
city's outdated buildings. 
Special, city approved sidewalk vaults occasionally 

house amplifiers in areas where the normal basement 
installations are not possible. Sidewalk vaults have 
the disadvantage of making cable access to subscrib-
ers more difficult than is normal for the basement 
type installation. 

Gaps in available ducts or difficulties of right-of-
way acquisition have similarly been by-passed by an 
experimental means of inserting cable into a 11/2" 
square slot cut into the sidewalk by a diamond saw. 
The slot is protected by the insertion of an inverted 
U shaped steel channel, formed to follow the sidewalk 
contour. The channel is wedged in place with builder's 
felt, flush to the surface. This technique permits later 
access to the cable for maintenance. The technique 
has proved successful and has withstood four seasonal 
changes with no damage to the cable, channel or side-
walk. 
The layout of trunk and feeder lines generally 

places a trunk/bridger or intermediate bridger ampli-
fier in every other intersection, located in a corner 

SAVE OVER 85% 
on Billing Costs! 

WHY THROW AWAY MONEY EVERY MONTH? 

Bill Once a Year with T-C Coupon Billing Systems! 

A RECENT CROSS—SECTIONAL ANALYSIS COMPARING MONTHLY STATE. 
MENT BILLING COSTS VERSUS ANNUAL COUPON BILLING REVEALED 
THESE STARTLING RESULTS: 

Monthly Billing:  12,000 statements, envelopes, be stomps plus 192 

amplorte- hours at $1.75  $1,296 

T-C Annual 

Coupon Billing: 

1,000 Standard 12-month coupon books, envelopes, 

64 stoops plus 16 employe's-hours at S1.75 - $188. 

NET SAVINGS, ONE YEAR: $1,108! 

tl 04, COUP . 
• In P•r .pit 

..... 

•-• 
—  •  • 

YOU CAN MARE COMPARABLE SAVINGS IN ANT SIZE SYSTEM. ARITE FOR 
SAMPLES OF 3 STYLES OF TOP .EFFICIENCY COUPON BOOKSI 

Pii()Nit.  (814)  

SPECIALTIES COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 192-A  ( 01 1)1 RsP()12 1  PA  691 , 

building. One to four feeder cables are then extended 
to other corner buildings in the intersection and serve 
to feed the individual buildings in those blocks. 
Trunk line power is kept separate from the feed-

ers, due to the heavy drain of the large number of dis-
tribution amplifiers in the block. An individual block 
power supply is employed. 
The feeder cable is tapped by a directional coupler 

as it passes each building and "line extender" ampli-
fiers are employed to feed the building distribution 
network. These line extenders are modified for flat 
gain because the dense tapping and short cable lengths 
between taps introduces more flat insertion loss than 
the slope type loss normal to most cable plants. 
Exceptionally large buildings may require either 

a high level distribution amplifier or two or more 
"line extenders." Buildings with six stories or less are 
commonly cabled on the rooftop with subscriber taps 
on the parapet above each row of living room win-
dows. Individual drops are made to the dwelling unit 
with an entry in the window frame. 
Buildings taller than six stories may be cabled on 

the exterior but with a single riser and a directional 
tap outside a window of each apartment. 
Such buildings are more commonly cabled through 

the interior with one or more vertical risers through a 
stairwell and horizontal distribution cables around 
corridors. 
Special methods and materials have been devel-

oped with certain manufacturers for these purposes. 
For example, a corner molding made of 2" wide alumi-
num strip and affixed to the wall at the juncture of 
the ceiling by special extruded plastic clips will ac-
commodate up to twelve drop cables or a special 
directional tap designed to fit the cross section of the 
space enclosed behind the strip and a single cable. 
The strip is available in many patterns and colors 
from stock and may be fitted on the job. 
A second example is a single directional tap which 

is specially molded to mount inconspicuously on the 
building face of small housings. This device has a skirt 
and F fittings on the bottom to provide drip protec-
tion and one-hole mounting. The device provides a 
channel for the riser cable. 
Directional tap wall plates have been designed and 

employed where it has been possible to use MATV 
conduit for distribution. 
Special cable clamping devices and methods are 

also employed, since all feeder and distribution as well 
as drop cable must be fastened to masonry walls. 
TelePrompTer has had great success with a specially 
modified power actuated nailing tool which has the 
advantages of being self-contained and completely 
safe, and which leaves no spent cartridges behind to 
damage floors and roofs. 
Summing up, urban CATV design and construc-

tion does require new materials, new methods and a 
completely open mind. New requirements appear and 
must be met each day. Flexibility of thought will con-
tinue to be the motto of the day, as it must be 
throughout our industry in these days of great 
change. (Tv6) 
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MODEL  EME 

MODEL ES 

MODEL EMH 

The TIME $AVER$ 
Halline manufactures the "TIME 

SAVERS" with CATV in mind. There 
is a series of Halline aerial equipment 
especially tailored to fit your main-
tenance and construction require-
ments. 
Model EM is ideal for any CATV 

system. The EM includes a three 
plane working platform, manually 
operated rotation with electric-
hydraulic elevation, and new simpli-
fied design. Initial cost is less, too. 
Available in ladder heights, 26 ft. to 
35 ft. Mounting of the EM requires 
minimum body floor space, leaving 
majority of cargo area for other 
materials and tools. The EM is fast 
and easy to operate. Requires only 
seconds to raise, lower, and rotate. 
Model EME is equipped with a 

self-leveling fiberglass basket, en-
abling operator to work comfortably 
regardless of ladder position. This 
model from Halline has the added 
safety features of double chains, slip 
clutch, emergency basket controls, 
and 12-volt D.C. Heavy Duty Electric 
Motors. The base requires minimum 
area for mounting. The fiberglass 
upper section requires minimum 
maintenance. Push button controls 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

for all movements are conveniently 
located at the pedestal and topside 
for ease-of-use by operator. Models 
available in 25 foot to 35 foot ladder 
sizes. 
Model EMH has all the desired 

features for handling any CATV 
maintenance and construction require-
ments. It's rugged, compact, and 
versatile. Self-powered gasoline engine 
eliminates running of truck engine. 
Controls located at both pedestal and 
bucket for convenience. Features a 
heavy duty hydraulic system, self-
leveling, fiberglass upper section and 
bucket for added safety. The EMH 
is available in 24 foot to 35 foot 
ladders. The quality construction of 
the EMH will carry any CATV work-
load. 

Model ES has been designed for the 
CATV system with a limited budget. 

H,112aINE 
U TI LI T Y  Y O UI P M "I i 

Here is low cost aerial equipment 
that can be afforded by those that 
cannot warrant fully-powered aerial 
equipment. This top quality aerial 
ladder has manual extension, 12-volt 
electric power elevation and geared 
reduction 360 degree continuous 
rotation. Model ES Ladder can be 
used at any angle up to a vertical 
position of 80 degrees. Choice of 26 
or 30 foot ladders. Withstands hard 
use, but requires minimum mainten-
ance. 

The careful selection of performance 

features to fulfill changing CATV 

needs makes Halline "TIME SAVERS" 

foremost in the industry. Our National 

Distributor Organization will install, 

service, and maintain your equipment. 

Full information on any or all of the 
"TIME SAVERS" await your request. 

INN a =  III MI = 

5525 S E 28TH AVENUE • PORTLAND, OREGON 97202 

TELEPHONE AREA CODE 503 / 236-1178 

Gentlemen: Please send me additional information on your Time Saying equipment 

I have specified information needed 0 EM  EME 0 EMH DES 0 ALL MODELS 
NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS  PHONE   
CITY  STATE  ZIP 

=IN IMM  II=  IMM  1111111111 



If You're Going Underground... 
Some Key Considerations 

The largest all-underground CATV plant built to date 
is the 400- mile Colorado Springs syste m. The planning 
and construction of such a distribution syste m 
involves many unusual considerations. 

By William L. Ross 
Vice President Engineering 
Vu more Video Corporation of Colorado 

D uring the past few years cable 
television operators have be-

come increasingly interested in 
partial or complete buried plant 
installation. The reasons for this 
trend are obvious; continuing pole 
rental increases, stringent restric-
tive clauses in pole contract agree-
ments, and demands of beautifica-
tion groups as well as requirements 
of various governmental ordinances. 

First of all, let me point out that 
buried cable installation is not new. 
However, new and improved tech-
niques of installation have been 
developed along with the addition 
of new hardware and the modifica-
tion of existing hardware to fit this 
specific purpose. 

Basic Considerations 
There are several factors to be 

considered for any underground 
installation which are not normally 
associated  with  conventional 
aerial or overhead construction: 

(1 ) Chemical composition of soil; 
(2) Type and condition of soil; 
(3) Rodents; (4) Frost; (5) Moisture-
(6) Corrosion; (7) Future system 
expansion. Some of these factors 
are important to aerial construction, 
but to a much lesser degree. 
A careful examination of each of 

these  factors  for  a particular 
system will provide information 
which can be used to determine 

method of installation, type of 
hardware to be utilized, and a 
proper layout which is designed to 
include possible future expansion. 
Before beginning any  buried 

cable  construction  project,  a 
chemical analysis of the soil should 
be obtained. This will serve as an 
aid in determining the soil's cor-
rosive effect on hardware and 
what necessary precautions should 
be taken in the selection of anti-
corrosive agents. 
The soil should be carefully 

examined  at  several  locations 
throughout the proposed system 
area as to type and condition. This, 
for the most part, will be the 
determining factor in method of 
installation of cable. 
The presence of underground 

rodents must be taken into con-
sideration and protective measures 
taken to protect the cable in areas 
suspected of infestation by the 
little creatures. Generally, if the 
cable is placed at a minimum 
depth of 24 inches, trouble from 
rodents will be avoided. In addition, 
trouble from frost heaving, from 
soil bacteria and from accidental 
dig-ins will be avoided by 24-inch 
burial. 
Moisture, which is ever-present 

in the soil, is probably the greatest 
single concern to prospective 
underground cable TV operators. 
They fear that the underground 

system will prove unreliable and 
extremely costly to maintain. A 
few years ago this fear was just-
ified. However, this is not the 
case today. New and improved 
methods  of  cable  installation, 
coupled with new  underground 
hardware,  waterproofing sealing 
compounds and other new com-
ponents have virtually eliminated 
moisture contamination. 
Careful thought must be given 

to possible future expansion during 
the engineering layout. A good 
rule to follow: "If in doubt, place 
conduit or duct." The cost is neg-
ligible if placed at the time of 
initial plant installation, as opposed 
to later placement. 
There are two methods of place-

ment of cable underground: the 
open trench, and the plowing 
method. Each method has its 
advantages and disadvantages. 

Open Trench Burial 
There are two general methods 

of installation in the open trench: 
direct cable burial and conduit 
or duct burial. The direct burial 
installation is more economical 
than the conduit method. Direct 
burial  results  in  savings  for 
materials cost in excess of $500 
per mile in addition to the savings 
gained by eliminating the addi-
tional labor involved in conduit 
burial. However, the conduit 
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Over 400 miles on underground plant make up the Colorado Springs system. The Davis trencher shown is cutting a trench 5" x 24". 

method does have several ad-
vantages over the direct burial 
method: (1) It provides a hole in 
the ground for future cable ex-
pansion or replacement, if needed. 
(2) It protects the cable from 
damage during installation. (3) It 
reduces the need for a screening or 
sand cushion in rocky soil terrain. 
Cable pre-assembled in conduit is 

available on the market today. 
However, this measure only affords 
additional  protection  for  cable 
from damage during the installa-
tion process and does not lend itself 
to future cable replacement. 
There are two generally accepted 

conduits  available  today  that 
fulfill all requirements for buried 
cable construction. One is of a 
virgin polyethylene construction. 
the other is made of poly-vinyl-
chloride. commonly referred to as 
"PVC. - The polyethylene conduit 
is available in a semi-flexible. 
smooth wall type. and is very 
popular in warm climates. The 
other  is a corrugated  flexible 
conduit. The smooth wall conduit 
is very difficult to use when the 

ambient  termperature  is below 
50 F. and  should  be  avoided 
under those conditions. The cor-
rugated  flexible  conduit  lends 
itself  to  placement  under  all 
temperature conditions. In addition, 
the flexible conduit, cut to proper 
length, serves as a sweep at a fraction 
of the cost of regular rigid sweeps. 
It will mate with the smooth wall or 
rigid PVC conduit by use of 12-inch 
sleeves extruded for that specific 
purpose. 
The sleeves may or may not be 

sealed to the conduit. This would 
be determined by the water table 
level in the area in which conduit is 
to be installed. If in doubt, use a 
sealing compound. The rigid PVC, 
available in 20-foot lengths, should 
always be used for continuous runs 
exceeding 300 feet when the ambient 
temperature is below 50°F. The 
cost is slightly higher, due to the 
additional labor involved and the 
cost of the many couplers required. 
Again, the corrugated conduit 
should be used for sweeps. (See 
Fig. 2). 
All trunk and feeder cable should 

be placed in separate conduits. The 
reason is very obvious. It will allow 
for a splice-free run and much easier 
pull on long runs. 
Regardless of the type of conduit 

utilized, make certain that the 
bottom of the trench is level and 
free from humps and loose soil. 
With a trench 24 inches deep, a 
5-inch width is adequate for both 
trunk and feeder conduits in most 
cases. All conduit ends should be 
plugged or taped at the pedestal, 
vault or amplifier location prior to 
pulling of cable to prevent water 
and debris from entering. 
When the direct burial method 

is utilized within an open trench, 
either random lay, or in the case of 
joint use trench, 12-inch vertical 
or  horizontal  spacing,  certain 
precautions must be  taken  to 
prevent damage to the cable during 
installation. If the soil is rocky, 
a minimum 6-inch sand screen 
should be provided. Only cable 
designed for direct burial should 
be used. This cable has an outer 
longitudinal steel tape or equiv-
alent additional protection.  All 
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other cable should be placed in 
conduit. 

Vibratory Plow Installation 
The plow method of installation, 

both direct and indirect placement, 
has limited use except for house 
drop or service drops. It is, how-
ever, much more economical than 
the open trench method. The limita-
tion of this method is due to the 
existence of other facilities, sur-
faced streets, surfaced alleys, curb 

and gutter, etc. Another important 
factor at this time is the unavail-
ability of the direct burial type 
cable. 
Two popular direct burial ma-

chines are available, both utilizing 
the vibratory plow principle. With 
the direct placement method, the 
cable is fed directly to the bottom 
of the cut from a reel conveniently 
mounted on the machine through a 
suitable cable guide. With the in-
direct placement method, long con-
tinuous lengths of polyethylene 

Figure 1: Use of a Flush Burial, Moisture-Proof Enclosure. 

conduit are pulled into the ground 
by means of a pulling grip attached 
to the plow blade. The cable is later 
pulled into the conduit. This method 
is highly recommended for installa-
tion of service drops. Equipment 
is available which combines the 
advantages of small size and 
maneuverability. Very little lawn 
disturbance is realized when the 
equipment is employed, and low 
attenuation foam dielectric cable 
can be used without fear of damage 
during installation. Also, the con-
duit affords protection from ac-
cidental dig-ins and cutting in a 
lawn. The burial depth can be varied 
from five to twelve inches. 
An evaluation of the various 

types of cable suitable for burial 
must meet certain construction re-
quirements: (1) It must provide an 
impervious barrier to moisture from 
the underground environment. 
(2) The protective covering must 
be heavy enough to withstand 
handling incident to installation. 
(3) It must withstand widely vary-
ing chemical soil conditions without 
deterioration. (4) It must be flexible 
enough to be installed without 
damage by kinking. 
This would indicate the type of 

cable to use would be one having 
a solid copper center conductor, 
solid  dielectric  for  additional 
moisture  protection  to  center 
conductor as opposed to foam 
dielectric, copper sheath for longer 
life and a high density polyethy-
lene jacket. For direct burial, the 
cable would also require a lon-
gitudinal steel tape or equivalent 
additional  covering.  The  steel 
tape would then be protected by 
another jacket of high density 
polyethylene. 
The disadvantage of use of this 

cable is one of high attenuation, 
as opposed to a foam dielectric 
cable of equal size. If the size of • 
center conductor and diameter of 
cable is increased to afford a lower 
attenuation factor, obtaining the 
necessary  connectors  to  mate 
with existing hardware becomes a 
very serious problem. This would 
dictate the use of a cable having 
a standard size center conductor, 
polyfoam  dielectric,  a copper 
sheath with a minimum 5 mil 
thickness for flexibility and a 
high density polyethylene jacket 
covering. Connectors for this type 
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cable are readily available and 
are easily adapted to existing 
hardware. However, due to the 
high price and scarcity of copper 
at this time. a substitute material 
for sheath is indicated. Jacketed 
aluminum sheathed cable has the 
necessary electrical and mechanical 
characteristics for burial purposes, 
however, the sheath must be thin 
enough to afford the  required 
flexibility for proper installation. 
The only problem with the alu-
minum sheath cable is a physical or 
chemical one rather than electrical. 
The  insulated  inner  conductor 
enclosed in the aluminum sheath 
is isolated completely from external 
environmental effects. The only 
problem is protecting this sheath 
from chemical effects within the 
soil which might cause damaging 
corrosion. Practical and economical 
solutions to this problem exist by 
use of sealing compound placed 
between the outer surface of the 
sheath and the high density poly-
ethylene jacket. This particular 
type of cable is available from 
one manufacturer at the present 
time. However, other manufacturers 
are presently in the process of 
developing an equivalent or im-
proved cable to meet the criteria 
for buried construction. 
If the plant installation is to be 

one which utilizes the indirect plow 
method or open trench conduit 
method, several factors must be 
given careful consideration when 
pulling cable in the conduit: (1) 
Sweep cable before and after pulling 
to determine structural return loss 
and possible damage during the 
pulling process. (2) Use a dynamo-
meter and record total torque placed 
on cable during pulling. (3) Never 
exceed 700 pounds pull as indicated 
on dynamometer at any time during 
pull. If pull falls between 300 and 
700 pounds, cut off and discard at 
least 3 feet of cable on pulling end 
before sweeping. (4) Always attach 
center conductor firmly to pulling 
grip before attempting to pull any 
length. (5) Use an approved wire 
pulling compound liberally on all 
long pulls. (6) Use electric or air 
winch on long pulls. (7) Once pull is 
started, don't stop until the entire 
length of cable has been pulled. 
The real secrets to any successful 

pull  are:  proper  placement  of 
conduit, center conductor attached 

CAP ALL 
AUXILIARY 
CONDUIT 

NOTE: WHEN CONDUIT 
CHANGES DIRECTION. SPLICE 
WITH FLEXIBLE CONDUIT TO 
SEMI RIGID AND MAKE ALL 
TURNS WITH FLEXIBLE CONDUIT. 

TRUNK CABLE 

FEEDER CABLE  

Figure 2: Use of Above-Ground Housing for Mainline Amplifiers, Bridging and 
Distribution Amplifiers and Power Supplies. 

Figure 3: Use of Underground Housing Suitable for Placement of Line Extension 
Amplifiers, Directional Taps, and Splitters. 
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to grip, liberal use of pulling com-
pound and continuous steady pull 
with no stopping during any length 
of pull. If two or more cables are 
to be pulled into the same conduit, 
they should be pulled together and 
not separately. 

Installing Line Equipment 
Installation ol amplifiers, splice 

connectors, and passive devices 
must receive special consideration 
for buried plant. Many factors 
not  normally  associated  with 
aerial construction, arise partic-
ularly if equipment is placed under-
ground. Manufacturers are becom-
ing aware of this special require-
ment, and are presently modifying 
existing equipment or building new 
hardware for this specific purpose. 
A completely moisture-proof 

enclosure was recently developed 
by a California firm for the specific 
purpose of housing electronic com-
ponents for underground instal-
lation. (See Figure 1). The enclosure 
material is a polysulfane resin with 

CAP ALL AUXILIARY CONDUIT‘ 

a 30% glass reinforcement. The 
addition of this glass produces out-
standing resistance to creep under 
continuous load at elevated tem-
peratures. For example, tests have 
indicated that after 10,000 hours at 
210'F. under a load of 4,000 P.S.I., 
there was less than 0.5% creep. 
Tensile strength at room tempera-
ture is 18,000 P.S.I. and at 210 F. 
is 13,000 P.S.I. The material pos-
sesses outstanding properties in all 
respects for direct burial applica-
tions. A stainless steel closure 
band and bolt assembly equipped 
with a lock nut and hole for a wire 
lead seal is used to clamp the two 
units of the enclosure together. 
The basic seal is made by the 
clamping of a Buna N gasket 
located in the base of the enclosure. 
Thermofit  mastic  coated,  heat 
sealing sleeves are utilized to seal 
the cable entry end and to go over 
the stainless steel clamp to provide 
a tamper-proof assembly as well as 
offering additional insurance for 
moisture protection. 
Directional taps, which are water-

....„ SERVICE DROPS 

ANCHOR PIN 

NOTE WHEN CONDUIT 
CHANGES DIRECTION. SPLICE 
WITH FLEXIBLE CONDUIT TO 
SEMI RIGID AND MAKE ALL 
TURNS WITH FLEXIBLE CONDUIT. 

Figure 4: A Pedestal Housing Suitable for Directional Taps, Splitter Devices, 
and Splice Connectors. 

proofed for buried plant use, are 
presently available from two CATV 
equipment manufacturers. One 
firm's tap is completely potted with a 
polyurethane foam material and the 
case is anodized for corrosion 
protection. The other firm uses an 
epoxy resin over the entire electronic 
circuit board within the housing 
which affords complete moisture 
protection. Protection to all splitter 
devices is also provided by the use 
of the polyurethane foam potting 
method. 
Mainline amplifiers, bridging and 

distribution amplifiers as well as 
power supplies may be housed above 
ground in a metal housing. (See 
Figure 2). This particular housing 
contains a provision for locking, 
and will accommodate existing 
amplifiers and associated equip-
ment available today including the 
new 20 channel equipment. 
Line extension amplifiers may be 

placed underground in an enclosure 
which is large enough to accom-
modate the amplifier, directional 
tap and splitter, if required. The 
enclosure is of the flush mount type 
and is completely waterproof if 
installed properly. 
Also available is a very attractive, 

rugged and waterproof pedestal 
suitable for housing directional 
taps, splitter devices and splice 
connectors above ground. (See Fig-
ure 4). There are several manu-
facturers of pedestals that are 
satisfactory for housing of passive 
devices. Regardless of the type 
selected, the above pedestal should 
be used only in alleys, or back 
easements and not in conspicuous 
locations. After all, one of the rea-
sons for going underground with 
the plant is for beautification pur-
poses. Certainly an above ground 
pedestal does not add charm and 
beauty to any area and should be 
avoided if it is economically feasible 
to do so. 
In conclusion, I would like to 

point out that an underground 
plant not only adds to the beauty 
of an area, and affords easy acces-
sibility and low maintenance cost, 
but that it also opens up new 
avenues in the  communication 
field. This is not possible with an 
aerial plant due to restrictive 
clauses in the majority of the 
pole contact agreements as they 
exist in the United States today. F) 
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The guarantee of QUALITY CER-
TIFIED construction of every 
tower has made Utility Tower 
Company the quality leader in 
CATV tower manufacturing. Un-
equalled in stability. Unmatched 
in performance. Utility CATV 
towers are better encineered. 
better built. Perfected, tirr e-tested 
methods are used by experienced 
craftsmen to fabricate towers for 
every CATV applicatior. Every 
tower is tested and re-tested to 
insure QUALITY CERTIFICA-
TION. Foremost, Utility Tower 
Company has concern for its 
product. 

Building  towers is 
serious bu me, it s 

So if you're thinking seriously 
about buying a CATV tower . . . 
think of Utility . . . the company 
that is serious about builcing and 
erecting for you the finest CATV 
tower you can buy. Investigate 
the durability of QUALITY CER-
TIFIED TOWERS. Call  Utility 
today. 

3200 N W 38TH / P0 BOX 12027 / OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA 73112 / (405) WI 6-5551 • EASTERN DIV  P0 BOX 163 MAYFIELD 65 502 CH 1 3642 
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CATV Construction 

Contractors Directory 
The fir ms listed here are actively engaged in cable 
syste m construction, and should be contacted directly for 

details of construction capabilities and specialties 
omitted fro m this quick-reference listing. 

David B. Adams Construction Com-
pany: Uniontown, Pennsylvania 15401: 
Ph. (412) 438-7560: Complete CATV 
construction services, including cable 
plowing. 

Ameco Inc.; 2949 W. Osborn Road. 
P.O. Box 13741, Phoenix, Arizona 
85002, Ph. (602) 262-5500; Provides 
engineering, planning and installation. 
Specializing  in complete  "turnkey" 
completions. Complete design of CATV 
systems from customer maps. Tower 
site survey. 

Anaconda Electronics Company; 1430 
South Anaheim Blvd., Box 3772, Ana-
heim, California; Ph. (714) 635-0150; 
Complete system planning and turnkey 
construction service. 

B. C. Cable Contractors Ltd.: 1947 
Kingsway. Vancouver, B. C., Canada; 
Ph. (604) 879-2631; CATV engineering 
and construction. 

Beaver Television Associates; 287 
Eddystone, Downsview, Ontario, Can-
ada: Ph. (416) 635-0320; Turnkey con-
struction of head-end—signal survey, 
design, fabrication and installation of 
towers and antennas. 

Benco Television Associates: 27 Taber 
Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada; Ph. 
(416) 244-4296; Expert assistance in 
complete CATV systems planning, both 
new and rebuilt. 

Broadway Maintenance Corp.: Long Is-
land City, New York 11101; Ph. (212) 
286-3700; CATV design, installation, 
and maintenance. 

Burnup & Sims: P.O. Box 2431, West 
Palm Beach, Florida; Ph. (305) 683-
8311: Services include power and tele-
phone plant re-arrangement and tree 
trimming. Complete construction. 

Cable Construction Company: 5141/2 
River Road, P.O. Box 190, Puyallup. 
Washington 98371; Ph. (206) 845-
7541; Furnishing all types of system 
construction. 

Cable Constructors Inc.: 203 Stephen-
sen Avenue. Iron Mountain. Michigan; 
Ph. (906) 744-6621: Complete turn-
key. engineering and construction 
supervision capabilities. 

Cable TV Construction, Inc.: 223 N. 
State. Iola, Kansas: all types of aerial 
and underground construction. 

Cable TV, Inc.: P.O. Box 982, Salisbury, 
Maryland 21801: Ph. (301) 742-5043: 
Complete construction capabilities for 
cable systems. 

Cal-Tel Construction Company, Inc: 
1698 East 25th Street, Signal Hill, 
California; Ph. (213) 426-7041; Han-
dles all phases of CATV construction. 

CAS Manufacturing Co.; P.O. Box 
47066, Dallas, Texas 75207; Ph. (214) 
BL 3-3661; Experienced design, engi-
neering and construction. 

Cascade Cable Contractors: P.O. Box 
604, Wenatcha, Washington 98801; 
Ph. (509) 884-7161; Complete turnkey 
capabilities for new systems or re-
builds. 

Cascade Electronics, Ltd.: Electronic 
Avenue. Port Moody, British Columbia. 
Canada: Ph. (604) 939-1191: Full CATV 
system design and engineering ser-
vices. with complete turnkey con-
struction aid available. 

CATV Equipment Co.: 1422-34th Ave-
nue, Seattle, Washington 98122; Ph. 
(206)325-6838; Specialists in all-band 
systems, providing complete construc-
tion services, layout, equipment and 
installation. 

CATV Services Co.; P.O. Box 574, 
Worland, Wyoming 82401: All kinds of 
cable system engineering and con-
struction. 

C-COR Electronics, Inc.; 60 Decibel 
Road. State College, Pennsylvania; Ph. 
(814) 238-2461; CATV engineering and 
construction services. 

Co-Ax Construction Co.: 2949 Wes 
Osborn Road. Phoenix 17, Arizona; Ph. 
(602) 252-6041; Specializing in com-
plete turnkey construction. Construc-
tion representatives provided on all 
turnkey jobs. (Subsidiary of Ameco) 

Pete Collins Co.: 835 Delaware Ave., 
Denver, Colorado 80204; Ph. (303) 
355-8919. Engineering, construction 
and maintenance on cable systems. 

Communication Systems Corp.: 140 
East Main Street, Huntington. New 
York: Ph. (516) 271-1262; Complete 
system design and construction capa-
bilities for CATV systems. 

Communications Constructors, Inc.: 
1852 East Pacific Coast Hiway. Wil-
mington, California 90744; Ph. (213) 
835-0137: Complete CATV construc-
tion services. 

Comm/Scope; (a division of Superior 
Cable Corp.) Hickory, North Carolina 
28601: Turnkey construction including 
planning and engineering. 

Com-Tel Construction, Inc.; 1721 West 
Monroe Street,  Decatur. Indiana 
46733; Ph. (219) 724-2581 or 2690; 
Aerial and underground system con-
struction, including cable plowing, and 
system engineering services. 

Daniels & Associates, Inc.; 2930 East 
Third Avenue, Denver. Colo.; Ph. (303) 
388-5888: Complete engineering for 
cable system layout, turnkey, es-
timates, and engineering studies. 

DAVCO Electronics Corp.: P.O. Box 
861, Batesville, Arkansas 72501: Ph. 
(501) 743-3816; Complete services 
include layout, equipment and installa-
tion. 

Entron, Inc.: 2141 Industrial Parkway. 
Silver Spring, Maryland: Ph. (301) 622-
2000; Utility pole make-ready studies, 
system layout. Specializes in turnkey 
construction. 

Foster Associates: 1101 17th Street 
NW.. Washington. D.C. Consulting ser-
vices including signal surveys, tower 
site location and head-end design. 

Great West Construction, Inc.; Box 
468, Mexia, Texas 76667: Ph. (817) 
496-4662; Complete services include 
field engineering, signal surveys, layout 
engineering, installation of all electron-
ic components. and testing both aerial 
and underground systems. 

Gregory Electric Company, CATV Di-
vision: P.O. Box 76, Columbia. South 
Carolina 29202: Ph. (803) 256-9926: 
Complete system design, engineering. 
and turnkey construction capabilities. 

Harris-McBurney Co.:  1006 Airport 
Road. Box 267, Jackson. Mich.; Ph. 

(Continued on page 72.) 
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A WORD ABOUT AQUA 

Aqua Instrument Co., has been for years, a de-

pendable prime manufacturer of the broadest 

line of highest quality CCTV accessories, a few 

of which are shown here. 

i/ 

Explosion proof pan and tilt unit with explosion 
proof housing. 

-.011101 

s-
N MI 

Weatherproof TV camera housing with pan and 
tilt unit on wall bracket. 

It o  6.  teL,s 

Power supplies made to satifsy every require-
ment. 

Now Aqua offers the same superior design and 

manufacturing capability to the CATV field. 

Of particular interest to CATV system operators 

will be the Aqua Silent Pan and Tilt Units and 

Pre-positioning Devices for studio use. 

For improved performance and greater depend-

ability in CATV equipment, it will pay you to 

look first to Aqua. 

...the all- ne w, 
radically different 

A 

do' 
.001' 

do 

A VERSATAP 

; 

J 

AQUA'S long-standing reputation for quality and reliability in the CCTV 
industry is now being applied to the complete design and manufacture 

of quality CATV products. VERSATAP is the first in what will be a long 
line of significant new developments for the CATV field. 

The AQUA VERSATAP, an important major achievement in CATV direc-
tional tap design, requires only one model for both metropolitan and 
rural installations. The VERSATAP'S slim line housing, only 11/2" in 
diameter and 81/4" in length, together with its unique mounting bracket 
and AQUA all weather-proof connectors,* permits both strand mounting 
and vertical riser applications as illustrated. Two or more VERSATAPS, 
each with four tap ports, may be combined to provide any number of tap 

outlets without introducing any additional mismatch. One and two tap 
port versions are also available. VERSATAP'S compensating circuitry 
delivers a uniform signal level at each set location. The positive center 
conductor seizure, preventing conductor pullout, is accomplished from 

the exterior without opening the tap. VERSATAP'S all wrought aluminum 
construction, completely anodized and permanently color coded, together 

with passivated stainless steel fasteners, insures the optimum in all 
weather reliability and maximum life expectancy, together with complete 
elimination of RFI leakage. 

Write or phone today for further information about Aqua Versatap, the 
CATV tap that goes up easier . . . lasts longer . . . overcomes the com-
mon problems of conventional units. 

A 
109 Leo Avenue 

A INSTRU MENT 
CO MPANY 
CATV DIVISION 

PHONE 315 463-4531  Syracuse, N.Y. 13206 

*standard 5 8-24 thread 



Send 
DESCRIPTIVE 

for New 
BROCHURES 

AERIAL LADDERS-
/44'c 'v.  easy operating, safe, 

economical. Also 
\  cable splicer 

bodies. 

'-' •  , 

c-
1-- amour,. 
_  . 

SIDE BOXES for all pick-ups. 

UTILITY 
TOOL BOX 
(Model 40) 
adds extra 

.„ carrying capacity 

to pick-ups. 

TURN-O-BINS 
storage for 

_ ....4 

a 

tool and parts 
compact panel trucks. 

LINE CONSTRUCTION 
BODIES with 
,,i,iulic oerricks 
,i rid diggers. 

hy- ,,, - '-
.1 

.4.. 
Handy Coupon —  Use 

D Aerial Ladders 12 Side Boxes 
O Tool Box (Model 40) 0 Turn-O-Bins 

Ei Line Construction Bodies 

Name   

Co   

Address   

City  State  

Mail to Stahl Plant Nearest to You 

STAHL METAL 
PRODUCTS, 
INC. 

(CATV Construction Contractors 
(Continued) 

(517) 787-1800: Complete construc-
tion services for CATV 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc.: 1800 Johnson 
Street. Elkhart. Indiana: Ph. (219) 264-
1121: engineering and construction 

Highland Associates, Inc.: 600 Marble 
St.. Broomfield, Colo. 80020: Ph. (303) 
466-3851: Construction and equip-
ment sales, serving area within 500 
mile radius around Denver 

J.H.B. Construction: Box 132, Alex-
i...1dria, Minn.: Tower erection. painting 
and complete CATV construction 

Jerrold Electronics Corp.: 401 Walnut 
St., Philadelphia. Pa.: Ph. (215) 672-
0800: Turnkey construction..engineer-
ing and surveys. 

Kaiser CATV Corp.; 2216 West Peoria 
Ave., Box 9728. Phoenix. Arizona 
85020; Ph. (602) 944-4411: Construc-
tion of partial or complete systems, 
including complete turnkey. 

Killoren Company; 925 N. Bluemound 
Drive, Appleton. Wisconsin; Ph. (414) 
734-9278; Engineering construction 
and maintenance services. 

Artie M. Loftis Construction; Box 656, 
Malakoff. Texas: Ph. (214) HU 9-4666. 
Complete CATV construction service. 

Malarkey, Taylor & Assoc.: 1101 17th 
Street NW.. Rm. 1303, Wash. D.C.: 
Professional Engineering services in-
cluding signal surveys, head-end, sys-
tem and component design, prepara-
tion of pole line and strand maps, proof 
of performance tests, trouble shooting, 
engineering statements, and qualified 
testimony in FCC proceedings or courts 
as an expert witness. 

Master Antenna Service; 248 Wave 
Street, Laguna Beach, California 
92651, Ph. (714) 494-0253: All con-
struction services except overhead 
and buried trunk. 

Multi Media Engineering, Inc.: 2385 
Lewis Ave., Rockville, Md., 20851: Ph. 
(301) 726-1340; Cable television con-
struction and engineering services. 

Noram Cable Construction Ltd.; 1111 
Albion Road, Rexdale, Ontario: Ph. 
(416) 741-0566: Complete CATV con-
struction services. 

Pacific Pipeline Construction Co.; 1632 
S. Greenwood, Montebello, California. 

Power Line Construction Co.: 2019 S. 
E. Hemlock, Portland. Oregon 97214. 

Robert G. Owens, Inc.: 150 Washing-
ton Blvd., Laurel, Maryland: Ph. (301) 
498-0555; Total Turnkey capability. 

Richards & Associates, Inc.; P.O. 
Drawer 400, 809 Cedar St.. Carroll-
ton, Ga. 30117: Ph. (404) 832-7001; 

Fully capable and experienced in CAT-7 \ 

construction. 25 years experience in 
installation of communications fa-
cilities. 

Stan Soda Corp.: 734 Petroleum Build-
ing, Tyler, Texas: Ph. (214) 593-0911; 
Complete CATV system construction 
and engineering services. 

Spencer-Kennedy Labs: 1320 Soldiers 
Field Road, Boston, Mass. 02135: Ph. 
(617) 254-5400; Staff of TV systems 
engineers maintained to perform signal 
and pole line surveys, strand-mapping, 
system layout and design plus installa-
tion supervision for antenna site and 
distribution plant construction. 

Superior Continental Corporation, 
Comm/Scope Division; P.O. Box 489, 
Hickory, N.C. 28601; Ph. (704) 328 
2171; Comm/Scope provides total CA-
TV services or assistance in planning. 
engineering and construction. 

System Construction Company; 830 
Monroe Street. Hoboken, New Jersey; 
Ph. (201) 656-2020: New turnkey or 
rebuild or expansion of existing sys-
tems. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.) 

Telectric Construction Corp.;  Kirk-
wood, Missouri: Complete coaxial plant 
construction, electric equipment instal-
lation, towererection and maintenance 
of system. 

TeleSystem Services Corp.: 113 South 
Easton Road, Glenside, Pennsylvania; 
Ph. (215) 884-6635: Offers design, 
engineering and complete construction 
services for CATV systems. (Subsidiary 
of TeleSystems Corp.) 

Teline Systems, Inc.; 235 Bear Hill 
Blvd., Waltham, Massachusetts: Ph. 
(617) 891-5480; Engineering and con-
struction of all types of CATV systems. 
including turnkey projects. (Subsidiary 
of National Teline.) 

Unicom Inc.: 245 Park Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10017: Ph. (212) 661-4865: 
Engineering and construction of CATV 
systems on a turnkey basis. 

Utilities Contracting Company: 1422 
East Michigan. Lansing, Michigan 
48915: Ph. (517) 482-5248. 

Vikoa Construction Co.: 400 Ninth St., 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030: Ph. (201) 656-
2020: Complete facilities to construct 
CATV systems including surveys, en-
gineering and planning. Complete turn-
key operations. Special assistance in 
obtaining financing and leasing pro-
grams. (Subsidiary of Vikoa, Inc.) 

Village Cablevision Corp.: (Subsidiary 
of Advance Communication). 236 East 
Washington Street, Lisbon, Ohio 
44432: Ph. (216) 424-7273: Special-
izing in CATV plant construction. 
Buried or aerial installations. 

Williams Construction Co.: Box 261, 
Glasgow. Kentucky; Ph. (502) 651-
5480: Specializing in CATV construc-
tion and installation. 0 ) 

DIV. OF SCOTT & FETZER CO. 
• 4700 WEST 160 ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135 
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Fresh daily from Pruzan... 
the produce (or products, if you prefer) of more 
than 100 different CATV equipment and supply 
manufacturers: Everything you need to build, 
maintain, or modernize an entire CATV system. 

At Pruzan you find the total stock to meet your 
total supply needs (electronic and test equipment, 
underground materials, linemen's safety equip-
ment, aerial system hardware, tools and construc-
tion equipment, and coaxial cable); accurate, off-
the-shelf same-day shipments; and the lowest 
possible delivered-at-the-job-site costs. Imagine— 

everything from one source, shipped in one day, 
on one purchase order, at one low cost. 

Hard to imagine? Don't strain. 

Just pick up the phone and call us collect at 
206/624-6505, now. Then sit back and watch how 
smoothly you get what you want, where you want 
it, when you want it. It's a daily "fresh-to-you" 
service that has been benefiting other leaders in 
the CATV industry for almost 20 years. Now it's 
your turn. Join the leaders. 

CATV, Communication & Power Line Supplies 

P ROZAN CO MPANY 
Phone 206 + 624-6505/ '  • 



Portable X-Ray Testing For 
Your Cable Connections 
Maintaining quality control in plant installation 
is al ways a tall order. The follo wing report, ho wever, 
describes one method by which QC standards can be 
clearly defined and closely controlled. 

By I. Switzer 
Associate Technical Editor 

Cable television systems are getting bigger and 
bigger, and many system engineers are finding 

that the chain of responsibility in system quality con-
trol is getting so long that adequate control is becoming 
very difficult. Cable installation and splicing crews are 
usually well trained and use fittings and connectors 
which have been designed and selected to reduce 
chances of poor workmanship in installation. Never-
theless faulty workmanship does occur, often in very 
large systems with longer chains of delegation but with 

Senior technician John DeJong attaches remote X-Ray head to 
messenger strand for X- Rays on cable sittings. 

very high standards for system quality and reliability. 
Since quality standards tend to become less seriously 

considered as the information is passed down the line, 
it becomes mandatory to make the maintenance of these 
standards a mechanical, quantitative thing where pos-
sible. A quality check on coaxial connections can now 
be made in the field by utilizing portable X-Ray equip-
ment, which reveals exactly what kind of connection 
has been made. Information yielded by the X-Ray 
technique indicates clearly the standards of construc-
tion being maintained. 
Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited, a Canadian group 

operator presently constructing 600 miles of system 
in metropolitan Toronto, has started to use a portable 
X-Ray system, the model 846 Fexitron made by Field 
Emission Corporation, McMinnville, Oregon. The X-
Ray machine is presently being used to spot check 
quality of splice and connector work by sub-contractors 
during system construction. After the system is en-
ergized, the X-Ray equipment will be used to help find 
splice and connector problems which turn up after 
system operation begins. 
The 846 is a suit-case sized system which weighs 55 

pounds and which runs on conventional 115 volt 60 
cycle power. It can be conveniently operated from 
portable power sources with minimum 1 KVA rating. 
The X-Ray tube operates at either 100 KV or 150 KV, 
depending on exposure required. The tube is a cold 
cathode type developed by Field Emission, and is op-
erated in a pulsed mode. The power supply pulses the 
tube with 60 nanosecond high voltage pulses and ex-
posure is controlled by a preset counter which controls 
the number of pulses in the exposure pulse train. 
Maclean-Hunter selected an extra long high voltage 

cable to connect the power supply to a remote tube 
head. A 25' cable permits the power supply to remain 
on the ground while the remote tube head is taken up 
to the messenger to X-Ray line splices or connectors. 
A dummy load permits testing and servicing the equip-
ment without unnecessary X-Ray radiation hazards. 
The X-Ray equipment is operated by a Maclean-
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Hunter technician who was previously untrained in 
X-Ray technique. He was chosen primarily for his 
responsible attitude toward the work. This is most 
important. The equipment is very simple to operate. 
but it is high voltage X-Ray equipment. and can be 

dangerous if misused. The technician using the equip-
ment wears a film type exposure badge provided by a 
radiation monitoring service. He has been trained to 
use the equipment in such a way as to prevent any 
possible exposure to anyone and to absolutely minimize 

X-Ray of cable splice on "wet" film (no 
screen medical) showing detail of im-
proper splice. Cable ends have just been 
jammed into splice with no center con-
ductor at all. 

"Wet" film X-Ray of splice in .412 alu-
minum cable. One side is OK, other side 
has not been crimped or sheath clamps 
tightened. Center conductor is too short. 

A polaroid X-Ray of the same splice which 
is shown above. Use of polaroid tech-
nology makes it possible for the tech-
nician to check his work while in the field. 
Improper splices can be corrected im-
mediately. 

How good are 
your contacts? 

Ms 230 

CONTACT 
RE-NU 

'FFRE 6kr Tr 

IkenrI te r e( r ti ca co.. r1C.  

cd•••.< ,./ 

Everybody knows that dirty contacts on relays, 
connectors and module board edges cause erratic 
operation. But what to do about it? Spray them clean 
—in seconds —with MS-230 Contact Re-Nu. That's what 
a major broadcasting network prescribes for its member 
stations. Contact Re-Nu restores full electrical continuity 
instantly on all types of contacts. 
There's probably a can of MS-200 Magnetic Tape 

Head Cleaner in your control room now. Be sure MS-230 
Contact Re-Nu is there too. Write on company letterhead 
for free 16-oz. sample. 

miller-stephenson 
chemical co., inc. 
ROUTE 7. DANBURY. CONNECTICUT 

U.S. and fore.gn pat•nts pend,ng 
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the radiation to himself as the operator. When the 
equipment is operated sensibly and in accordance to the 
manuals there is no appreciable radiation exposure to 
to the operator. 

This splice shows questionable quality. Center conductors are 
into collets OK, but sheath does not go far enough into connector 
for proper grip by clamps inside. Center conductor was left too 
long before installation in splice. 

the 
"way out" 
aerial ladder 
The LH-CATV Series aerial ladder, available in 24 

to 36 foot lengths, enables workmen to reach way out 
beyond parked cars, trees, drop wires, and other 
obstacles. 
Workmen can string cable or strand, splice, wreck 

or patrol in a fraction of the usual time. 
Equipped with many features, including optional fully 

powered, aerial man-lift top controls, self-leveling bas-
ket, and tool power at the top. 
Write today for our complete catalog of LH-CATV 

aerial ladders, personnel booms, and other CATV 
equipment. 

"4 UTILITY BODY CO. 
901 Gilman St. • Berkeley, Calif. 94710 
Phone (415) 524-9333 

FOR EVEN GREATER REACH, FIBERGLASS BASKET 
PERSONNEL BOOMS ARE AVAILABLE IN 24 TO 40 FOOT 
LENGTHS (45' WORKING HEIGHT). 

The portable field X-Ray unit can be mounted on a tripod and 
used to check splices made in pedestals. Here, the technician 
tapes polaroid film to the splice. 

Best results are obtained with industrial type X-Ray 
films, although the system works quite well with 
Polaroid material. Polaroid 4" x 5" material is the most 
convenient to use since it does not require wet develop-
ment and results can be seen in about 10 seconds. The 
wet development type materials, such as no-screen 

TV Communications 



Quality connectors for 
CATV carry Trim-Line's 
company symbol. 

This symbol guarantees . 

V) ECONOMY 
(74 RELIABILITY 
V) FAST DELIVERY 
(&) VARIETY 

Trim-Line Connectors Ltd. offers connectors for stand-

ard or custom CATV applications. Our selection includes 

cable connectors and fittings from RG-59 coax to 3/4 - 

inch aluminum. 

Please write for our new catalogue 

TITRHINE CONNECTORS [TO. 
3650 Weston Road, Weston, Ontario, Canada 

Phone (416)742-3577 

medical film, give better contrast and detail and require 
somewhat less exposure, thus lengthening the life of 
the X-Ray tube. They do not give the technician instant 
feedback about the connection made. of course. 
The X-Ray system shows detail within connectors 

quite clearly and can be used to check the following: (a) 
penetration of center conductors hit° collets—Is the 

After preparing film and X-Ray unit, the technician steps well 
back and uses remote control cord to actuate X-Ray mechanism. 

This is X-Ray of splice actually taken in set up shown above. X-
Ray shows that center conductors are properly in collets, with 
satisfactory arrangement of connector parts and cable. 

center conductor just barely making contact and there-
fore likely to let go during the next cold spell?—Are 
the serrations on the collet gripping the conductor? (b) 
detail of crimp sleeves—Has the sleeve been crimped? 
Has it been crimped the proper number of times? right 
tool?—Is there proper penetration of conductor into 
crimp sleeve? (c) detail of sheath clamp—Has the 
sheath clamping gripped the cable sheath?—Are any 
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SMARR I{ 
The first sionificant 
oreakthrough in coaxial 
caole cesign since we 
introcucec Foamflex 
in 1955. 

11.60,101111111110-

CONTINUOUS 
POLYETHYLENE 
DIELECTRIC 

SEAMLESS ALUMINUM 
OUTER CONDUCTOR 

SOLID COPPER 
INNER CONDUCTOR 

Lower Attenuation 32 db Return Loss 
Fewer Amplifiers Less Maintenance 

• What makes SpirafilIEso radically different is a 
solid polyethylene helix which completely covers 
the solid copper center conductor without inter-
ruption. Among other things, this means great 
mechanical stability and an absolutely non-col-
lapsible helix. Add to this the advantage of un-
usually attractive electrical characteristics (attenu-
ation at Channel 13 .412" 1.27 db/100', .500" 
1.02 db/100', .750" 0.75 db/100') and a system 

cost competitive with conventional foam cable 
systems. 
Spirafil II comes plain or jacketed in .412", 1/2" 

and 3,3 " diameters, 75 ohm impedance, in 1000-
foot reels. 
For a complete listing of Sales Service Stocking Centers 

plus up-to-the-minute technical data, write, TWX or tele-
phone: Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation, 300 
Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022 (212) 751-3200, 
TW X (212) 865-7455. 

PHELPS DODGE ANDCO P P E ALL YI to A LUM  PRODUCTSNUM 



Knockout 
local channel 
interference. 

with a 

HAMLIN MINIFILTER 
Don't fight the interference bout ... let Hamlin's TV channel band pass 

filters win the battle for you. Install the Hamlin minifilter designed 

specifically for your particular interference situation. Write or phone 
today for additional details! 

• Excellent stability. 

• Designed  specifically  for  applications 
where spurious frequencies are at least 
6Mhz from band pass. 

• Flat within .25dB. 

• Offers rejection to lower adjacent channel 
video and upper adjacent sound of 10 dB. 

• Insertion loss is .5 dB at channel 2, and 
2 dB at channel 13. 

• Return loss is 18 dB low band, 14 dB high 
band. 

IN SETS OF ONE DOZEN CHANNELS 2 THRU 13 —$120.00/set 

Any six megacycle channel from 40 to 250 Mcs available on special 

order. Allow 90 days for delivery  — $20.00/each 

Any U.S. Channel, less than one dozen set  —$15.00/each 

INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
605 — 15TH AVE. EAST, SEATTLE, WASH. 98102 • (206) EAst 9-4400 

Field X-Ray (polaroid film) of VSF-750A connector on amplifier 
housing showing adapter pin crimped onto center conductor. 

connector parts missing inside? lit does happen) Id I 
center conductor concentricity — Is there any buckling 
of the center conductor which could cause short circuit 
at some future time? 
After the system is in operation it is expected that 

the X-Ray equipment will be used to help track down 
any intermittent connectors or splices which were 
missed during construction. X-Ray inspection does not 
require interruption of service, as does visual inspection 
which requires that the connector be taken apart. Pro-
tective boots and taping can be left in place. The X-Ray 
looks right through them. 
The equipment is moderately expensive—around 

$3,000— but probably within the means of medium and 
large size cable TV operations. Systems considering the 
use of X-Ray equipment must keep in mind the per-
sonnel hazards involved in the use of X-Rays and make 

Top: cable test adapter connector which was intermittent. Note 
poor fit of center pin into collet. Bottom: the same connector 
after repair with solder. 

sure that the operator follows all instructions. The 
X-Ray head is well shielded and no radiation has been 
recorded so far on the film badge dosimeters of Maclean-
Hunter technicians using the equipment. 
Careful application of this type of equipment can be 

used to insure that the highest possible quality 
standards have been maintained during system con-
struction, and to minimize post construction mainte-
nance problems. 
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Sealmette: 
The Great Uncompromiser 

in CATV cable 

Ask the man 
from Anaconda 
about Seal metic 
Coaxial Cable 

oar 
Wouldn't it be great if you could get 
your hands on a CATV coaxial cable 
that wasn't a compsomise? 
That would -near it would have to 

be strong. It would Lave to be flexible. 
It would have to give you years of 
moisture and humid ty protection, and 
it would have to offer fast, economical 
installation. 
You've got it in hand with patented 

Anaconda Sea mete CATV coaxial 
cable. 
Of course we protect this cable with 

an aluminum shield But it's a flexible 
one. However, we ain't about to leave 
the aluminum naked and exposed to 

moisture. We bond a special copoly-
mer to the outside of the aluminum, 
which in turn adheres to the jacket. 
Exactly where it should all be to fight 
off moisture for years. 
So you have a cable with the double 

protection of an aluminum sheath and 
a copolymer bonded to it. But Seal-
metic will still go around some very 
sharp bends. The entire jacket takes 
the corners without <inking or deform-
ing. That's why it's such a natural for 
fast and easy insta lation aerially, in 

duct or by direct bLrial. 

All this makes Sealmetic very easy 
to work with. 
With Sealmetic you also get electri-

cal excellence, signal integrity and low 
attenuation. 
Available with all the connectors 

you'll ever need. 
For further information call or write 

Anaconda Wire anc Cable Company, 
605 Third Avenue, New York, New 
York 10016, or Anaconda Electronics 
Company, 1430 South Anaheim Bou-
levard, Anaheim, Gilifornia 92803. 



For Your Protection-
Gaff Testing Method 
For Safety Aloft 

The follo wing safety pointers are 

excerpts fro m the author's presentation 

at the recent N CT A convention. C ATV'ers 

can benefit considerably fro m the safety 

research carried on by the Bell Syste m, 

the results of w hich are freely shared. 

By R. H. Griffiths 
American Telephone and Telegraph 

For many years the telephone and CATV indus-
tries have worked together across the country. 

We have shared many problems and have solved 
them. One problem that we mutually share is pole 
safety and the injuries that result when our employees 
fall from aloft, contact power, or otherwise injure 
themselves while working on our aerial plant. This 
area of concern is one that can be solved by applying 
ourselves to two factors of the safety equation that 
will, if neglected, contribute to the accidental injury 
or death of our employees. 
The first factor involves the provision of well de-

signed, safe tools and equipment that will enable the 
employee to work aloft with confidence. Such tools 
should, if at all possible, be owned by the company so 
that they can be replaced or updated when they can 
no longer be used safely or efficiently. Training is the 

Note: AT&T has developed a series of films on safe work-
ing aloft for both initial training supplements and con-
tinuous on-the-job training for climbing employees. Ac-
cording to Mr. Griffiths, Bell System companies will make 
these available to cable system operators on a loan basis. 
Contact them directly through their independent company 
relations personnel or through your local contact. If un-
able to secure use of the films in that way, contact Wil-
liam F. Karnes, TeleSystem Services Corporation, 113 
South Easton Road, Glenside, Pa. 19038, Telephone 
(215) 884-6635. Mr. Karnes maintains liaison with Mr. 
Griffiths at AT&T's New York headquarters. 

second factor—training that will enable the individual 
to use his tools and equipment in a safe and produc-
tive manner. To be effective, training must be con-
tinuous throughout an individual's career, and it must 
be designed to develop and constantly reinforce those 
safe working habits that will guard him while aloft. 
I don't know what your accident experience may 

be, but it probably parallels ours to some extent. We 
find that the number of lost time injuries directly due 
to working aloft generally equals those experienced 
due to motor vehicle accidents. Last year, 15% of our 
lost time accidents involved motor vehicles, while an 
equal number involved working on poles. 
Pole safety is, then, a major area of concern. New 

employees, slated to become linemen or installers, 
generally receive a minimum of one week's training 
before being placed on a productive job. The majority 
of this training time is devoted to the development of 
climbing skills and safe working aloft habits that 
must become second nature if injury is to be avoided. 
To these ends, I have prepared the following out-

line of a climber testing method that accurately simu-
lates the forces applied to a working climber. This 
test quickly indicates which climbers are safe to use, 
and which must be either sharpened or discarded if 
cutouts are to be avoided. The test is much more 
critical than those generally in use. 

Bell's Pole Cutout Test 
Proper use of the pole cutout test will enable you 

to climb with confidence if you do your part. The 
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Now that 
we've made a name 
for ourselves, 

we've gone and changed it. 

A lot of CATV city slickers (operators in multi-
channel urban locations) have come to know 
International TelemeterCorporation converters 
as the best in the burgeoning extra-channel 
CATV business. 
From our Gamut 25 to our Focus 12, you 

get everything you need to clean up cliff-
dwelling ghosts. And deliver 25 channels of 
interference-free reception. 
Now, we're putting our all (Gamut 25, Plus 

13 and Focus 12) into a new name for us—and 
a very good name in CATV. TPI. Now—we're 
part of a growing corporate family, along with 
ALPHAMATIC NEWS the all-electronic, auto-
mated CATV cablecasting service that pays for 
itself with locally originated news, UPI 24-
hour international/national coverage as well 
as New York Stock Exchange Reports. 
So, when you're looking for ITC Converters, 

look under our new name because... 

Starting now, ITC converters will be called TM converters 

For information, write or call collect (212) 421-9665 

Television Presentations, Inc., A Subsidiary of Sterling Communications, Inc. 375 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.10022 



test, if passed, shows that the gaffs themselves will 
cut in, not out. The test, which simulates actual 
climbing conditions, can be made just before climbing 
the first pole of the day. Here's how you do it: 
1. Put on the climber and fasten the foot strap, 

but don't fasten the leg strap. Remove the gaff guard 
and put on both your gloves. 
2. Put your hand between your leg and the 

climber pad with your palm toward the pole. Put 
your other hand on the pole to balance yourself. With 
your leg at a 30 degree angle—the normal climbing 
angle—aim the gaff toward the center of the pole. 
Then lightly jab it in about 1/4 inch, about one foot 
above ground. 

3. Keep just enough pressure on the stirrup to 
keep the gaff in the pole but not enough to cause it to 
penetrate any deeper. Then push the climber and 
your hand toward the pole by moving your knee— 
push without any downward pressure until the strap 
loop is against the pole. 

4. Make certain that the strap loop is held against 
the pole and then gradually exert full pressure 
straight down on the stirrup with your leg. Do not 
push down with your gloved hand—it's there to pro-
tect your knee from splinters. Do not raise your other 
foot off the ground. It's not necessary and the unbal-
ance caused by lifting your other foot may cause you 
to pivot on the pole. 
A gaff that is correctly shaped and sharp will cut 

into the pole and hold within two inches or less—a 
measurement taken along the entire length of the 
gaff cut. 

Additional Pointers on Gaff Care 
Remember—a gaff that is correctly shaped but 

dull or burred will cut in and hold but the length of 
the cut will be more than two inches. A very dull gaff 
or a deformed gaff will cut out or plow through the 
wood without cutting in. 
A dull or slightly burred gaff can be sharpened 

with a honing stone. If honing does not enable the 
gaff to pass the cutout test, you must exchange your 
climbers for a new or machine sharpened pair. Never 
attempt to sharpen them with a file. 
Keep the following points in mind while you make 

the test: 

REVERSE SPIRAL 
For CATV 59/U Drop Wire 

FAST— EFFICIENT— ECONOMICAL 

SAMPLE ON REQUEST 

W E S T A Y  C O M P A N Y 

P. 0. Box 573 - Cupertino, Calif. 95014 

1. Select a location on the pole that is free and 
clear of gaff marks, cracks and knots. 
2. Make sure the tip of the gaff penetrates the 

pole just slightly so that each test will be as uniform 
as possible. 
3. Before pushing down with your leg, make sure 

the ridge of the gaff is straight up and down with the 
axis of the pole—don't cant or twist the gaff. 
4. Measure the entire length of the gaff cut with-

out disturbing the splinter. Measure from the point 
of entrance to the end of the cut. 
During extensive trials conducted by the Bell 

Telephone Laboratories during the development of 
the cutout test, one point became very evident: You 
can't tell about the effectiveness of a gaff by looking 
at it. Remember: DON'T GUESS—TEST. (rvc) 
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NCTI 
offers your personnel 
an unparalleled 
technical education 
in Cable Television. 

Here are some of the 
best reasons: 

NCTI Advisors 
JACK ARBUTHNOTT 

Times Wire & Cable Co 
JACK AYLWARD 

Amphenol Cable Division 
HEINZ BLUM 

Entron, Inc. 
BILL BRESNAN 

Jack Kent Cooke, Inc 
ARGYLE BRIDGETT 

Spencer Kennedy Laboratories, Iic 
ROBERT BROWN 

Tele-Vue Systems, Inc. 
GEORGE BROWNSTEIN 

International Telemeter Corp 
JOHN CAMPBELL 

CAS Manufacturing Co. 
CHARLES CLEMENTS 

Tele-Vue Services Co 
H M. DIAMBRA 

Clearview of Georgia, Inc. 
EARL HICKMAN 

Ameco Engineering, Inc. 
GAY KLEYKAMP 

Ameco Engineering, Inc. 
JERRY LAUFER 

TV V.,f, ca,r, ,,s CO. 

GEORGE MILNER 
Vu more Company 

DONN NELSON 
Anaconda Electronics Co. 

JOHN NEVIN 
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp 

VIC NICHOLSON 
Jerrold Electronics Corp. 

S W. PAI 
Craftsman Electronics Products Corp. 

WALTER ROBERTS 
Superior Continental Corp. 

MIKE RODRIGUEZ 
Vikoa, Inc 

GAYLORD ROGENES$ 
Anaconda Electronics Co. 

JERRY SCHEEL 
Community TV, Inc 

HUBERT SCHLAFLY 
TelePrompTer, Inc 

I SWITZER 
Maclean Hunter Cable TV, Ltd. 

CLAY WHITE 
Columbia Television Co., Inc 

WALTER WYDRO 
American Electronic Laboratories, Inc 

NCTI Contributing Editors 
LON CANTOR 

CATV Consuitant 
JOHN DOLAN 

Tele-Vue Systems, Inc. 
LYLE KEYS 

TeleMation, Inc. 
GAY KLEYKAMP 

Kaiser CATV Corp. 

GAYLORD ROGENESS 
Anaconda Electronics CO. 

TOM SMITH 
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. 

VICTOR TARBUTTON 
Anaconda Electronics Co. 

HILMER TAXDAHL 
Telecable, Inc. 

Inquire about our full curriculum of courses 

for installers, technicians, and chief technicians. 

National Cable Television Institute 
207 N E 38TH STREET • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105 



Performance Testing 
For CATV Coax Part II 
The most vital link in the signal-to-ho me chain of equip ment 

is the coaxial cable itself. Accurate preconstruction evaluation 

of coax for electrical perfor mance is essential to insure 
top signal quality and mini mu m maintenance proble ms. 

By Walter L. Roberts 
Director of Engineering & Research 
Superior Continental Corporation 

ATTENUATION TESTS 
Accurate attenuation measure-

ments are always desirable, but the 
critical loss and uniformity restric-
tions of CATV systems invoke 
unusual demands on precision. Sys-
tems are designed with the anticipa-
tion of transmitting signals which 
will arrive at their terminating 
points with good fidelity and at 
closely controlled levels. Complete 
confidence of uniformity on long 
factory lengths cannot be assured, 
nor can cable attenuation be guar-
anteed to close tolerances unless 
measurements are performed over 
the entire operating range. 

The following is a discussion of 
some of the factors affecting ac-
curacy of attenuation measure-
ments. Most are applicable whether 
swept-frequency or point-by-point 
measurements are involved. 

Reflection Errors 

Most attenuation measurements 
on factory or system lengths of 
cable are more properly termed in-
sertion loss measurements. A "zero 
loss" reference is established and a 
new level is measured after insert-
ing the cable into the measuring 
system. If the impedances of all 
associated components, including 
connectors and patch cables match 
that of the cable (at the test 
frequency), the measured value 
should equal the "true" attenuation. 
Otherwise, effects of mismatch can 
combine to produce results differing 

appreciably from that implied by 
the attenuation constant of the 
cable. If the attenuation constant of 
a cable is to be determined from an 
insertion loss test, the greatest test 
error is likely to result from meas-
urements taken on short lengths of 
cable. 
If impedance mismatches occur 

between cable and measuring sys-
tem, reflections occur at both 
junctions. In short sections of cable, 
multiple reflections will alter volt-
ages at both cable input and output 
terminals as discussed in the 
previous section. When using 
swept-frequency techniques, this 
condition is usually obvious be-
cause of the undulations in voltage 
level observable on the oscilloscope 

screen. When single-frequency 
checks or other techniques which do 
not yield a frequency-voltage dis-
play are used, these effects are not 
so readily detected. Multiple reflec-
tions are attenuated as the reflected 
energy travels from terminal to 
terminal. If the mismatch is not 
too serious, a cable length of a few 
dB loss is sufficient for multiple 
reflections to become negligible 
(e.g., if the VSWR at junctions is 
no more than 2.0, the error pro-
duced by multiple reflections is less 
than -±0.1 dB if the cable loss is 
greater than 10 dB; for VSWR =-
1.1, the cable loss would have to 
be greater than 7 dB). The loss 
produced by the mismatch can be 
readily determined and corrected 

Table I 

RETURN LOSS REFLECTION ATTENUATION DEVIATION 
(dB) VSWR COEFFICIENT PERIODIC (%)* JUNCTION (dB) 

1 17.15 0.890 860 6.8 
5 3.56 0.562 92 1.7 
10 1.93 0.316 83 0.45 

13 1.57 0.224 11 0.22 
16 1.38 0.158 5.0 0.10 
19 1.25 0.112 2.5 0.056 

22 1.17 0.080 1.4 0.029 
24 1.14 0.063 1.0 0.020 
26 1.10 0.050 0.6 0.012 
28 1.08 0.040 0.3 0.007 
30 1.06 0.031 0.2 0.005 

32 1.049 0.025 0.1 0.0026 
35 1.037 0.016 0.07 0.0015 
38 1.026 0.013 0.03 0.0008 

*AT THE -CRITICAL" FREQUENCY OF THE CABLE PERIODICITY 
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for if the cable is long enough to 
ignore the multiple reflections (see 
Table I). Other more obvious 
sources of error in computed unit 
loss result from miscellaneous 
sources of small fixed errors. 
In practical work, test leads 

(coaxial) are necessary evils, 
particularly where measurements 
on installed cable are involved. The 
same remarks regarding multiple 
reflections apply to them. but use 
of cables with 10 dB or so loss to 
dampen multiple reflections would 
generally be too cumbersome for 
practical work. Use of 75-ohm, 10-
dB fixed attenuators at the test 
lead ends between which the test 
cable is to be inserted will provide 
the attenuation needed to minimize 
higher order reflections. Also, im-
pedance changes (after connecting 
the test cable) as viewed by the test 
equipment will be minimal. Even if 
the output side of the attenuator 
were short-circuited, the return loss 
(as viewed from the signal source, 
for example) would be at least 20 
dI3 (VSWR: 1.22) with a 10-dB pad. 

Length Errors 

The accuracy of the calculated 
attentuation per unit cable length is 
no better than the uncertainty 
associated with the length meas-
urement of the cable section. Cable 
lengths are normally determined 
and specified to an accuracy within 
-1-1% in manufacturing, but it is 
seldom that an in-place length of 
cable is known to this accuracy. 
There are several techniques avail-
able for verification of cable length. 
in addition to the conventional 
chaining method. If the cable 
capacitance per unit length is 
known, a section may be measured 
using an accurate capacitance 
bridge. Capacitance of most cur-
rently manufactured CATV coaxial 
cable is maintained to about 
-±1.25%. If published data on a 
particular type is not available, 
measurements taken on known 
lengths provides useful data for 
estimating unknown sections. 
Naturally, a section must be clear 
of terminations and other sources 
of leakage if measurements are to 
be accurate. 
A more sophisticated method for 

determining length utilizes a pulse 
echo technique and computation by 
use of measured time delay for the 

NE W NYLASH 
the cable lashing wire that isn't 

. . . isn't wire, that is. It is a totally new, non-metallic cable lashing mate-
rial that outperforms conventional lashing in 'most every way. Nylas h*_ 
made of rugged Du Pont Dymetrol—is the most corrosion-resistant lashing 
available. 
Nylash combines high impact strength, exceptional wear qualities and 

increased flex life. Nylash resists failures induced by vibration or "danc-
ing" often found in high wind conditions. Nylash stretches slightly while 
lashing and its excellent elastic "memory" brings it back to its original 
length, drawing cables tighter, assuring a perfectly tight lash every time. 
With all that superior performance you still get surprising economies ... 

particularly in corrosive atmospheres and high wind conditions. 
A simple, in-the-field modification that takes mere minutes lets you use 

Nylash with all existing GMP lashers. This easily reversible modification 
lets your lasher adapt to either Nylash or metal lashing. No new tools, 
training or techniques are required. And your linemen will take to its 
featherweight features: it's 86% lighter than metal wire. "Tying-off" is a 
lot easier on their hands, too. 
Sure, GMP's new Nylash isn't really wire—but it is everything cable 

lashing wire should be . . . and more. Corrosion resistant, stronger, lighter, 
tighter, more economical and easier to use. Shouldn't you investigate 
Nylash? Just write us for all the facts. General Machine Products Co., 
Inc., Trevose, Pa. 19047. (215) 357-5500. 
• Trademark of General Machine Products Co., Inc. 

Specialists in Telephone and C ATV Construction Tools and Accessories 

TV Communications 



TELEGRIP for attachment of HG 59, U 
Coaxial Cable at pole, tap, and house. 
Neoprene coated stainless steel. Holds 
full rated strength of the cable. 

••••<,E.G.  aft, 

LD)IRI E F 

ZEIF IRMEI 
- Your best connection 
for trouble-free 

PREFORMED Stainless Steel Dead-End, 
for foam-type RG 59/U Cable. Unique 
design permits use with closed-eye fittings. 

ZWEIG) 
In the WEST In the MID WEST In the SOUTH 

111 111 11k 
1 111 

PALO ALTO. CALIF CLEVELAND OHIO TUCKER GEORGIA 

MY 

PREFORMED Dead-End provides fast, 
easy method of attaching Figure-8 Cable. 
Simply strip the messenger and wrap on 
the dead-end. 



Three superior holding fittings are 
now available from PREFORMED 
to provide truly maintenance-free 
connections at feeder tap-offs 
and house drops. These helical 
fittings are the outgrowth of 
dead-end designs employed uni-
versally since 1951 by electric 
power and communications util-
ities and other industries. They 
offer the greatest dependability 
at lowest cost. 

The dead-ends illustrated are for 
different applications; but all three 
provide the following common 
benefits: 

1. Hold 100% of the rated strength 
of the wire or cable even under 
wind or icing conditions. 

2. Stainless steel for corrosion 
resistance, and long bail life. 

3. Unique gripping principle elim-
inates kinking and coiling of the 
cable. 

4. Long-length design eliminates 
concentration of stresses; pre-
vents fatigue damage and dis-
torted pictures. 

5. No burred edges to cut into 
the cable. 

6. Fully proved under laboratory 
and field operating conditions. 

7. Lowest installed cost. Long, 
trouble-free service life. 

8. Easily adapt to any construc-
tion requirement. Result : reduced 
system maintenance. 

9. One-piece construction. 

10. Hand applied in seconds; 
uniform application every time. 

OTHER CA N PRODUCTS, such 
as GUY-GRIP dead-ends, Lash-
ing Rods, False Dead-Ends, 
Splices, Plastic Guy Guards, and 
Spacers are furnished by PRE-
FORMED for the construction of 
inexpensive, safe, dependable 
systems. Write to PREFORMED 
LINE PRODUCTS COMPANY, 
5349 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44103. 

pulse to traverse the cable and 
return back at the input. Equip-
ment commercially available is 
capable of measuring time delay 
accurate to a few tenths of one 
percent. Accuracy to which the 
velocity of propagation is known is 
usually the limiting factor. Since 
the velocity is inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the 
dielectric's permittivity while 
capacitance is directly proportional 
to it, the pulse reflection measure-
ment is more immune to error from 
variations in permittivity. The echo 
test result is not vitiated by the 
presence of local minor discon-
tinuities along the cable. 

Temperature Effects 

High-frequency attenuation of a 
coaxial cable with copper con-
ductors changes approximately 
0.11% per degree F temperature 
change. This estimate applies with 
negligible additional error to 
aluminum sheathed coaxial cable 
with a copper inner conductor. A 
limited number of tests performed 
over a 70 F temperature range 
( +70  to +140 F) have failed to 
detect a noticeable deviation from 
the above approximation when 
measuring foam polyethylene di-
electric, aluminum sheathed cable. 
Changes in dissipation factor would 
cause a departure from this ap-
proximation, noticeable especially 
at frequencies in the 200-MHz 
range. More sensitive tests might 
reveal a measurable change but. 
apparently, this can be ignored in 
practical cases. 
If measurements are taken on in-

place cable, the actual cable temp-
erature is likely to be uncertain to 
perhaps ±.-10 F. Application of the 
11% per F approximation would 
predict an error of ±-.1.1%, if temp-
erature correction were made to this 
accuracy. Failure to reckon at all 
with temperature could result in a 
five or six percent error in extreme 
cases. 

Frequency Errors 

Attenuation  varies  approx-
imately with the square root of 
frequency. Therefore, a one-percent 
frequency error would cause only 
a half-percent error in computed 
attenuation. Crystal controlled 
frequency markers are commonly 
used and error from this source 

should be negligible, if these are 
used. 

Attenuator Errors 

As with return loss measure-
ments, an attenuator is the heart 
of the method. Any error is repro-
duced directly in the test results. 
Accurate step attenuators are avail-
able at modest costs for use at 
frequencies covering the CATV 
range. 
Switches can develop subtle 

problems and resistors can change 
values after thermal or mechanical 
shock, so it is wise to have several 
good, stable fixed attenuators avail-
able for quick verification, should 
there arise any suspicion of error. A 
means of calibrating is absolutely 
essential if accuracy is to be pre-
served. 

PROPOSED CABLE TESTS 
In order to assure adequate per-

formance in an operational system, 
sufficient tests must be performed 
on the cable and realistic test limits 
must be established and achieved. 
Obviously, only initial properties 
can be assured through such tests. 
Stability and permanence of prop-
erties must be assured through 
proper design, life testing, and 
experience. Though return loss and 
attenuation tests have been the 
object of all of the preceding dis-
cussion, there are a couple of 
relatively simple tests that should 
be made on all factory lengths of 
coaxial cable. Dielectric strength 
tests commensurate with the 
capabilities of the dielectric medium 
offer clear proof of integrity of the 
dielectric. Low-frequency (say 1 
kHz) capacitance should be meas-
ured on all factory lengths, using 
an accurate capacitance bridge. 
Also, DC resistance can be meas-
ured simply and accurately using a 
conventional Wheatstone bridge. 
Control of DC resistance is of con-
cern where remote powering is 
employed in the system. It is 
important to verify that DC 
continuity is preserved both for 
center conductor and shield. An 
actual case can be cited where 
attenuation and return loss meas-
urements indicated perfectly normal 
cable for a long factory length of 
jacketed coaxial cable, yet the outer 
conductor was completely separ-
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ated at a point about halfway 
through the reel length. A simple 
DC continuity test was necessary 
to expose this defect while still on 
the cable reel. 
The following tests should apply 

to all CATV coaxial cable though 
specific test values for basic prop-
erties (e.g., attenuation constant) 
must be made consistent with the 
particular cable design: 
(1) High voltage dielectric proof 

tests (AC or DC) with voltage 
commensurate with dielectric ca-
pability should be performed on 
every factory length. 
(2) DC continuity of center con-

ductor and (when jacketed) also 
outer conductor should be verified. 
DC resistance values are preferred 
and would serve also as continuity 
verification. 
(3) Low-frequency coaxial capac-

itance should be measured by a 
method which will assure an error 
of no more than -±-1%. 
(4) Return loss should be meas-

ured from both ends of every 
factory length of cable. Return loss 
should be measured with respect to 
a fixed, 75-ohm resistive standard. 
Worst value in the measuring 
frequency range should be estab-
lished after reducing the sweep 
width in the vicinity of the fre-
quency associated with the worst 
value until the reflected voltage 
attains a maximum level. Return 
loss measured at this point will be 
the minimum for that reel. An ac-
ceptable minimum value shall be 
no less than 26 dB return loss at 
any frequency in the operating 
range for trunk and distribution 
coaxial cable, and no less than 20 
dB for drop coaxial cable. It will 
be recognized that, for frequencies 
at which the attenuation of the 
cable exceeds about 25 dB, return 
loss measurements do not yield 
significant information about the 
uniformity of the cable near the 
center of the length. 
(5a) Attenuation (insertion loss) 

shall be determined at the highest 
anticipated cable operating fre-
quency. Test method accuracy shall 
be such that no more than -±2% 
error will result when cable loss 
exceeds 15 dB. 
(5b) Sweep testing for attenua-

tion uniformity shall be performed 
over the operating frequency range. 
If a length has been found to con-

form to return loss requirements 
and if DC continuity has been 
established, and if attenuation at 
the highest operating frequency is 
normal, it may be presumed that 
attenuation uniformity over the 
lower frequencies is normal. 
(Sc) Every length shall exhibit a 

measured insertion loss equal to or 
less than the maximum value 
specified for that particular cable 
design, after correcting measured 
results to the temperature specified. 
The information provided by this 

set of tests should be sufficient to 
define performance for CATV sys-
tems. Consideration of other 
methods should include a careful 
appraisal to be certain that the 
test results obtained are meaning-
ful and applicable to system per-
formance. Hopefully, a set of 
uniform test methods for CATV 
coaxial cables will soon be realized 
and accepted in the industry. It is 
the sincere wish of the author that 
the preceding discussions will con-
tribute something positive toward 
that achievement. 

APPENDIX A: RETURN LOSS 
TEST FOR COAXIAL CABLE 

I. Scope 

This method involves use of a 
well-balanced RF bridge to compare 
cable impedance with that of a 
fixed, 75-ohm resistive element, 
both functioning as adjacent arms 
of the bridge circuit. A wide-band 
:3wept signal source, equipment for 
amplifying and detecting the re-
flected signal, an accurate variable 
attenuation (all accurate over the 
test frequency range), and a 
convenient display device such as 
an oscilloscope are basic to the 
method. 
The method described is suitable 

for return loss testing at fre-
quencies up to 300 MHz. The 
method is essentially that described 
by Simons" except that a fixed, 
resistive reference arm in the bridge 
circuit is used. Return loss meas-
urements to approximately 40 dB 
return loss are possible at fre-
quencies up to about 220 MHz and 
to about 32 dB up to 300 MHz. 
Overall accuracy allows measure-
ments with approximately -±-1 dB 
error at 25 to 26 dB return loss 
levels. The error increases to about 

±=3 dB at measured values in the 
region of 34 to 36 dB return loss. 

II. Cable Preparation for Test 

Matched. 75-ohm connectors 
compatible with those used on the 
return loss bridge should be care-
fully installed on ends of cable to 
be tested. Use of adaptors to mate 
test connectors to the bridge should 
be avoided, if at all possible. Use of 
"slip fittings" (usually modified 
permanent connectors) to reduce 
connection time is permissible if 
impedance characteristics of the 
connector are undisturbed. 

III. Method 

A. Equipment 

1. Return Loss Bridge (Spencer-
Kennedy Laboratories reflecto-
meter, Model 701, or equal). 

2. 75-ohm Termination (SKL 
Type N, 75-ohm termination). 

3. Sweep Generator (Telonic HD 
3X8, or equal). 

4. Coaxial Switch (Jerrold Elec-
tronic Corporation, Model FD-
30R). 

7). Wide Band Amplifier - 40 dB 
(Kay Electric, Model 1025B, or 
equal). 

6. Detector (SKL Model 703, or 
equal). 

7. Cathode Ray Oscilloscope 
(Tektronix 310A, or other gen-
eral purpose oscilloscope). 

8. Variable Precision Attenuator 
(JEC AV-75, Telonic 9075, or 
equal). 

9. Interconnecting Cables, as 
required. 

10. Camera and Adaptors, if 
required. 
(Note: Rohde & Schwarz Poly-
skop SWOB and Selektomat 
USWV may be substituted for 
Items 3 through 8.) 

B. Procedure 

1. Connect test equipment as 
indicated in Figure 2. 

2. The following connection pre-
cautions should be observed: 

(a) Minimize all test lead lengths 
as much as practical considera-
tions permit. (b) Arrange the 
equipment to allow direct con-
nection of the RF bridge to the 
cable being tested. Jumper 
cables and most connector 
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The world's first locally origina-ed 

FIRST 
LOCAL COLOR 

public service program* 
was cablecast in color to 
10,000 subscribers of The 

Coachella Valley CATV system. Ca-
ble management and subscribers 
alike were enthusiastic about the CABI...ECAST results. Color quality was as good or better than any color 

programming previously re-
broadcast from Los Angeles. According to Bill Daniels, 

President of Daniels Management Co., Denver: 
"Outstanding ocal color will be part of our service in Coachella Valley 

because of recently purchased IVC color cameras and 
recorders. IVC's equipment mates well with cable systems... 
and IVC's price breakthrough now brings local color witiin 
reach for nearly any cable operation. I sincerely urge other 
cable operators to consider color equipment so they can take 

advantage of rapidly increasing color set saturation." 
To see how IVC can add color 

to your cable operation, turn the page. 

• World's first local color cablecast was originated April 17. 1968. 
An IVC-100 color camera was set up in the auditorium at College 
of the Desert, Palm Desert. At a stage lighting level of 400 ft. 
candles, a one and one-half hour program of the Riverside County 
Industrial Development Council was taped in color on an IVC-810. 
This tape was played back the following evening (via the IVC-
810) over the Coachella Valley cable system. Photo above is off-
the-set image of actual cablecast seen by subscribers. Olive 



$14,000 

COLOR 

$4,700 

LOCAL  
IVC-100 COLOR CAMERA 
offers full broadcast-qual-
ity color at low cost. It is 

as easy to operate and maintain as standard 
monochrome cameras. The IVC-100 features: 
three-tube vidicon design, integral view-WITHIN REACH finder, simplified controls, built-in sync 

generator and encoder. Options allow 
camera operation of a remote recorder, LE remote control of multiple cameras from a con-FOR CAB  trol room, use of external encoder and sync 

generator. Using the built-in sync generator and 

S VS1E  ewni rceosde(rp, FillS owtheer liVpC-100, 
opnrloydtowooe 

NTSC-type pictures for input to the 
IVC-810 or cable system. A film chain version of the 

IVC-100 is also available. 

IVC-810 COLOR RECORDER 
(IVC-800 monochrome version available for $4,200) offers accepted 

1" IVC Format* that uses less tape ... allows one full hour of 
recording on small sized 8" NAB reel of tape. Provides outstanding 
NTSC-type color pictures, or wideband monochrome pictures with 
bandwidth exceeding 4.2MHz. Electrical pushbutton controls make 

operation a breeze. "Alpha" tape wrap allows recording of more picture 

information than any other helical scan recorder. Available in portable 
case or rack mount. Stop motion is standard; 

slow motion available at extra cost. 
Accepted format by Bell & Howell, GPL and RCA 

Phone IVC today for your own 
demonstration of local color cablecasting. 

International Video Corporation 
67 East Evelyn Avenue • Mountain View • California 94040 • Ph. (415) 968-7650 
690 North Broadway • White Plains • New York 10603 • Ph. (914) 761-7820 



This new directory lists 
over 3,000 CATV products 
and services offered by 887 CATV 
manufacturers, suppliers and 
professional firms. 

(It's handy to have around.) 

CATV Directory 
OF EOUIP MENT. SE RVICES & MANUFACTUHLPIS 

The new 1968 CATV Directory of 
Equipment, Services & Manufacturers 
is now available! It's the most com-
prehensive CATV directory ever 
published . . . and it's edited specif-
ically to be of maximum help in your 
system construction and operation. 
Product listings cover every cate-
gory of equipment from antennas to 
matching transformers. . . every serv-
ice from system design and engineer-
ing to subscriber promotion and legal 
counsel. 

Major directory sections include 
Manufacturers and Suppliers — 
Addresses and General Data . . . 
Antennas, Towers and Head-End 
Buildings . . . Head-End Electronic 

Equipment . . . Distribution Equip-
ment . . . Transmission Lines, Con-
nectors, Fittings and Accessories . . . 
Construction Materials, Tools and 
Equipment . . . Local Origination and 
Studio Equipment . . . CATV Test 
Equipment . . . Microwave Antennas 
and Equipment ... CATV Services. 
and Communications Attorneys. 

The new 1968 Directory is an indis-
pensible reference for CATV system 
owners, managers and technicians. 
Be sure you always have a copy on 
your desk, ready to help you with any 
CATV product or service. It can make 
the difference in finding the exact 
item you need in a hurry. It's just 
$6.95 . . . Order your copy today! 

CATV Directory 
OF EQUIPMENT, SERVICES, & MANUFACTURERS 

NAME   Gentlemen: Please send me  copies of the 1968 CATV Directory of 
Equipment. Services and Manufacturers at $6.95 per copy. I realize that 
it is timely, authoritative and complete. And that it is a necessity for 
every individual or company with interest in cable television. 

FIRM NAME   

TYPE OF BUSINESS   

ADDRESS   

CITY   

STATE   ZIP CODE................ 

COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
207 N.E. 38th • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 



SWEEP 
GENERATOR GENERATOR 

VARIABLE 
PRECISION 
ATTENUATOR 

SYNC 

COAXIAL 
SWITCH 

FREQUENCY 
MARKERS 

RV 
BRIDGF 

MINIMUM'40 dB  
GAIN  DETECTOR  OSCILLOSCOPE 

AMPLIFIER   

TERMINATION CABLE  LI  H  75 OHM 
UNDER TEST  TERMINATION  

NOTE: ROHDE & SCHWARZ SWOB & USWV PROVIDE 
ALL FUNCTIONS SHOWN INSIDE DOTTED BOX 

Figure 2 

adaptors will produce fre-
quency sensitive reflections 
sufficient to vitiate test results. 

(c) Jumper cables between the 
coaxial switch and RF bridge 
should be matched in type and 
length to jumpers between the 
coaxial switch and precision at-
tenuator. This will minimize 
extraneous deviations between 
reference and test circuits. 
Otherwise, annoying (frequency 

SYNC 
_J 

related) corrections to the meas-
ured return loss may be required. 

3. After adjusting equipment to 
the desired frequency operating 
range, determine the zero re-
turn loss reference level with 
bridge open-circuited and also 
short circuited at the test term-
inals. Both levels should agree 
to within a couple tenths of one 
dB. Reduce sweep generator 
level by 10 to 20 dB, observing 

coincidence of reference and zero 
traces to be certain amplifier is 
not near a saturation level. 
Record the attenuator setting as 
"zero return loss reference." 

4. Terminate the test terminal of 
the bridge with a precision 75-
ohm termination and verify that 
balance (to at least 35 dB) is 
achieved. 

5. Connect test cable to bridge 
and adjust sweep generator and 
amplifier levels until an easily 
discerned trace is obtained on 
the oscilloscope screen. 

6. Adjust the precision attenua-
tor until its trace intersects the 
worst (least return loss value in 
the frequency range being 
tested. Note any other values 
that might be nearly so poor 
(within 2 to 4 dB) as the worst. 

7. Reduce sweep width in the 
region of the worst value and 
adjust the precision attenuator 
to maintain coincidence between 
the two traces. Continue the 
sweep width reduction until no 
further decrease in return loss 
is noted. Record the value indi-

UNDERGROUND COMPACTING AUGER 
I LI deR-tAke  

01111..1.-

_at 

•....T4.1 

•••••;-4 

DER 

ORPORATI ON 
• 

14401-. 

avzic 
- 

AUGER  ROADWAY 
BIT 

433 Community Lane • P 0 Box 297  • Woodland. Calif 95695  •  Phone '9161 662 3934 

For Boring Under — Streets, 
Highways, Sidewalks, Railroads 

To Bury — CATV Cable, 
Power Lines, and Plastic, 
Copper or Steel Tubing 

• Soil compacted by boring head and reamers 

• Dry bore — no danger of cavities or cave-ins 

• Boring speeds 5 to 8 feet per minute 

• Bores in excess of 200 feet 

• Complete unit and accessories may be transported 

to job site in pickup truck or station wagon 

SHAFTING  NARROW 
TRENCH 

1, 

Deale, mqw 

POWER 
PLANT 
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UNITES 
A 

CO MMUNITY 
-AT KCBY-TV 

so 
R E SE A R C H M A KE S T H E DIFFE RE N CE 

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

VTR DIVISION 
47-47 Van Da m St.. Long Island City. New York 11101 

IN CANADA 1105 W 8th Ave  Vanc‘uver 9 B C 

KCBY-TV, Channel 11, Coos Bay/North Bend, Oregon, 
serves 23,000 homes in the sparsely settled logging areas 
stretching over 100 miles along the Pacific Ocean in 
southwestern Oregon. A prime function o the station is uniting 
these scattered viewers via intercommunity activities 
of general interest. 

A Sony BV-120 Videocorder is helping to knit :his 
audience together. 

Says KCBY's commercial manager Gary Young: "We hope 
:o help newcomers become adjusted to our region so that we 
can have a more unified community spirit. This can only 
happen if they see us and themselves in action. That's one 
reason why our Sony Videocorder is so valuable to us." 

Chief engireer Glynn McCready states: "The Sony Videocorder 
fits in perfectly with our type of operation, where 
simplicity, portability and sturdiness are important. The 
BV-120 meets all these requirements. We have over 700 
hours on the Videocorder and have not had a single major 
problem. When 70 percent of your programming is on tape and 
you have only one machine, you know how important it is!" 

No matter how large or small your audience, to find out 
how you can bring them together—profitably and practically— 
call or write us today. 
For complete details on this application, ask for APB 107. 



WHERE,' 
Experience 
Equipment 
and 
Personnel 
'COUNT 
you COO COM 
On 

MIDWEST 
For the Finest in CATV.. 
like a lot of other 
Careful Buyers Do 

MID WE 4.;im  

TELEPHONE 
SUPPLY, INC. 

(Distributors of Midwest Utility Plows) 
925 North Bluemound Drive 

Post Office Box 588 
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911 
Phone 414-734-5632 

cated on the precision atten-
uator. 

8. Restore full sweep width and 
then repeat step 7 above for the 
next worst value. If its band-
width is sufficiently narrower 
than that of the worst value, it 
is not uncommon to find that the 
apparent penultimate value is 
actually the poorest value at 
reduced sweep width. If this is 
found to be the case, record this 
as the worst value. 

9. Subtract the value recorded 
in step 3 from that recorded in 
step 7 (or step 8). The resultant 
is the minimum return loss for 
that terminal. 

10. If a factory length of cable 
is under test, repeat previous 
step for the other cable end. The 
minimum return loss for that 
reel of cable is then the least 
value as determined from either 
cable end. 

IV. Calculations 

A. Calculation of return loss for the 
reel length tested is given in 
111-9 and III-10. 

B. Reflection coefficient, if desired 
is determined from: 

F = 

where: 
I' =reflection coefficient 
RL =return loss (dB) 

(R209 

C. VSWR, if required, is related to 
the reflection coefficient by: 

VSWR = 
1— F 

1 + F 

V. Report 

Report the following: 

1. Date of test. 
2. Test cable identification 
(cable type, reel number or loca-
tion if installed, length, etc.). 
3. Sweep frequency range tested. 
4. Minimum return loss and its 
related frequency. 
5. If required, photos of return 
loss versus frequency trace with 
data identifying frequency 
markers, return loss values, and 
cable identity. 

VI. Accuracy 

Accuracy of the precision atten-

uator used, limits test accuracy in 
the lower return loss range (20 dB 
or less) to basically that of the at-
tenuator. Typically -±0.2 dB is 
possible through individual atten-
uator laboratory calibration. Errors 
tend to increase at higher fre-
quencies, so it is important that 
working frequency not be indiscrim-
inately extended. 
Resolution of oscillographic 

traces and minimum attenuator 
steps limit overall test accuracy to 
about ±-1 dB at return loss values 
up to about 26 dB. At values ap-
preciably greater than this, reactive 
residual impedances in connectors, 
basic bridge balance, and 75-ohm 
termination precision tend to be-
come limiting. 

Calibration of the 75-ohm term-
ination can begin with an accurate 
DC resistance measurement. Ex-
tension of calibration to higher 
frequencies may be accomplished 
through impedance bridge meas-
urements, usually limited to a 
couple MHz, and admittance bridge 
measurements, extending into VHF 
and UHF frequency ranges. 

Experience with test components 
cited in this procedure has shown 
test errors approach -±-3 dB as basic 
return loss values improve to the 
34- to 36-dB range. 

APPENDIX B: FIELD ATTEN-
UATION MEASUREMENTS 

I Scope 

This procedure is intended for 
cable loss measurements under field 
conditions or other circumstances 
where the cable ends are widely 
separated. The basic method in-
volves use of a wide-band swept 
signal source, an accurate step 
attenuator, and an RF detector 
preceded by a tuneable band-pass 
filter whose center frequency is 
adjusted to the desired test fre-
quency (e.g., a field strength meter). 
Measurements are made by inser-
tion of the test cable between the 
generator and standard attenuator 
and the subsequent restoration of 
the original detector output level 
through reduction of the atten-
uator loss. (A fixed-frequency 
signal source can be used alterna-
tively if the detector requirements 
for modulation are met.) The fre-
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quency range for the test equip-
ment described is limited to the 54-
to 220-MHz range. Use of other 
generators and detection equipment 
will allow extension of the frequen-
cy range while preserving the basic 
method. 

For best overall results, tests 
should be conducted on cable 
lengths and test frequency range 
sufficient to produce a loss of at 
least 6 dB. Under this restriction, 
measurement accuracy will be 
limited essentially by that of the 
standard attenuator. 
Calculated attenuation per unit 

cable length will be no more ac-
curate than the accuracy to which 
the cable length is known. For this 
reason, included in this procedure 
is a method for determining the 
length of the cable' whose unit 
length loss is to be measured. Ac-
curate determination of length is 
imperative if precise attenuation 
measurements are to be achieved. 
A capacitance measurement tech-
nique for verification of length is 
described. If available, a TDR 
could be used to determine length 
to even better accuracy than avail-
able from the capacitance method. 

II. Cable Preparation for Test 

Where cable attenuation (as con-
trasted to system loss) is of primary 
interest, a cable length free of 
splices, splitters, taps, or other 
insertions should be selected for 
testing. An abnormally large dis-
sipation factor recorded while meas-
uring cable capacitance is good evi-
dence that the cable is not free of 
insertions and, in such cases, 
further measurements should be 
suspended until these have been 
isolated. 
The cable length should be at 

least a 6-dB section at the lowest 
test frequency. Matched (75-ohm) 
connectors are preferred, but 
other types (UHF, etc.) may be 
used if stubs between test cable 
and the 10-dB pads are avoided. 
(See procedure Section III-B for 
details.) 

III. Method 

A. Equipment 

1. Impedance Bridge (General 
Radio Type 1650-A). 

2. Step Attenuator (Telonic TG-
9075, Type N modified). 

Bill 3 gear's service for 
12c postage bq using coupons 

Asti , col j$, OK. 

VOA".  14  
IT WU, 

14  14 

.alltai ,14.1 

You can gang punch a 36 payment book in less than a minute, 
mail it, with enclosures, for 12c. Saves ove- 66c per year in 
postage alone for every account. And the payment coupons 
are machine-readable in case you ever want your payments 
processed by a service center. And the books can promote 
other services! Write for the facts—or phone your nearest 
Allison or Cummins-Chicago Carp. office. 

, lefefief vs: 
A CU M MINS   N CCIIII•• NI 

P0 BOX Mr -INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA 46206 

Meet the ELIMINATOR 

Introducing the new Lubbock plow  th,  t IMINAloH 

The benefit', are cable or pipe laid at uniform depth 

,imply in design, yet rugged  operated at optional 

..peer1-540 or 1000 RPM  ir)% to 50% les% drawbar 

pull than required by ',tali,- ripper  %tandarn tractor 

w,th  1 point hit. ti handle', the new Lubbock plow 

WRITF TODAY FUR MORI DI-TAILS 

• Eliminates 

extra operating 

cost. 

• Eliminates 

extra trucks. 

• Eliminates 

extra tractor. 

• Eliminates 

extra labor. 

manufactured 

and sold by 

LUBBOCK 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

B OX 1589 L UBBOC K TE XAS P 02-5281 

TV Communications / 



3. Sweep Generator (Jerrold 
601). 

4. Field Strength Meter (Jerrold 
704-B). 

5. Second Field Strength Meter 
(or SKL-703 Detector plus Hew-
lett-Packard VTVM 403-B and 
Monitor Network -SKL 429-C). 

6. Attenuator Pads, 75-ohm, 10-
dB (SKL 438-6). (2) 

7. AC Voltmeters (150 volts). 
(2) 

8. Powerstats (2 amp, 0 to 150 
volts). (2) 

9. 120-volt Converter, if required 
(Daystrom DM-276). 

10. Patch Cords and Adaptors, 
as required. 

11.  Mercury  Thermometer 
(-20°F to 260°F range). 

B. Procedure 

1. Connect test equipment as 
indicated in Figure 3. 

2. The following equipment 
switch settings should  be 
selected and should not be 
changed during the duration of 
the tests: 

SWEEP 
GENERATOR 
JERROLD 601 

120 VAC 

VOLTMETER 
120 VAC 

POWERSTAT 

MONITOR 
NETWORK 

25 TO 30 FT 75 OHM 
COAXIAL CABLE 
PATCH CORDS 

10 dB 
PAD 

FIELD STRENGTH 
METER OR DETECTOR 

AND VTVM-
OPTIONAL 

I 120 VOLT  : 
CONVERTER r------6 OR 12 VD( 
IF REQUIRED: 

Figure 3 

(a) Sweep Generator-1. ALC: 
about 80% max. (mark knob 
position). 2. Horizontal Phasing: 
approximately 50% max. 3. 
Sweep Range: 45 to 225 MHz 
(or as desired). 4. Sweep Width: 
Max. (sweep width should 
extend at least 2 MHz beyond 
range to be measured). 5. Switch 
Attenuator: 10 dB "in." (b) 
Step Attenuator-i. Switch in 
sufficient attenuation that a 

10 dB 
PAD 

15.1 NCH 
SOLID PE 

DIELECTRIC 
75 OHM 
COAXIAL 
CABLE 

STEI 
ATTENUA ION 

TELTONIC TG 9075 

FIELD STRENGTH 
METER 

JERROLD 704 B 

120 VAC 

VOLTMETER 
150 VOLT 

POWERSTAT 

1 
NOM 120 VA(' 

minimum of 10 dB will remain 
after insertion of the test cable 
when the original voltage level 
at the detector is restored. 
Record this attenuator setting. 

(c) Field Strength Meter-1. 
Tuner Compensator: 50. 2. Func-
tion Switch: "Signal Strength." 

3. Switch Attenuators: 20 dB 
"out" (both). 4. Range in Micro-
volts: 0 dBj. 

F=:' 

MODEL 700-RP 
combination record-playback unit 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Equalization: NAB Standard 
Frequency Response: 

• 2db 50-12,000 cps (a 7.5 IPS 
• 3db 40-15,000 cps (a 7.5 IPS 

Distortion:  or less 
Signal to Noise Ratio: 50 db or better 
Wow and Flutter: 0.2°. or less @ 7.5 IPS 
Cue-Tones: Primary-1.000 cps (stop) 

Secondary-150 cps (optional) 
Motor: Hysteresis Synchronous 

Cablecaster net price S450 

IA.. =  1=2 I 

*TAPE CARTRIDGE MACHINE 

Box 662 - 12326 Wilkins Avenue, Rockville, Maryland 20851 - Area Code: 301 - 942-6666 



values are as important as frequency in CATV. 
\ supportable valuation study of intangibles, including iranchises, 

plus physical assets, reduces uncertainties when deciding on the 

sale or purchase of CATV systems. It also becomes a supportable 

basis for allocating the purchase price and substantiating 

depreciation for tax purposes. Experienced valuation counsel 

can be of significant service. 

Consultants in Valuation since 1896. 

The American Appraisal Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201  U.S.A. • Canada • Philippines • Brazil • France • Italy • Spain 
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3. Turn on equipment and adjust 
the powerstats for 120 VAC in-
put voltage. Allow 15 minutes 
initial warm-up. 

4. (The following steps assume 
tests to be made over the VHF 
range:) Adjust the generator 
ALC and field strength meter 
range in microvolts switch to 
obtain approximately a midscale 
meter indication on the field 
strength meter. Tune the meter 
to Channel 2 picture carrier 
frequency and record the meter 
level in dB. Likewise, record the 
meter level for each of the 
remaining VHF channels. If 
the generator output level is 
monitored with a field strength 
meter, record the level for any 
one channel for reference only. 

5. Move the sweep generator to 
far end of the test cable and re-
connect power leads to allow 
warm-up to begin. 

6. Disconnect the ends of the 
test cable. Measure and record 
the cable capacitance and dis-
sipation factor using the General 
Radio impedance bridge. If the 
measured dissipation factor ex-
ceeds 0.01, inspect the cable for 
inserted equipment or splices. If 
the dissipation factor is less 
than 0.01, proceed to step 7. 

7. Connect the generator and 
field strength meter to the test 
cable through their respective 

COMPLETE 
CATV 

SYSTE MS 

C2uatity, 
&SeAvice 

CABLE TVCONSTRUCTION 

HENRY WEINMEISTER 

223 NORTH STATE ST  IOLA, KANSAS 

10-dB pads. If generator output 
is monitored, be certain the level 
recorded in step 4 has been re-
stored. 

8. Tune the field strength meter 
to Channel 2 and remove suf-
ficient attenuation to reproduce 
the meter indication recorded 
for Channel 2 in step 4. It should 
be possible to reproduce the 
meter level to within -±0.5 dB of 
the original value. Record both 
attenuator and meter levels. 
Then repeat for all channels 
through Channel 13. 

9. Return the sweep generator to 
the cable end at which the field 
strength meter is located and 
recheck original settings at 
several frequencies to insure the 
major shifts have not occurred 
through inadvertent movement 
of controls on the equipment. 

10. Measure and record outside 
air temperature in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the test cable. 

IV. Calculations 

A. Calculate cable length from 
capacitance data. 

1. If dissipation factor* cannot 
be ignored, correct measured 
capacitance by the following: 

Cm (corrected) = Cm (1 ± D2) 
where: D = dissipation factor 

2. Calculate cable length from: 

L = Cm/Cu feet  where: 

Cm = measured cable capaci-
tance (pF ). 

Cu = unit cable capacitance 
(pF/ft ). 

B. Calculate cable loss at a par-
ticular frequency by the follow-
ing: 

cc = A I - A2 + M 1- M2 

where: 
A I = attenuator initial setting 
(step 4, section III). 

A, = attenuator final setting 
(step 7, section III). 

M I = field strength meter ini-
tial level (step 4, section III). 

M, = field strength meter final 
level (step 7, section III). (be 
sure to observe algebraic sign 
on M1 & M 2 settings). 

C. Correct cable loss by 68°F by 
the following: 

cc 68 = cc-ril - 0.00111 (1-68) 

where: 
T = temperature in °F (step 
10, section III). 

D. Convert cable loss to unit length 
loss by: 
cc = 

cc/D= 
cc /L dB/foot  or 

100 cc/I., dB/100 feet 

D actual = D apparent -271. f(WC)  
3 

( R', C' measured loop resistance 
and capacitance) 

For example: HB 4920, 3000 ft., 

Dtrue =  Depp - 0.001 at 1 kHz 

V. Report 

A. Report the following: 

1. Date of test and cable identi-
fication (size, location, etc.). 

2. Cable (or outside air) tempera-
ture. 

3. Cable capacitance and dis-
sipation factor at 1 kHz. 

4. Computed cable length. 

5. All original signal level and 
attenuator measurements and 
test frequencies. 

6. Calculated unit loss at each 
test frequency (converted to 
equivalent 68 F loss). 

VI Accuracy 

1. If the method of this pro-
cedure (including the use of all 
calibration charts) is employed, 
an overall accuracy to -±6% is 
achievable when measuring a 
6-dB cable section and assuming 
test errors to combine randomly. 
For 15-dB or longer sections, an 
overall accuracy to -±-2% is at-
tainable. 

2. If the method of this pro-
cedure is followed with the ex-
ception of use of calibration cor-
rections, the overall error would 
range from -±7% with 6-dB sec-
tions down to -±3% for 15-dB or 
longer sections. 

3. If capacitance measuring 
techniques cannot be accomp-
lished, length error may pre-
dominate, and an error estimate 
would not be within the scope of 
this procedure. 

11 —Simons, K , "A Bridge Method of 
Sweep Frequency Impedance Measure-
ment," Jerrold Technical Newsletter, 
October 1964. 
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CATV Noise Level Standard; 
New NCTA Tech Proposal 
Develop ment and acceptance of technical standards 
which are both adequate and practical re mains as one of the 
industry's most urgent projects. To that end, the NCTA 
board has approved this proposed standard, and all 
pertinent co m ments are no w solicited. 

I. Scope 
This standard defines terms, specifies test methods, 
and suggests techniques for determing noise level in 
cable systems. Reference to this standard may be made 
by appending the phrase "measured in accordance with 
NCTA Standard 005-C" to a statement of noise level 
or signal-to-noise ratio. 

II. Definitions 
( A ) Noise 
As used in this standard, the term "noise" refers only 

to the random energy generated by thermal and shot 
effects in the system amplifiers. Noise from sources 
such as ignition interference and other energy received 
by system antennas as well as noise due to intermittent 
contacts or components in the system is specifically 
excluded. 

I B I System Noise Power 
The system noise power is defined as the noise power 

delivered by a specified output terminal of the system 
to a 75 ohm termination. It is either measured with a 
power meter having a noise bandwidth of 4 MHz cen-
tered at a specified visual carrier frequency, or with 
another instrument, such as a signal level meter ( SLM, 
see definition II  which has been calibrated to allow 
conversion of its readings to equivalent power in a 
4 MHz band and which is tuned to the specified 
frequency. While system noise power is being meas-
ured, signals normally carried by the system (other 
than those required to operate the AGC — see Section 
III B-3) are removed if their presence measurably 
affects the noise reading. It is essential that each ampli-
fier in the system be operated at normal gain during 
the test. 

( C ) System Noise Level 
The system noise level, expressed in dBmv is defined 

by: 

System noise level = 10 10g 1() 
(System noise level 
as defined above)  

A microwatt 
( A Microwatt is the power developed by 1 millivolt 

rms across 75 ohms. This is the power corresponding 
to 0 dBmv.) 

(D) System Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The system signal-to-noise ratio expressed in dB, 

for given system terminals and a given visual carrier 
frequency, is defined as the difference between the 
normal signal level in dBmv at that frequency and the 
system noise level as defined above, at the given out-
put terminal. 

(E) Trunk and Distribution System 
A trunk and distribution system is defined for the 

purposes of this standard as a system whose input 
terminal is the input terminal of the first trunk line 
amplifier and whose output terminal is the output term-
inal of the amplifier removed from the first amplifier 
by the greatest number of cascaded amplifiers. 

( F ) Head-End System 
A head-end system is defined for purposes of this 

standard as a system whose input terminals are the 
input terminals of the antenna preamplifiers, or where 
a preamplifier is not used, the input terminals of the 
head-end converter or channel strip amplifier, and 
whose output terminal is the point at which the signals 
from all channels are combined in a common cable, 
following normal test points and AGC control carrier 
insertion devices. 

( G ) Complete Cable System 
A complete cable system is defined for purposes of 

this standard as a system whose input terminals are 
those defined above for the head-end system, and whose 
output terminal is that defined above for the associated 
trunk and distribution system. 

(H) Signal Level Meter 
A selective receiver tunable to the TV channel 

frequencies and calibrated to measure input voltages in 
millivolts, and input levels in dBmv. This unit has been 
known, in the CATV industry, as a field strength meter. 
Since it is usually used to measure signal level and not 
field strength, it is felt that it is better described as a 
"signal level meter" ( abbreviated "SLM" ) and the older 
designation should be discontinued. 
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What bends, never ends, 
lives underground, and 

protects CATV cable by the mile? 
The one and only CORFLO* corru-
gated conduit. 
Its full axial flexibility lets you bend 

it around curves without kinks and 
without special fittings. And CORFLO 
conduit is easily dispensed from a reel 
right into the trench. It comes in long 
continuous lengths, so you need fewer 
joints. It's packaged in 250, 500 and 
1,000 foot lengths. Unique geometric 
design makes CORFLO crush and im-
pact resistant. Yet CORFLO is ex-
tremely light —only 18 pounds per hun-
•Trademark of Haveg Industries 

dred feet in the 1%-inch I D. size. 
What's more, CORFLO conduit is 

easy to work with. You can cut it with 
a penknife. All sizes can be joined to 
i:self or to rigid conduit with heat 
shrinkable sleeves or Haveg's PVC 
adapters. It can be flexed, uncoiled and 
installed even at minus 31 degrees 
Fahrenheit. CORFLO conduit is avail-
able in I.D.'s of 1, 11/2, 2, 21/2, 3 and 
4 inches on non-returnable reels and 
in 500 and 1,000-foot coils for use with 
reusable reel end sets. 

HOEG ININISMIES 
PLASTIC PIPE DIVISION 

I N HAVE W 
. A•11 . 166 

Thousands of miles of CORFLO are 
in use for primary and secondary 
power transmission, communications, 
area and street lighting. You can pre-
assemble your CATV cable inside 
CORFLO right on the job site or you 
can plow in CORFLO empty and run 
your CATV cable into it later. Either 
way, it helps cut total installation costs. 
Go underground and save. For a free 

sample and information, contact your 
CORFLO stocking distributor or write 
Haveg today. 

Middletown Industrial Park, Middletown, Delaware 19709 
2002 Davis Street, San Leandro, California 94577 



THE MOST IMPORTANT 
NUMBERS IN A CAN 
OPERATOR'S DIRECTORY 

E MERGENCIES: 

FIRE   311-6111 

POLICE   311-5111 

CATV EQUIPMENT . . . . 206-325-6662 
Seattle 

CATV EQUIPMENT. 
San Rafael 

. 415-479-5910 

Emergencies are as routine to us as to police and fire-

men. A dozen times a day we take collect calls for im-

mediate delivery of every conceivable CATV equipment 

item ... saving you Western CATV operators the need 

to stock anything more than you use today ...saving 

you the slightest operating delay for lack of a part. 

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY SERVICE 

The $300,000 stock in our two West Coast warehouses 

contains every most-needed CATV operation part ...all 
lab-tested, professionally pre-evaluated ... and mere 
hours from your door. So keep those numbers handy ... 

Ed Foust 

CALL COLLECT 

Royce Busey  Bob Maes 

11/A1) 7tm 
SEATTLE  SEATTLE  SAN RAFAEL 

(206) 325-6662  (206) 325-6662  (415) 479-5910 

C/‘  RIVATT 
1422 34TH AVENUE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
150 MITCHELL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 

III. Method of Measuring System Noise Level 

(A) Noise measurement is convenient13 
made at a high level output terminal 
Where greatest accuracy is to be attained, it is de-

sirable that the noise level being measured be sub-
stantially (15 dB or more) above the noise level inherent 
in the signal level meter. Where the meter has limited 
sensitivity, it also is necessary to measure at a point 
in the system where the noise level is high enough to 
give an accurate reading on that unit. 
These two considerations indicate that the most 

convenient point in the system at which to measure 
noise level is at the point where normal signal levels 
are the highest. In a trunk and distribution system this 
occurs at distribution amplifier output terminals. At 
this point, a normal signal level between +40 and +50 
dBmv may be expected. (Note: The level at test points 
is normally too low; the actual distribution terminal 
must be used). A reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (40 
to 50 dB) would indicate noise levels between -10 and 
+10 dBmv, which would fall within the measuring 
range of a typical signal level meter used in CATV. 

(B) Trunk and Distribution System Noise Level 
To measure the trunk and distribution noise level: 

(1) Terminate the input terminal of the first trunk 
amplifier; (the system input defined in Section II El 
with a 75 ohm coaxial termination resistor. (Note: 
Where it is more convenient, this termination may be 
connected to the input end of a cable of any length 
which connects to the input terminal of the first ampli-
fier, for example, at the point where this cable leaves 
the head-end). 
(2) Leave the gain controls on all manual amplifier 

stations at their normal settings. 
(3) When the system includes amplifiers with auto-

matic gain control, make sure that these amplifiers are 
operating at the same gain during the noise level test 
as during normal operation. (a) This can be done by 
switching each such amplifier to manual operation 
prior to the noise level test, adjusting the gain control 
so the signal output levels (and thus the gain) are the 
same as in the automatic condition. (b) Where a pilot 
tone AGC is used, normal gain can be assured by leav-
ing the pilot tone connected to the system at normal 
level during the noise level test. The input cable in this 
case should be terminated on the head-end side of the 
pilot tone injection filter for directional coupler). (c) 
With a level control system that responds to the 
average of some or all of the signals present, it may be 
possible to obtain normal gain by eliminating all but 
one of the signals at the head-end and measuring at 
frequencies well removed from the frequency of that 
signal. (4) Connect the output terminal of the last 
amplifier (the trunk and distribution system output 
terminal as defined in Section II El to the noise-meas-
uring instrument (calibrated signal level meter) and 
measure the noise level, applying corrections as re-
quired to obtain standard readings. (Note: It is good 
practice to make this measurement at several channel 
frequencies spaced across the band in use.) 

(C) Head-End System Noise Level 
(1) Head-end equipment usually employs automatic 
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gain control. Prior to the noise level test, switch each 
channel to the manual condition and adjust the gain 
control for the same output obtained in the automatic 
condition. This sets each part of the head-end system 
to normal gain. 
(2) Terminate each input terminal (as defined in 

Section II F) with a 75 ohm termination resistor. 
(3) Connect the output terminal of the head-end 

system (as defined in Section II F) to the noise-meas-
uring instrument (SLM) and measure the noise level, 
applying corrections as required to obtain standard 
readings. (Note: When the normal signal levels at this 
output terminal are below -40 dBmv, it may be difficult 
to measure noise level. In this case, introduce the com-
bined output through a variable attenuator into a line 
amplifier which has been adjusted for flat response. 
Set the attenuator for a convenient output from the 
line amplifier (for example +45 dBmv). In this case 
the output terminal of this amplifier is considered to be 
the head-end system output terminal. See Appendix II.) 

(D) Complete System Noise Level 
(1) Adjust head-end equipment gain and terminate 

as described in Section III C. 
(2) Set manual and AGC trunk line amplifiers for 

normal gain as described in Section III B. 

(3) Connect the output terminal of the last distribu-
tion amplifier (the Complete System output terminal 
as defined in Section II G) to the noise-measuring 
instrument (SLM ) and measure the noise level, apply-
ing corrections as required to obtain standard readings. 

IV. The Noise Calibration 
of a Signal Level Meter 

(A) Broad Band Noise Source 
A wide-band high-gain amplifier with its input term-

inated provides a convenient source of noise at high 
enough level to permit calibration. The output noise 
level of such an amplifier is given by: 

No = F + G - 59.1 dBmv  (See Appendix III) 

Where: No is the output noise level within a 4 MHz 
band in dBmv at a specified center frequency; F is the 
amplifier noise figure, in dB, at that frequency; G is 
the gain of the amplifier at that frequency, in dB. 
A convenient amplifier is available in CATV practice 

in the form of a distribution amplifier following a line 
amplifier, or failing this, two line amplifiers in tandem. 
As an example: a gain of 45 dB, and a noise figure of 
8 dB will give a noise output of 45 + 8 - 59.1 = -6.1 
dBmv. 

(B) Sources of Error in Signal Level Meter 

The signal level meter does not read noise level 
without correction for three reasons: 
(1) Its bandwidth is generally less than 4 MHz. Since 

noise power is proportional to bandwidth, the meter 
reads low in accordance with the bandwidth ratio. For 
example. due to this cause, a meter with a bandwidth 
of 0.6 MHz reads low by 

4 
10 log 10 (7: 0 = 8.2 dB 

CATV 
Construction and Engineering 
Consider the requirements of your CATV system. 

Henkels & McCoy, Inc. provides you with skilled person-
nel, the latest equipment and valuable experience in: 
• Outside Plant Engineering 

• Transmission Engineering 

• Installation of Head End Equipment 

• Clearance Make-Ready 

• Pole Line Construction 

•Aerial Line Construction 

• Underground Construction 

• Placing Electronic Components 

• Placing House Drops 

• System Balancing 

Eighteen years in CATV systems construction, and over 
40 years in utility construction and practices have taught 
us what is needed—well versed in installation of all types 
of cable and electronic components. 

This experience and capability as the nation's largest inde-
pendent telephone and CATV contractor is available to 
you. Discuss your needs with your Henkels & McCoy, 
Inc. district office, or send for a brochure describing 
H & M services. 

East Coast 
Jolly Road 
Blue Bell, Pa. 19422 
Tel. (215) Mitchell 6-8000 

West Coast 
P.O. Box 2164 

Salem, Ore. 97308 

Tel. (503) 585-5642 

Central States  Southeast 
1800 Johnson Street 
Elkhart, Indiana 46514 
Tel. (219) 264-1121 

HM 

3629 45th Avenue, North 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
Tel. (813) 525-1482 

MENKEI.5 &McCOY, INC. 
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—introducing a New Aer17.1 
Ladder for CATV 
Some benefits of this new ladder are: 

• 12 volt accessory outlet on ladder. 

• Mounia_un-ptck—tip or van. 

• Working height to 28'. 

• Load capacity 350 lbs. 

• Adjustable work platform. 

• Light weight 

• Low cost—$978.0O 

rOB 

• Patent Pending 

620 Iiiaguntil Street • Algona, lovVa .541511 

SHINTRON 
COMPANY INC 

144 Rogers St., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 

CABLECASTERS 
ADD A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH WITH 

SHINTRON MODEL 360 SPECIAL EFFECTS GENERATOR 

For your origination, Model 360 SEG works with any pair of 
cameras. • (E IA or random interlace) • Cameras may require 
a slight modification. FEATURES: Screen splits, wipes, 
corner inserts, dissolves and image reversals. For technical 
information, fill the coupon below and send to Video 
Products Division, SHINTRON CO., INC. 144 Rogers St., 
Cambridge, Mass. 02142, Phone (617) 491-8700. 

flSend me technical information on Model 360 SEG. 

Send me your video products catalogue. 

Name   

Organization   

Street   

City   State   

Phom, Limber 
Zip 

(2) Its detector is generally designed to respond to 
the sync peak in the TV signal. Since noise has a high 
peak-to-rms ratio, the detector gives readings higher 
than would be expected on an rms basis. The meter 
reads relatively higher at full scale than at the 10 dB 
down point because the detector is generally more 
efficient at higher levels. 
(3) The bandwidth correction generally has greater 

effect than the detector correction, so the meter gen-
erally reads about 3 to 5 dB low, and the correction 
varies with the position of the needle on the meter scale. 

(C) Measurement of Standard Amplifier 
(1) Obtain a broad-band amplifier with gain of 40-50 

dB and noise figure 6-10 dB. 
(2) Measure its gain as accurately as possible at 

some convenient frequency. (Since the noise correction 
of the signal level meter is generally the same at all 
frequencies the choice of frequency is unimportant). 
(3) Measure its noise figure as accurately as possible 

at that frequency. Noise figure is usually measured 
with a noise diode. Detailed instructions for this meas-
urement are found in the instruction books accompany-
ing the diode. Suitable noise diode sets are manufac-
tured by the Hewlett-Packard Co. (Model 345B), 
General Microwave Co. (Model 551A-4), or Kay Elec-
tric Co. (Mega-Node). 
(4) Terminate the input terminal of the amplifier 

and connect its output terminal to the signal level 
meter through a variable attenuator as diagrammed 
in Figure 1. 

WIDE-BAND 
AMPLIFIER 

GAIN = 40-50 dB 
NF  6 10 dB 

VARIABLE 
ATTENUATOR 

SIGNAL 
LEVEL 
METER 

Figure 1: Noise Level Calibration Set-up. 

(5) With this connection the noise level at the input 
terminal of the signal level meter is the output noise 
level of the amplifier diminished by the attenuation of 
the attenuator: 

Nin = N0-A =F + G-59.1-A dBmv 

Where N,„ is meter input noise level in dBmv; A is 
attenuator setting in dB; F, G, No as in section IV A. 
(Note: Average noise calibration data relating to their 
meter is available from some manufacturers of signal 
level meters. Average data of this sort can be used 
where greatest accuracy is not required. For greatest 
accuracy, calibrate the meter just before using it in 
either of the following ways:) 

(D) Calibration—Constant Reading Method 
(1) For greatest accuracy, noise measurements can 

be made by carrying the variable attenuator around 
with the signal level meter, adjusting the attenuator 
for each measurement to give the same reading on the 
meter. This procedure avoids errors due to varying 
peak detector efficiency at various points on the scale. 
(2) To calibrate, in this case, tune the meter to the 
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frequency selected in C 2, set the meter at a standard 
condition (conveniently at maximum sensitivity). 
Connect as directed in C 4, and adjust the attenuator 
for a standard reading (conveniently 0 dB on the scale). 
The calibration data is the meter input noise level under 
standard conditions, found by subtracting this atten-
uator setting from the amplifier's output noise level 
(from C 5). 
(3) As an example of the use of this method, suppose 

a signal level meter is set for maximum gain (corrector, 
range and manual gain controls set for maximum). 
Assume that, with a standard amplifier having 8 dB 
noise figure and 45 dB gain, an attenuator setting of 
22.5 dB gives a 0 dB reading. The calibration data is 
the input noise level IN in I found from: 

= F + G - 59.1 - A (see C5) 

= 8 -I- 45 - 59.1 - 22.5 = -28.6 dBmv 

If an unknown noise source were connected through the 
attenuator to this meter, and an attenuator setting of 
11 dB was required for a 0 reading, the unknown noise 
level would be found by adding the attenuator setting 
algebraically to the calibrated input: 

unknown level = -28.6 + 11 = -17.6 dBmv 

(E) Calibration—Variable Reading Method 
(1) The signal level meter can be used for noise meas-

urements without the attenuator. In this case the un-
known noise level is read as if it were a signal, and a 
correction factor applied to get the noise level. 
(2) To calibrate, in this case, tune the meter to the 

frequency selected in C 2. Set the corrector for this 
frequency, set the meter on its most sensitive range, 
and adjust the attenuator to give a number of readings 
on the meter scale varying from full scale down to the 
lowest calibrated point on the scale. 
(3) The correction factor for each of these points is 

found by taking the difference between the apparent 
input level (as indicated by the meter) and the true 
input noise level (as calculated in C 5). 
(4) As an example of this method, suppose a signal 

level meter is set on its lowest calibrated range (-30 
dBmv at 0 on the meter). With a standard amplifier 
having 45 dB gain and 8 dB noise figure, the attenuator 
settings giving various readings on the scale are those 
shown in table I. In each case the correction is found by 
subtracting the indicated level from the true input noise 

Needle 
Position 
on Scale 

Indicated 
Level 

Attenuator 
Setting 

Input 
Noise 
Level 

Correction 
Factor 

+10 —20 dBmv 10.3 — 16.4 dE3r' 3.6 dB 
+ 5 —25 15.0 —21.1 3.9 
0 —30 20.6 —26.7 4.3 

— 5 —35 23.5 —29.6 5.4 
—10 —40 27.5 —33.6 6.4 

Table I 

level. (Input noise level IN 1„ I = F + G -59.1 - A = 
-6.1 - A in this example. After this calibration, assume 
the meter input is connected to a noise source, and 
indicates a level -28 dBmv (needle at +2 on the -30 

WOULD YOU BELIEVE 

THIS MINIATURE BRUTE 

IS GOING TO GIVE ITS BIG 

BROTHERS A RUN FOR 

THEIR SPECS. 

TECH-TAP, READY WM. 

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORP. 

12838 WEBER WAY 
HAWTHORNE, CAL. 90250 

213-679-5021 
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range). The noise level is found by adding the correc-
tion factor for the nearest calibrated point (4.3 at 0) 
to the indicated level -28 + 4.3 = -23.7 dBmv. 

APPENDIX 

I. Relationship Between System 
Noise Output and System Noise Figure 
For short systems, such as head-ends, where the sys-

tem noise figure is below 20 dB, it may be more accur-
ate to measure the system noise figure directly with 
a noise diode. The system noise output level is then 
found by: 

N„ = -59.1 + F. + Gs dBmv 

Where: N„ is the system output noise level in dBmv; 
F, is the measured system noise figure in dB; Gs is 
the measured system gain in dB. 

II. Measurement of Noise at Levels Below the 
Calibrated Range of the Signal Level Meter 
Measurement of low noise levels is best accomplished 

by preceding the signal level meter with an amplifier 
having a low noise figure and sufficient gain to give a 
comfortable reading (near full scale) on the signal level 
meter with the amplifier input terminated. 
(I) Measure the amplifier noise figure with the amp-

lifier input terminated, call this F, . 
(2) Connect the amplifier output to the signal level 

meter input. 

complete 
CATIT 
construction 
Over 32 years of underground communications 
installation make Pacific Pipeline Construction 

Company your best choice for state-of-the-art 
underground CATV construction. 

Design & Engineering 

Full Head-End & 
Electronics Capability 

Complete Underground 
Installations 

Phones: 213- RAymond 3-6241  6446 E. Washington Blvd. 
213- PArkview 8-1211  Los Angeles, California 

(3) Measure the amplifier output noise level under 
this condition, applying corrections as indicated. Call 
this level LI. 
(4) Connect the unknown noise source to the ampli-

fier's input terminal: the noise output will increase 
to a new level. Measure this with proper corrections 
and call it L,. 
(5) The noise level of the unknown is given by: 

L3 = -59.1  Fa + X 

Where: X is a constant determined by the difference 
between L and L1. Table II shows the relationship. 

L,  L: (dB) X (dB) L2 - L1 (dB) X (dB) 

0.5 -9.14 10.5 . 10.09 
1.0 -5.87 11.0 +10.64 
1.5 -3.85 11.5 +11.18 
2.0 -2.33 12.0 +11.71 
2.5 -1.09 12.5 +12.25 
3.0 0 13.0 +12.78 
3.5 +0.93 13.5 +13.30 
4.0 +1.80 14.0 +13.82 
4.5 +2.60 14.5 +14.34 
5.0 +3.35 15.0 +14.86 
5.5 +4.06 15.5 +15.38 
6.0 +4.74 16.0 +15.89 
6.5 +5.40 16.5 +16.40 
7.0 +6.03 17.0 +16.91 
7.5 +6.65 17.5 +17.42 
8.0 +7.25 18.0 4-17.93 
8.5 +7.84 18.5 +18.44 
9.0 +8.42 19.0 +18.94 
9.5 +8.98 19.5 +19.45 
10.0 +954 20.0 + 19.96 

Table II 
• 

For L., - LI above 20 dB: 

X -  1 4 , L 1 

Table II is calculated as follows: 

L, = -59.1 + G = 10 log,„ P,g, 

Where: P, is the effective noise input power at the 
terminated input terminal, and gA is the amplifier 
power gain. 

When noise power is added to the amplifier input: 

L, = 10 log in (P 1 -I- P3 ) gA 

P3)gA - logio (1+ P) 

NN'here: P3 is the added noise power. 

L2 - L1 = 10 log io P1  
PI gA 

P3 P, 
Given L2 - L I we can find 1 -- and thus 

X = 10 logio p4- and 

L3 = -59.1 + F. + X = (-59.2 + F„ + GI - (G-X) = 

10 log 10 
PI GA 

P1 
SA 7 

= 10 logio P3 
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L is 
These people are extremely happy with .our gear.  Will be ordering more later 
also they will atte—ler, "- 

They are still happy with our equipment, we s -. -4. ._.„.  A..._  .4_,f- swept part of the trunk and everything looks 
good. Ron is rather disappointed as he doesn't 
nave any work to uo. Has not touched a single 
amplifier since tney were installed last October. 

happy with 

1- I  - 

and may 
41111...11111r, owner  f lemegemew  

Met with   

be Planning Others.  
Cascade 

Arkansas System, 
seem s extremely 

_  .,„ Ray says he is going to continue buying our 
CEDA-2/40's as there isn't anything on the market can 

.  ...,_ .. N  as its the lonost esscsded run• with them, he ordered 5 thi s wee k, and  last  

I fou nd the soacinss to  be from 24 db to  7 d .. ordered 2. I op  -1 , --.- 

\howevar everything was  Eoing very well with the lAvel ,:nd voltsce settins. I ("nt ,. 4 e 

compare 
trip he 

tho order, RS  they have 
and they have boon ding an some of our CELE's, 

excellent job. 70 1., 

4-  A-A 

%west. Ike is  pleased 

pme t he has in 101011111W. 
1 with Casonde aqui 

I took a look at tha CELASthat he install,d and they didn't change a thing 

from the factory setting on the units  . Improved  his  system  100%.  Will be .  1 
or-

dering several more units at the scĥ ^, ...—  ......... ...,,, ... _ _ 
....i.,....  From I ha 

tnem. 11 W has the hi 
Also ainfallaii.Pie 
can you beat a two ye 

• • 

est praise for the 
ally sold on Casc 
warranty, if the 

heard about our systems you just can't beat 
Cascade systems in Wyoming & Nevada and others. 
e gear, at least this is what he tells me.  How 
equipment wasn't top quality. Cascade cniodn't 

1 This compftnv is very happy with Cascade co far 
and is plAnning A 20 mile line end we sold them  ....tv 

F-ttter of fact he's  well pleased wIth o,Ir equip. 
I 1 

/68  - Spent the day with 1101.61 .1 01, Chief Technician, and 1111 WIIP M11111, Manager, 
Cablevision.  They are very well pleased with our equipment and service.  They 

have a number of extensions planned which they will be making this summer. 

Would a Cascade field rep tell a lie? 
Every week, each Cascade repre-
seitative sends a written report 
to General Sales Manager Pat 
Brown. Every week, we read state-
mints which would make great 
Cascade ads . . . if only they did-
n't sound so unbelievable. After 
al', who would believe that a Cas-
cade system has been operating 
for eight months without a hous-
ing being opened? Or that CE LA-2 
amplifiers could improve a system 
100%. We're reluctant to believe 
some of these claims ourselves. 

It seems that Cascade equipment 

is performing as advertised. TLC 
is compensating for temperature 
changes, both daily and seasonal. 
The amplifiers do need a mini-
mum of attention, and do operate 
reliably over long periods of time. 

We have two facts at our fingertips. 
First, many of the orders we re-
ceive are for extensions to exist-
ing Cascade systems. The operat-
ors must be well satisfied or they 
would turn elsewhere. Second, 
with a two-year warranty on all 
amplifiers, we are painfully aware 
of each and every malfunction. 

The percentace of equipment that 
operates flawlessly through the 
twenty-four month warrar ty per-
iod is high ... and getting higher. 

Get the story first-hand. Cal 
your nearby Cascade Man and 
put him on the spot. Let him 
quote names and places where 
"they are very well pleased with 
our equipment and service." 

Shown above are actual portions of 
recent reports sent in by Cascade Sales 
and Engineerin3 Representatives. The 
originals are on file in our offices. 

(iTEAR OUT 



flew Cascade 
line amplifier 
has TLC! 

• SPECIFICATIONS • 

Maximum Gain  — 24 db 

Recommended Spacing iGain) — 22 db 

Gain Control Range (at Ch 13) 

ContinLous —  7 db Compensated 

Switchable  —  0-3-6 db  Flat 

Slope Cortrol Range (at Ch 2) — 5 db 

Indtr. RetJrn Loss  — 16 db 

Output Return Loss  — 12 db 

Maximum Noise Figure  — 11 db 

Distortion Characteristics 

— 75 db Cross Modulation ratio 
(output level 32 dbmv) 

— 59 db Cross Modulation ratio 

(output level 40 dbmv) 

Reco-nmeided Input and Output Levels 
+10 dbmv and 32 dbmv in a line 

zmplifier applicatipn 

+ 18 dbmv and 40 dbmv in a line 
extender applicatipn 

Test Points  — -20 db + 1 db 

Power  — 200 mA at 22-30 Volts AC 

•Note: Measured under the following 
conditions: 

12 sylchronously modulated 

Output Tit 

Amplifier Slope 

Amplifier Gain 

channels 

-  8 db 

-  +11 tb 

-  +22 c b 

CASCADE ELECTRONICS 

Harrisburg, 'a.: 2395 State St. 717/232-4111 

San:a Rosa, Cal.: 244 S. A St. 707/542-6054 

FRED WELSH ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Montreal, P_Ia: 90 Beaubien W.514/276-6363 
Vancouver, B.C.: 5594 Gamble 604/327-9201 

The CELA-2/22 is ar all-new cable-powered amplifier, suited to both 
trunk and feeder line applicaticns. An externally-mounted thermistor 
probe controls amplifier gain to provide accurate automatic compensa-
ticn or chaiges in cable attenuation. 

The two plug-in mocules are housed in a moisture-and radiation-sealed 
aluminum casting. Circuitry is photo-etched on glass epoxy boards, and 
includes three-positicn power ci rector and input pad switches. The full 
wave power supply module is surge-protected and transistor-regulated. 

Plug-in RF module Power supply module 

Models are offered for any application. CELA-2/22C comes complete 
with regular non-seizing connectors. Amphenol external-seizing con-
nectors are optiora at extra cost. CE LA-2/22S comes without 7zittings, 
IRE has internal seiz ng blocks which grip the cable center conductor. 
CE LA-2/20 EB is E n Extended Band model. In this -applicatipn, the 
standard RF module is factory-aligned for 20 db gain and a bandwidth 
of 50-240 mHz, +.5 db. CE LA-2/22 P is a pedestal-mount model which 
uses similar plug-in modules in a very compact cast-aluminum housing. 

-111 CASCADE ELECTRONICS LTD. PORT M OODY, B.C. 

C ASC ADE 
All specifications subject to change witFout notice September 19-58 



Total Information Team! 
These are the publications that give you turnkey 
information on all facets of cable television . . . 

TV Communications 
THE PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL OF  CABLE  TELEVISION 

Packed every month with significant features and facts 

about cable television, TV Communications is the only 

monthly journal devoted entirely to this explosive 

industry. You'll find the important information nec-

essary for effective system operation .. . incisive articles 

on system management . . . state-of-the-art technical 

developments . . . the latest CATV products . . . plus 

responsible editorial commentary. Make TVC reading a 

habit ... subscribe now! (Order a two-year subscription 

and save money.) 

CATV Weekly 
WEEKLY  NE WS  SERVICE  OF  CABLE TELEVISION 

This authoratative publication reaches you every week 

with all the latest CATV news and developments. Our 

reporl.ers travel 70,000 miles a year to keep you inform-
ed about current Washington developments . . . FCC 

actions . . . association activities . . . systeln progress 

... construction and franchise activities . . . financial 

reports. CATV Weekly is 100% fact . . . with a 100% 

editorial stand for the industry. Enjoy this comprehen-

sive editorial content of the industry's accepted news 
magazine . . . CATV Week/y. Just fill out the postpaid 

card to subscribe now. 

NAME 

FIRM NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP CODE 

Gentlemen. Please enter my subscription immediately for these timely, 
authoritative magazines  . the "Total Information Team" of the cable 
television industry. 

Please indicate your preference.  Li1-1 12 Issues of TVC - S 8.00 

ECATV for ONE YEAR  S33.00  E24 Issues of TVC  S14.00 

ECATV for TWO YEARS  S60.00  E36 Issues of TVC  S19.00 

COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORP. 
207 N.E. 38th St. • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 



Ill. The Development of 
the Thermal Noise Level 
\\ here the 59.1 dBmv comes from) 

The "available noise power" from a resistive source 
(which is the noise power it would deliver to a matched, 
noiseless load) is given by: 

= kT, B watts 

Where: k = 1.38 x 10" joules per degree (Boltzmann's 
constant); TK = the absolute temperature of the source 
(degrees Kelvin); B = the system bandwidth in hertz. 
(This relationship is established, for example, in "Noise 
Performance Factors in Communications System" by 
W. W. Mumford and Elmer H. Scheibe, published 1968 
by Horizon House -Microwave, Inc. -p. 8). 

The effective bandwidth of a commercial TV channel 
is approximately 4 MHz (4 x 10" Hz); so, for this case: 

PN =  1.38 x 10' x 4 x 10" T K = 

5.56 x 1017  T K watts 

The corresponding level, in dBmv. is the dB ratio of 
this power to * microwatt, the basic reference for 
dBmv: 

5.52 x 10-17  
Noise Level = 10 log 10 , 

x 10 

10 logio 4.14 x 10-" = 

10 log, T, + 10 log10 (4.14 x 10-9 ) = 

10 log10 TK - 83.83 dBmv 

The temperature expressed in degrees Kelvin is 
related to the temperature expressed in degrees Fahren-
heit ( TF ) by: 

TK =  (TF -32) + + 273.15  Kelvin 

T K and the basic noise level has been calculated for 
a common range of temperatures, and are shown in 

"IF  Ir. 
Temperature 
Fahrenheit 

Temperature 
Kelvin 

Resistor Noise 
Level  dBmv 

-40 233.15 -60.15 dBmv 
-20 244.26 -59.95 
0 255.37 -59.76 

.  20 266.48 -59.57 
40 277.59- -59.40 
60 288.71 -59.23 

.  70 294.27 -59.14 
80 299.82 .59.06 
100 310.93 .58.90 
120 322.04 , 58.75 
140 333.15 58.60 

Table Ill 
... 

table III. As can be seen from table 111, the noise level 
changes quite slowly with temperature. A level of 
59.1 dBmv is accurate -170.1 dB between 63  and 88 . 
and this is commonly used as the basic noise level at 
room temperature. 

NOW AVAILABLE! 
THE MOST CO MPREHENSIVE SYSTE MS 

DIRECTORY EVER PUBLISHED 

The all new 1968 Systems Directory and Map Service gives 
you the latest, most complete system information available 
• CATV Associations, • U.S. Systems, • Canadian Systems and 
Multiple System Owners, • a map section showing the location 
of all U.S. systems. Send for your copy of this valuable refer-
ence work today! 

Gentlemen: Please send me _copies of the SYSTEMS DIRECTORY at S895 

NAME   

FIRM NAME   

TYPE OF BUSINESS   

ADDRESS   ZIP CODE   

CITY   

STATE 

COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORP. 
207 N.E. 38th St • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

  -.J 

95 

CATV SYSTEMS 
DIRECTORY & MAP SERVICE-1968 EDITION 

State .NI K4 

Rui n S r .,  

Gro w O.... 

JUST $8.95 

112 
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NEW COMPONENTS FOR CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS 

CASCADE AMPLIFIERS 
Recently introduced by Cascade 

Electronics is a whole new line of CATV 
amplifiers. The "Phase Two" units fea-
ture slip-in circuit modules, switching-
regulator power supplies, stainless 
steel hardware and internal seizing of 
cable center conductors. Available are: 
CELA-2/22 line amplifiers, suited to 
both trunk and feeder application and 
featuring level compensation by Cas-
cade's "TLC" method; the CELA-2/22 
pedestal model utilizing identical plug-
in modules, and built in a compact 
housing with all connectors on one 
housing surface to suit popular ped-
estal mountings; the CELA-2/22 DT 
incorporating a four-way directional 
tap within the housing, eliminating the 
need for a separate DT at the ampli-
fier location; the CELA-2 EB which 
has been factory-aligned for wideband 
applications for a gain of 20 dB and a 
bandwidth of 50-240 MHz, ±: .5 dB, 
and the CELE-1 EB which is available 
in both standard 12-channel and ex-
tended-band configurations, the only 
difference being a change of plug-in 
RF modules. The extended band CELE 
has a bandwidth of 50-245 MHz, it .5 
dB and gain of 20 dB at 240 MHz. 
For further information on these 

new products, contact Cascade Elec-
tronics Ltd., Port Moody, British Co-
lumbia, Canada. 

NEW MOBILT 
EQUIPMENT BUILDINGS 
Fort Worth Tower Company has re-

cently introduced a new prefabricated 
equipment building. According to the 
manufacturer, the unit is constructed 
to withstand the rigors of all climatic 
conditions and provide a dust free and 
temperature controlled interior for 
CATV equipment. The standard Mobilt 
unit is prefabricated and delivered to 
the site complete with wiring, heater, 
entrance switch and breaker panel. 
Air conditioner is optional. Walls and 
ceiling are insulated with fiberglass. 
Deviations from the standard design 
are made at customer's request. 
Wiring can be surface mounted in EMT 
or rigid conduit to meet all electrical 
codes and to handle any special equip-
ment required by system specifi-

cations. The building is available with 
two rooms and one or two outside 
doors. The portable building can be 
made to special widths and heights 
with maximums determined by state 
highway regulations and permits. Gen-
erator can be installed if required. 
For further information on this new 

product, contact Fort Worth Tower 
Company, Inc., P.O. Box 8597, Fort 
Worth, Texas 76112, Ph. (817) 536-
5676. 

NEW TRENCHER 
FROM DITCH WITCH 
Ditch Witch Division of Charles Ma-

chine Works has announced the intro-
duction of a track mounter version of 
its 30 h.p. utility and service line V30 
trencher. The new V3OT features rear-
mounted boom and operator platform, 
a hydraulic power system coupled with 

113 

dry friction brake steering, a hydraulic 
directional control designed to elimi-
nate constant braking on side hills. 
and a variable hydraulic control sys-
tem which permits the operator to 
vary travel and multiple mechanical 
digging chain speeds independently 
of one another. Options include the 
Ditch Witch vibratory plow for install-
ation of underground plant up to 1,2-
in diameter, Model 110 breakover 
backhoe featuring a nine-foot reach 
and 180 degree swing, and Roto Witch 
boring unit for boring under streets 
and driveways. 
For additional information on this 

new product, contact Charles Machine 
Works, Inc., 2701 Elm Street, Perry, 
Oklahoma 73077. Ph. (405) 336-4404. 

ANACONDA AMPLIFIERS 

Anaconda Electronics has recently 
announced the new 8800 Series CATV 
amplifier line which provides 12 to 20 
channel capability. According to the 
manufacturer. 8800 Series amplifiers 
offer 40-250 MHz frequency response 
for 12 to 20 channel operation and 
AGC-optional pilots at 220 MHz (12 
channel operation) or 245 MHz (20 
channel operation). A new line ex-
tender amplifier, the Model 8844. has 
been added to the amplifier line. Com-
bination trunk and bridging amplifiers 
Models 8852 and 8853 have fused 
bridger outputs. And the new 8856 
AGC combination trunk and bridging 
amplifier features selectable (two or 
four) bridger outputs. All amplifiers 

are supplied with 5/8 inch diameter 
universal entry fittings. Housing fea-
tures include the hermetic uniBolt 
closure, non-corrosive lightweight 
aluminum housing and FCC Spec. RFI-
shielding. A complete new line of 
waterproof connectors utilizing the 
seized center-conductor concept is 
also available for all sizes and types 
of CATV cable. 
For further information on these 

new products contact Anaconda Elec-
tronics Company, 1430 South Anaheim 
Boulevard, Anaheim, California 92803. 
Ph. (714) 635-0150. 

DANIELS FIRM OFFERS 
AFL/NFL YEARBOOKS 
Daniels Management Company las 

contracted with Sports Underwriters, 
Inc. to act as national distributor in the 
cable TV industry of the official 1968 
Yearbooks of the American Football 
League and the National Football 
League. The 76-page NFL publication' 
contains autographed photos, bio-
graphies. and field records of the 640 
players and coaches of the 16 teams. 
Four hundred autographed photos of 
players and coaches of the 10 teams in 
the AFL are featured in the league's 
68-page book. Each yearbook also in-
cludes 25 action photos in full color. 
as well as a complete 1968 master 

TV Communications  113 



tor your CATV 
construction needs... 

Ire 
CATV Cable 
Installation 
Handbook 

swietin 67100  

from McGraw-Edison 

E 

SEND COUPON TODAY 
TV-98 

Please send CATV Cable Insta!lotion Handbook 

ADDRESS   

CITY   

Please have Field Engineer call 

NAME   

TITLE   

COMPANY   

STATE   

ZIP  PHONE   

de 

C A R E I N I1111 4 11 041 

crirrIt11%.‘"' 

14:4 
POVVE A 

ft SySTEMS DIVISION 

M IL  

McG  1/1/-EDISON 

WAUKEE VVISCOINSIN 53201 

Here's a handy, pocket-size guide to help you in the construc-

tion of CATV transmission lines. It's yours free for the asking. 

Provides concise information and detailed illustrations on pole 

line, aerial, and buried cable techniques. An ideal source for 

the latest hints on CATV cable construction. 

Also available from McGraw-Edison— 
Everything you need to meet your CATV hardware require-

ments ... from nuts and bolts, clamps, aerial cable hardware, 

and anchors ... to conduit, pedestals, and enclosures. The 

broadest line of construction materials available from one 

manufacturer. 

For your copy of the handbook and CATV hardware informa-

tion, just fill in and mail the coupon. 

812 

M cGR A W—EDISON Will IPOWER SYSTEMS DIVISION 113111  12 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 



television schedule of the pro-football 
games and the results of all 1967 
games. All yearbooks will carry the 
cable TV story, illustrated in full color, 
and advertisements for cable TV on 
front and back covers. The books can 
be offered to non-subscribers as an 
incentive to sign for cable service, and 
to subscribers as a "reward- for sign-
ing up non-subscribers. In the latter 
case, both parties would receive the 
yearbooks. 
For further information on this new 

product. contact Daniels Management 
Company, 2930 East Third Avenue. 
Denver, Colorado 80206. Ph. (303) 
388-5888. 

CRAFTSMAN DIRECTIONAL TAPS 

Recently introduced by Craftsman 
Electronic Products are seven new 
directional taps. The Model 1500 uni-
versal feederline tap offers coverage 
from 40 MHz to 300 MHz with over 
twenty variable slope tap modules. 
Stripline circuitry for the attenuation 
patterns and isolated outlets is fea-
tured on the plug-in boards. Center 
conductor seizure on the 1500 is sup-
plied with new feedthrough fittings, 
CFT-412 22 and CF 1-500 22. The tap 
assembly, with two provisions for 
strand hookup. measures 92' x 41'4" 
x 3" and weighs 32 lbs. Related new 
products introduced by Craftsman are 
the Model 1400 directional cable tap 
with interchangeable tap modules, 
Model 761 directional wall tap, Model 
1100 with four outputs. Model 1300 
tube tap for building applications, and 
the Mini-Tap Model 850 with wideband 
sloped coverage and outdoor housing 
for high rise structures in metropolitan 
areas. On these new tap devices 
Craftsman offers a variety of attenu-
ation values for all feeder and branch 
line signal levels. 
For further information on these 

new products, contact Craftsman Elec-
tronic Products, Inc., 133 West Seneca 
St., Manlius, N.Y. 13104. Ph. (315) 
682-9105. 

NEW INSULATED LIFT 
The new "Sl" Series aerial lift by 

Telsta features a triangular boom-
support structure and an extension 
boom of fiberglass construction which 
protects workmen from electrical 
shock in ordinary work around power. 
Tt-ie lift can be safely operated by one 
man. At the job. he sets the dual safety 
brake-lock systems, picks up his tools 
and supplies in the van, and steps into 
the aerial basket beside the driver's 
cab. He booms aloft, completes his 
assignment. returns the basket to tra-
vel position, and re-enters the cab 
through the van. The aerial basket 

features self-leveling design, and a 
full-depth door equipped with re-
cessed lock and safety chain. It is 
fabricated of welded, lightweight 
tubular steel, and coated with plasti-
sol (poly vinyl chloride) for secondary 
cross-phase insulation. Fully insulated 
lever-type controls govern boom move-
ments, start and stop of the power 
sources, and the emergency boom-
lowering system. Duplicate controls, 
including emergency lowering, are lo-
cated in the driver's cab. Telescoping 
boom achieves a working height of 36 
feet, and a horizontal reach of 24 feet 
to the rim of the basket. 

For further information on this new 
product. contact Telsta division of 
General Cable Corporation, 1700 In-
dustrial Road, San Carlos, California 

DYNAIR ADDS TO MINI-SERIES 

Dynair Electronics, Inc., has added a 
number of new products to its Mini-
series equipment line. The new units 
include: Mini-Cha channel amplifier 
which amplifies the passband of a 
standard low or highband VHF TV 
signal while suppressing the spurious 
in the adjacent channels ($175). Mini-

TOWER 
DESIGN  

FABRICATION 

INSTALLATION 

MAINTENANCE 

e speak 
rom experience. 

With 40 years combined experience, Tower 
Builders Co. (23 years) and Swager Tower Corp. 
(17 years), we have installed over 1000 towers in 
the Free World including Viet Nam. Tower design 
consists of all welded 55,000 P.S.I. Tubular Steel 
Members. To buy a tower package direct is import-
ant and we always welcome an invitation to bid on 
any project—regardless of size or location. "We 
guarantee MORE for your money than any other 
tower on the market." THE COMPLETE SERV-
ICE. Write or call today for information and 
brochure. 

SWAGER TO WER CORP. 
P0. BOX 498 • FREMONT, INDIANA 46737 • Phone 219/495-5165 
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Fade video fader which provides a 
means of fading between two com-
posite or non-composite video inputs 
($220). Mini-Seq sequential switcher 
which provides automatic sequential 
switching of multiple camera inputs 
to a single monitor ($325). Mini-Pre 
audio preamplifier with a low-impe-
dance mike and a high-impedance 
phono input and a 600-ohm program 
level output ($175). Mini-Aud audio 
power amplifier to drive a speaker 
for general monitoring applications 
($195). Mini-Spk speaker for use with 
the audio power amplifier ($25). Each 

unit is 2i inches high, 4; inches wide 
and 8 inches deep. Dynair has also re-
cently added a video cable equalizer 
and a digital TV sync generator to its 
Mini-series line. Called the "Mini-Mop," 
the equalizer is said to equalize over 
4000 feet of balanced or unbalanced 
coaxial cable and has both 75-ohm 
balanced and 124-ohm unbalanced in-
puts and one 75-ohm output, The unit 
is priced at $450.00. The sync gen-
erator, called the Mini-Sync, in-
corporates silicon solid-state circuitry 
and is completely self-contained. It 
meets EIA-170 and RS-330, 525-line 

FIRST LOW-PRICED, SEALED, 
WEATHERPROOF, RFI-PROOF 
DIRECTIONAL TAP 

It's Telesis 3625, designed by working CATV system operators. Years of field 
experience showed us how to build in more protection with less work in 
installations, house drops or modifications. 

• Housing remains connected to feeder cable. 
• Change only plug-in module-cover for 1, 2 or 4 outlets with choice of 
attenuations ranging from 11 to 30 D.B. 
• Metal-to-metal contact between housing and cover, and the "Z"-shaped 
joint, insure RFI-free operation. 
• Neoprene gasket makes seal weatherproof and pressure-tight. 
• Big numeral on cover (module section) shows line-to-tap attenuation 
from a distance. 
• Recessed face protects against connector damage. 
• Easy wire or pole mounting; models for underground systems. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Available with any standard seized-center conductor 
type fittings. "F" type tap fittings. Frequency response 50-270 MHZ. Im-
pedance 75 ohms; minimum of 20 D.B. return loss at all terminals. High 
tap-to-tap and tap-to-output isolation. Current capacity in excess of 5 
amperes AC or DC. 
For complete data, samples and prices call your TELESIS distributor or 

TELESIS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 6066, Station B, 3712 Upper Mount Vernon Road 
Evansville, Indiana 47712 • Phone: 812-424-5541 

output waveforms and features either 
crystal-control or 60-Hz line-lock op-
eration. It is priced at $650. 
For further information on these 

new products, contact Dynair Elec-
tronics, Inc. 6360 Federal Boulevard, 
San Diego, California 92114. Ph. (714) 
582-9211. 

CONDUCTRON INTRODUCES 
AMPLIFIER LINE 

Conductron Corporation has re-
cently introduced its new product line 
of seven CATV amplifiers consisting of: 
line extender (C-701), trunk (C-711). 
trunk AGC (C-713), trunk-bridger (C-
715), trunk AGC-bridger (C-717), in-
termediate bridger (C-721), and dis-
tribution (C-731) amplifiers. In ad-
dition to a bandwidth of 50 MHz to 
240 MHz • 0.25 dB and a minimum 
operating capability of 20 channels, 

the manufacturer lists the following 
features: each amplifier has its own 
integral, line-isolated, regulated power 
supply: the units are modular: each 
mainline amplifier includes a full range 
of attenuators (3 dB, 6 dB, 9 dB and 
12 dB). while the line extender is pro-
vided with a zero dB and 6 dB plug-in 
attenuator: and plug-in line equalizers 
(8 dB, 12 dB and 17 dB standard) are 
provided as specified for the normal 
range of cable and amplifier spacing. 
For further information on this new 

product, contact Conductron Corpor-
ation. 3475 Plymouth Rd., Ann Arbor. 
Mich. 48107. Ph. (313) 665-9741. 

RE SYSTEMS 10 ELEMENT 
HIGH-BAND ANTENNAS 

Availability of two new series of high-
band yagi antennas has been an-
nounced by RF Systems. The CAT 5 
seriesconsistsof single channel models 
covering channels 2 through 6 and the 
FM Band. Gain is 8.5 d Bi, according to 
the manufacturer, and the horizontal 
beamwidth is 55 degrees nominal. The 
CAT 10 series provides single channel 
models covering channels 2 through 6. 
FM and channels 7 through 13. These 
antennas are said to achieve gains of 
11.2 dBi or better on the low-band 
channels and 12.5 dBi or better on the 
high-band channels. Horizontal beam-
width at low-band is 46 degrees nom-
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WHAT WILL YOU DO 
IF YOUR TOWER 
IS DESTROYED? 

Disaster can strike your towers anytime—tornadoes, sabotage, 
hurricanes, vandalism, aircraft have destroyed them. How 
long will it take to restore your tower and your service? 

EMERGENCY RESTORATION SERVICE (ERS) from J. C. 
Barnard & Associates will construct a temporary tower 
for you within 72 hours, leave it in place until your 
permanent tower is constructed and takes over, and 
then remove it. 

ERS division of 

J. C. BARNARD & ASSOCIATES 
Consulting Communications Engineers 

10121 Manchester Road 

St. Louis, Mo., 63122 

The cost is a modest annual fee under a contract. Per-
formance is backed by towers loaded on Vans ready 
to go at all times, by experienced personnel, and by 
performance bond. 

Don't be caught unprepared—protect 
your service today. Fill out this coupon 
for details of this protective tower resto-
ration service and send it today. Or call 
us collect, at 314-966-2116. 

Dear Sirs: Please send me detailed informa-

tion of your Emergency Restoration Service. 

Name  

Firm Title   

Address   

City  State  Zip   

-. 
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inal and at high band is 40 degrees 
nominal. Other features of the CAT 
series yagis include: direct 75 ohm, 
half-inch foam cable input: internal 
balun; dual boom construction on CAT 
10 low-band series: vibration damp-
eners on long parasitic elements: high-
strength aluminum alloy with stainless 
steel hardware: and captivated nuts 
for rapid field assembly. 
For further information on these 

new products, contact RF Systems, 
Inc., 155 King Street, Cohasset, Mass. 
02025. Ph. (617) 383-1200. 

GROUNDHOG PLOW 
FROM MIDWEST 

A new plow designed to bury distri-
bution lines up to 50" underground, 
has been introduced by Midwest Utility 
Plow & Equipment Corp. Designated 
Groundhog, the 6700 lb. unit features 
i'ydraulically adjustable wheels to per-
mit 25 correction of plow position in 
uneven terrain, 28 colter disc with 

safety relief spring, plow tooth vertical 
adjustment from 0" to 50" and front 
jack stand. Plow tooth thickness from 
2- to 4- is available and the unit buries 
material up to 3' ." O.D. or larger with 
modifications. 
For further information on this new 

product, contact Midwest Utility Plow 
& Equipment Corp., 925 Bluemound 
Dr., Appleton, Wisc. 54911. 

BELL & HOWELL FILM CHAIN 

Bell &Howell has recently introduced 
a major addition to its line of closed-
circuit color video equipment —the first 
low-cost 16mm color television film 
chain priced at $16,000. The film chain 
is composed entirely of Bell & Howell 
equipment, and comes complete with 
a 16mm projector, a uniplexer head, 
color video camera, and two pedestals 
containing racks for the installation of 
videotape recorders or other electronic 

equipment. The camera can be quickly 
removed from its pedestal and with 
the addition of a standard zoom lens 
can then be used for normal cablecast-
ing applications. The film chain can be 
expanded to a multiplex system having 
up to two more sources-16mm and 
2x2 slides. Film chain camera output 
is NTSC type color that can be utilized 
by color RF modulators. 

For further information on this new 
product, contact Bell & Howell, 7100 
McCormick Road, Chicago, Illinois 
60645. Ph. (312) 262-1600. 

TRUCK COMPARTMENTS 

Pierce Auto Body Works FSM series 
compartments for pick-up trucks with 
external fenders are now available 
from the firm. The 'Pierce "flip-top-

upper compartment runs full length 
and opens safely upward eliminating 

the hazards of a protruding door. 
Shelving or parts drawers remove 
easily for interchange. Optional items 
include: lift gate, material hooks and 
ladder racks. FSM's are available in 
four models, 72- to 101" long, to fit 
V2, 3/4 and one ton narrow box pick-
ups. 
For further information contact 

Pierce Auto Body Works, Inc., Box 616, 
Appleton, Wis. 54911. 

PACKARD BELL CAMERA 

A new, low-cost viewfinder television 
camera designed for CATV program 
origination has been announce° by 
Packard Bell. The Model PB-920VF 
consists of the Packard Bell PB-920 

• So Communicate ••• 
Southern Represents 
Major Manufacturers 
CATV - TELEPHONE 
Communications 

Equipment and Supplies 

Write for FREE CATALOG 

SOUTHERN TELEPHONE SUPPLY CO 

3001 NORTH DECATUR ROAD 

DECATUR, GEORGIA 30031 

•  • •  •  • IM MI • 

outhein laephane 

"Backed by by 

Independents" 

• • • • • 

•  •  ••  •  •• 

fl on  U1 
Ho me  Office: 

404 • 636-7501 

P. 0. BOX 833 

DECATUR, GA. 30031 

Branch Office: 

901 • 324-6176 

P. 0. BOX 12142 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 38112 

•  •  • 
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K.E.S. IS READY TO 
SERVE YOUR EVERY 
CATV SUPPLY NEED! 

- 
• 

The famous brand names you have 
learned to know and trust in the 
cable television industry can all be 
found in our inventory.  Because 
we specialize in only the quality 
products that are proven and well 
accepted by the CATV industry. 

Our reputation as one of the most 
capable suppliers of the Mid-west 
has been gained through years of 
experience. Cable operators through-
out the region rely on us for fast, 
convenient service. And they all know 
our full capabilities. If you are not 
totally familiar with our full line of 
CATV products, extra services, and 
competitive pricing policies . . . call 
us soon. We would enjoy the op-
portunity of serving you. 

M AGNESS 
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
108 Kent St. • Iron Mountain, Michigan 49801 • 906/744-4251 

FRUSTRATED BY 
UNDERGROUNDING? 
Take advantage of our 40 years 

experience in underground conduit, 

cable and structure installation. 

CATV 

Feasibility Surveys 

• Engineering 

• Consulting 

• Complete Conduit— 
\, System Construction 

We Offer: 
• Firm quotations 
• Experienced workmen 
• Integrity 
• Reliability 

Backed by a longstanding, enviable 

reputation in all phases of construction. 

CONTACT ART  SEYMOUR  OR  BOB JONES 

Underground Construction Co., Inc. 

ENGINEERING CONTRACTORS 

2600 Williams Street, San Leandro, Calif. 94577 
1415) 357-3520 
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PLO WING-IN? 
RYAN PLO WS 
for any size job 

There is a right size RYAN for you! 
Whatever your plow-in problem, chances 
are we have solved it before and 
can tell you where to see similar 
equipment working. 

Call or Write 

F. B. Ryan Mfg. Co., Inc. 
515/774-5981 • First Street 
Chariton, Iowa 50649 

camera plus an integrally mounted, 
solid-state. five-inch monitor. All con-
trols are located at the rear for opera-
ting convenience. The monitor is also 
offered separately so that present 
owners of PB-920 and PB-940 cameras 

can economically convert them to view-
finders. Two models are available: one 
for the PB-920 (as shown) and one for 
the PB-940. Both are offered with zoom 
lens controls as PB-920VFZ. 

For further information on this new 
product, contact Packard Bell Co., 
649 Lawrence Dr., Newbury Park, 
Calif. 91320, (805), 498-6601. 

POWER CABLE DETECTOR 
The Power Detector PD-67M, a pro-

duct of Tel-Design, Inc., was designed 
primarily to locate power cable when 
buried in joint trenches with telephone 
cable. According to the manufacturer 
the unit is capable of locating buried 
"power- cable to a depth of six feet. 
The instrument case of the solid state 
device is made of aluminum. The total 
weight, including leather carrying 
strap. is 5 pounds. The device is priced 
at $265.00. Where it is desirable to 
trace the path of CATV cable, a tone 
source, the Versitone Generator 
(VG-67), is available from the firm. 
For further information on their 

new product, contact Tel-Design, Inc., 
1275 Terra Bella Ave., Mountain View, 
California 94040. Ph. (415) 961-1300. 

TPI ADDS TO ALPHAMATIC 
NEWS! MARKETS CONVERTERS 
Television Presentations Inc. has an-

nounced the addition of full color to 
Alphamatic News, the firm's all-elec-
tronic 24-hour news, stock quotations, 

DELTA ELECTRONICS LIMITED INTRODUCES 
THE ALL NEW-FST-4 FIELD STRENGTH METER. 

V  FEATURING: 
• All silicon solid state circuitry 

• 54-250 mHz in one continuous range 

• Separate and continuous audio and video monitoring 
• Highly sensitive 200 a meter movement 

• 5 microvolt to 3 volt input capability 

• Powered by 100 V.A.C. or 2 self contained 9 volt 

batteries 

For further information on the FST-4 and other quality 

CATV equipment from Delta write or phone. 

Equip your lab and each of your service vehicles with the rugged, dependable, and accurate FST-4 Field Strength Meter, 
The FST-4 will save you time . . . will save you money . . . during installation & maintenance of your system. Order 
now. CATV systems cannot afford to be without the FST-4. 

DELTA ELECTRONICS LTD. 
70 RONSON DRIVE • REXDALE • ONTARIO 

416/241-3556 
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and local message origination service. 
TPI has also recently announced that 

it will be marketing International Tele-
meter Corporation's converter line. 
Available from the firm will be the TPI 
Gamut 25. which converts up to 25 
channels in the ranges 54 to 88 MHz 
and from 120 to 240 MHz to Channel 
12 or Channel 3, the TPI Focus 12, 
which is designed to improve reception 
on 12-channel systems where ghosting 
is a problem, and the TPI Plus 13, 
which is designed to provide 25-
channel capability by adding 13 new 
channels to the unimproved original 
12, by receiving 9 new channels in the 
120 to 174 MHz range and four in the 
216 to 240 MHz range. 

For further information on these 
new products contact Television Pre-
sentations Inc., 375 Park Avenue. 
New York. N.Y. Ph. (212) 421-9666. 

COMBINATION FAULT-
FINDER, CABLE LOCATER 

Acompact, portable instrumentation 
package designed for locating and de-
tecting faults in underground cables 
has been introduced by Radar Engi-
neers. The Model 310A combines, in 
a 19-pound package, an audio tone 
tracing system and an earth gradient 
system for both cable location and 

fault-finding. The unit includes an 
automatic current pulse and tone gen-
erator, transistorized and battery op-
erated: a portable amplified galvano-
meter for locating faults: and an audio 
detector for tracing cables and lo-
cating opens and low impedance 
grounded faults. Ground probes, a 
search wand and all other necessary 
equipment are included. The unit is 
priced at $635.00. 
For further information on this new 

product, contact Radar Engineers, di-
vision of EPIC Corporation, 4654 N.E. 
Columbia Blvd.. Portland, Ore., 97208. 
Ph. (503) 282-3078. 

AMPEX VIEWFINDER CAMERA, 
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT 

A new closed-circuit studio television 
camera designed for local or remote 
control in multi-camera operations has 
been placed on the market by Ampex 
Corporation. The camera features 
include a 9-inch electronic viewfinder: 
single cable operation: four-position, 
rear-actuated "C" mount lens turret: 
rear operated image tube focusing: top 
and rear tally lights: composite or non-
composite output with internally 
generated industrial sync: and EIA 
RS-170 type output, composite and 
non-composite simultaneously when 

VERSALIFT 
an aerial lift 

DESIGNED for CATV... 
PRICED for CATV... 

and expressly 

BUILT for CATV! 
The Versalift one man aerial lift is especial 

ly unique in its design. It incorporates all the 
desired features in aerial equipment. A real 
work-horse. Compact. Installs easily in 3/4 
ton pickup. Fast. Convenient. And the versa-
tility of the Versalift Aerial Lift is unmatched 
by any other offered to CATV operators. 

Write today for additional details. 

201 N. Avenue B Clifton, Tex. 
76634 • Telephone 817/675-3317 

TWO TOP ANTENNAS 
DESIGNED AND PRICED FOR CATV 
ZIG-ZAG 
• New antenna applies TV broadcast technology to CATV 
reception. 
• 2 Models cover UHF and High-Band VHF channels. 
• Very high gain ... very high front to back ratios. 
• Vertical design clamps directly to tower legs without "out-
rigger" mounts. 
MI Excellent for long-haul UHF and F/B co-channel on VHF 
channels 7-13. 

ASTROSCAT 
IN Now, the Astroscat is available in 20', 30', 45' and 60' 
diameters. 
• Proven, top performer for co-channel elimination, and 
long-haul reception. 
II Available with single, multiple and broad-band VHF and 
UHF feeds. 
• Can receive from more than one direction simultaneously. 
• In most head-ends, one or two Astroscats will pick up all 
channels — eliminating large, cumbersome arrays. 

RF Systems' line of CATV-YAGIS, broadcast and receiving antennas, 
and towers are described in literature available on request. Write 
us and tell us your reception problem. We'll help you solve it. 
The Problem Solvers — 

RF SYSTE MS INC. 
155 KING STREET I, COHASSET  MASS 02025 Li 1617) 383-1200 
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FLOATING ROCKER ARM 
(ISOLATES VIBRATION) 

HEAVY-DUTY 

SHAKER 

TAMPER WHEEL 

ABSORBS 
VIBRATION 
FROM UNIT 

ALLOY STEEL PULL 
OR LAYING BLADE 

PLOW ATTACHES 
AS COMPLETE UNIT 

4-SPEED ENCLOSED 
SHAKER DRIVE 

DOUBLE LIFT CYLINDER 

HIGH CLEARANCE 
EXHAUST STACK 

BIG 60 X 22 
ANGLE BLADE 

PIVOT STEERING FOR 
EXCEPTIONAL 

MANEUVERABILITY 

PLOW IN...BACK HOE...OR DIG 
TRENCH with VERMEER'S M30 

The Big 
Machine 
in the 30 hp 
Field 

Want to plow in cable, wire or flexible 
tubing and hardly leave a trace of evidence 
on top of the ground? You can get into 
this profitable "plus business" with a 
Vermeer M30 Pow-R Ditchmaster and its 
vibratory plow attachment. Inexpensively, 
too! Want to dig trench? The M30 is always 
ready for a quick switch to its all-hydraulic 
(6"-14" wide) trencher attachment. And, a 
highly  efficient backhoe-blade combina-
tion fits the opposite end to provide an all-
purpose machine, unmatched for versatility, 
power and economy! Grader blade and 
auger boring attachments also available. 

FAST, PROFITABLE CABLE-PLO W OPERATION 
M30 owners have found cable 
plowing-in to be a profitable 
new business opportunity. 
Easier and faster than con-
ventional trenching methods. 
Get all  the facts on  this 
powerful 30 hp multi-purpose 
unit now. Mail the coupon 
for complete information and 
a Free demonstration. 

VERMEER 

r( s)0W-R•LINE 

World's Most Complete Line of 

VER MEER 

Rubber-Tired and Crawler Track Trenchers 
— 1 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1544 W. Washington, Pella, Iowa 50219 

Please send  me  literature,  prices and complete specifications on  your  M30 
Vibratory Plow. I'm also interested in the trencher units checked below: 
T600 (digs 8-24" wide);  0 T400 (digs 8-20" wide);  E=1 T300 (digs 6-20" wide); 
T200 (digs 31/2-16" wide); D T100 (digs 3-12" wide);  0 M60 DitchMaster (60 hp). 
M50 DitchMaster (50 hp). 

NAME   
FIRM   
ADDRESS   

CITY   

PHONE 
STATE   ZIP. 

(Dealer Inquiries Invited) 
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driven by an external EIA generator. 
An optional remote control unit oper-
ates system power, beam current, 
target voltage, pedestal and video gain. 
It is available on a single rack panel 
as a one or two-camera remote control. 
The unit comes ready for mounting in 
a standard 19-inch relay rack. A switch 
on the back of the camera is used to 
select local or remote control. The new 
camera also features a two-way com-
munications system for dialogue 
between cameraman and the remote 

unit operator. Two headset receptacles 
on the camera and on the remote con-
trol accept standard telephone opera-
tor headsets. The CC-327 camera sells 
for $2,700. Single camera control unit 
is $300 and double camera unit is 
$550. A 25-foot length of cable with 
connectors is $250 
For further information on this new 

product, contact Ampex Corporation, 
205 W. Touhy Avenue, Park Ridge, 
Illinois 60068. Ph. (312) 692-7191. 

BOOM OPTION FOR POLECAT 

Pitman Manufacturing Company has 
recently added a new epoxiglas self-
stowing, boom option designed for the 
PC-M Series Pitman Polecat. The boom 
option package features three com-
ponents: a 16 ft. Epoxiglas boom with 
fold-over, double sheave, hammer-
head jib (extends maximum sheave 
height from 27 to 40 ft.): bucket at-
tachment with disc brake and auto-
matic-latching bucket stow: insulated, 
telescopic 3 stage bucket controls. A 
major advantage of the new boom op-
tion is that the 3rd stage—the Epoxi-
glas boom section—can be extended or 
retracted (manually). 

For further information on this new 
product, contact Pitman Manufactur-
ing Company, Grandview, Missouri 
64030. 

MULTIPLE-CHANNEL 
ORIGINATION SYSTEMS 

Visual Electronics Corporation has 
recently announced the availability of 
automatic cablecasting origination 



systems for multiple CATV information 
channels. According to the manufac-
turer, the origination systems can 
provide several channels of local orig-
nation that may be operated without 
the requirement for vidicon cameras. 
The systems may be operated unat-
tended via a wire service or locally 
with a typist-operator. Information may 
be composed, stored, retrieved at will. 
updated, communicated over long dis-
tances via standard telephone circuits 
and instantly displayed on standard 
TV screens. Visual's cablecasting sys-
tems can be utilized in the handling 
and display of news, weather, classified 
ads, sports scores, local advertising, 
school bulletins, broadcast program 
schedules. and stock market informa-
tion. 

For further information on these new 
products, contact Visual Electronics 
Corporation, 356 West 40th Street, 
New York. N.Y. 10018. Ph. (212) 
736-5840. 

WEATHEREYE 
FOR (ATV SYSTEMS 

• Titne 

• Temperature 

• NN ind Nelocit's 

• Barometric Pre,sure 

LIMITED 
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS 
AVAILABLE. 

TETRONICS ; 70 INSTRUMENTS 

LTD. 

4 REGAL ROAD, TORONTO, ONTARIO 
PHONE AREA CODE 416.537.9267 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST 
CATV CONSTRUCTION 

Contact the leading CATV con-
tractor in the Pacific Northwest 
for your complete system installa-
tion or rebuild project. 

• Professional Counsel 

IN Pioneer Experience 

• CATV Specialists 

CASCADE CABLE 
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 

Box 604, Wenatchee, Washington 98801 
(509) TV 4-7161 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
TV Communications Reply Address: 207 N.E. 38th, Okla. City, Okla. 73105 

Rate for classifieds is 25 cents per word for advertising obviously of a non-com-
mercial nature. Add $1.00 for Box Number and reply service, per issue. Advance 
payment is required; minimum order is $10.00. Classified rate to commercial 
advertisers is $30.00 per column inch (2 1/4 " col.). Deadline for all classifieds 
is 1st of preceding month. 

CHIEF TECHNICIAN 
Established Chicago suburban area CATV 
system wants chief technician who is strong 
technically and in public relations to direct 
above average technical crew. Competent 
man with supervisory experience can earn 
$1,000 a month or more, depending upon 
proved ability. List age, education, marital 
status, phone number, references, work ex-
perience in detail. TV Communications, Dept. 
T9-5, 207 N.E. 38th Street, Oklahoma City. 
Okla. 73105. 

SYSTEM MANAGER 
Wanted by MSO for large system in Pennsyl-
vania. Sales and or management experience 
required. Reply to TV Communications, Dept. 
19-1. 207 N.E. 38th Street. Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 73105. 

The Classifieds are for you ... 

Use 'em for fast action. 

POSITION WANTED 
CATV National Sales Manager—dynamic go-getter, interested 
in making change to sales-oriented manufacturer. Several 
years experience in all phases of CATV sales, including elec-
tronics, coaxial cables, and turnkey. Take charge type with 
"knowhow" and proven ability to increase present sales by 
large percentage. Complete experience in advertising and 
sales promotion. Know right companies and contacts to pro-
duce big volume sales. All replies kept strictly confidential. 
Reply TV Communications, Dept. T9-4, 207 N.E. 38th Street, 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105. 

con Place your own classified message before the national CATV market . . . Just fill out the coupon below and mail with your check to TV Communications. 

Do it today for quick, effective results. 

I'd like to reach the entire CATV market with the following classified message 

I  in TV Communications. My check is enclosed. 

1 

IIIPlease assign a reply 
box ($1 chg. per issue) 

This ad is to  Payment enclosed for  words 
run  month(s).  at 25c per word ($10 min.) per month. 

NAME   

ADDRESS 

CITY  STATE  ZIP  

TV Communications 
207 N.E. 38th STREET  •  OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105 

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 
Electronic technician for large CATV system 
vicinity New York City, with local program 
origination facility. Applicant should be ex-
perienced in TV studio or CATV system main-
tenance or have at least 5 years of equiva-
lent electronics experience. Excellent oppor-
tunity. many benefits. Send resume to TV 
Communications. Dept. 19-6, 207 N.E. 38th 
Street, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105. 

FIELD ENGINEERS 
CABLE TV SYSTEMS 

If you have 3-5 years supervisory experience 
in systems equipment installation, we can 
offer you excellent growth opportunities and 
fringe benefits. Send your resume and salary 
requirements to: Director of Personnel, EN-
TRON, INC., 2141 Industrial Parkway, Silver 
Spring, Maryland 20904. 

SENIOR FIELD ENGINEER 
CABLE TV SYSTEMS 

Responsibilities to include overall systems 
field supervision with emphasis on head-end 
installations and antenna orientation. Excel-
lent growth opportunity and fringe benefits. 
Call or send salary requirements and resume 
to: Director of Personnel, ENTRON, INC., 
2141 Industrial Parkway. Silver Spring, Mary-
land 20904. 

SALESMAN WANTED 
MSO desires salesman to organize and di-
rect sales and promotion. Related experience 
required. Reply to TV Communications, Dept. 
19-2. 207 N.E. 38th Street, Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 73105. 

USE SOME 
EXTRA CASH? 

TVC pays top rates for articles, tech tips, 
and promotional ideas—any subject of inter-
est to CATV personnel. Send materials, or 
write for additional information to: Milt 
Bryan, Managing Editor, TV Communica-
tions, 207 N.E. 38th, Okla. City, Okla. 73105. 

COLOR IT GREEN ... 
I 1.0  t11.11 151• pa%  tOF 

1)110IIIS 01  \ I \ st.1111(.1 ts. I V CI )111 
MIMI( ,itii ills  s $2() tor any I ()lot 
photo published .1 the inagaiine s 
tront «Ayr subiec t. All photos and 
negatRes ill be returned on re 
quest,  redst %% ill he given to the 
iuhotographers %% hose photos ari• 
Published 

Photos ma\ in( luck am, subje( t 
mattei related to the t able tilt' i 
sion industr\ , and ma‘ be submitted 
in the torm jut positive transpar-

,guare (it- larger, or ds 
«flor prints please in( lude miga 
nye. voth prints %% hen possibk• 

Send materials (carefully packaged) 
to Milt Bryan, Managing Editor, TV 
Communications, 207 N.E. 38th 
Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
73105. 
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FOR SALE 
Two each. Ampex Video tape machines. 
VTR 7000 $1300.00 each. Good condition. 

One each. T.M. W-28 weather scanner. Tele-
mation $2000.00. 

500 each. Jerrold G4128 fittings. 95c each. 
New. 

400 each. F.H.C.-404 Jerrold fittings 25c 
each. New. 

Five each. Jerrold SPJ-2 power combiner, 
New. 

One each. UHF converter, 454-4 Jerrold. 
$195.00. 

One each.  Channel amplifier.  JPM-FM 
$95.00. 

500 each. =527 Viking FM splitter. $1.50 
each. 

One each. Antenna TACO Ch. 7. Screen 
SY42-7. $175.00. 

Reply to TV Communications, Dept. 19-3, 
207 N.E. 38th Street, Oklahoma City. Okla. 
73105. 

WANTED TO BUY 
Two Jerrold RPS-30 power supplies, in good 
shape. Write Hampton Cablevision, 458 Pan-
tigo Road, East Hampton, New York 11937. 

NEED "F" CONNECTORS? 

-14•1=- 

F 56  —RG 6 Cable 
F 59  —RG 59 Cable 
F 59A  —RG 59 Cable 
F 59P0 -Push-on 
F 591  —Terminating 

F 61A  —Accepts F 59 & F 59A 
F 61P0 —Push-on 

Manufacture Wall Plates—Cable Assembles 

AVA ELECTRONIC & MACHINE CORP. 
416 LONG LANE, UPPER DARBY PA  19082 

215— MA 6-9100 

IN CANADA... 
for CATV SYSTEM: ENGINEERING 
PLA%NiNu  CONSTRUCTION 

TECHNICAL SERVICES — MAINTENANCE 

DEPEND ON EXPERIENCE 

NORAM CABLE 
CONSTRUCTION, LTD. 

1111 Albion Road • 14161 741-0566 
Rexdale. Ont.. Canada 

Fixed and Mobile Communications Systems 
Microwave • CATV • AM FM TV Broadcast 

GEORGE P. ADAIR 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 
Consulting Telecommunications Engineers 

901-20th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006 
(202) 333-1116  A WE  Cable: Gaengco 

SUPPORT YOUR 

STATE, REGIONAL 

AND NATIONAL 

CATV ASSOCIATION 

CATV 
CONSTRUCTION 

Gregory Electric Cc., Inc. 
P. 0. Box 76, Columbia. S. C. 

803 256-9926 

\.  

TRANS C OM, INC. 
MICROWAVE 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

SYSTEM PLANNING THROUGH 
COMPUTERIZED TECHNIQUES 

ROLAND G YOUNT  JOHN A ISRAEL 

 1 

ANDREWS TOWERS, INC. 
DESIGNER/MANUFACTURERS 
OF SUPERIOR CATV TOWERS 

CATV Tower Design, Fabrication & 
Erection • Head-End & Microwave 
Equipment & Buildings • Square or 
Triangular Towers, Bolted & Weld-
ed Designs • All Planning & Design 
Work by Registered, Professional 
Engineers 

Write us today for 
our New Brochure 

1420 Layton Avenue 
Fort Worth, Texas • 817 TE 1-1222 

\..   

Cable Television Technicians 
Prepared for the future? National Cable Television Institute offers the best job 
insurance available in the form of its CATV Installer/Technician and CATV 

Chief Technician correspondence courses. Write today for information. 

NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION INSTITUTE 
207 N.E. 38TH ST.  •  OKLAHO MA CITY, OKLA.  731 05 

TV Communications 
has an opening for an 

Advertising Sales Executive 

Responsibilities include advertising space sales, 
public relations and market research for one of 
the most progressive publishing firms in the 
nation. Knowledge of CATV market necessary. 
General sales experience required, telephone 
sales experience helpful. We want a young man 
with high goals ... who likes teamwork . . . who 
wants his salary determined by ability. 
If you're looking for an exciting, creative atmo-
sphere and a chance to move ahead, write us! 
Send resume, including present salary, in com-
plete confidence to: 

WAYNE WILSON, Advertising Director 
TV Communications 

207 N.E. 38 Street  •  Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 
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...now a word 

about local origination 

equipment from Davco. 

That's not exaggerating. Davco knows more about local origination than any other inde-
pendent CATV supplier. Has more experience, too. Davco has designed more studios, 
sold more local origination gear, and installed more equipment than any other independ-
ent CATV supplier. System operators depend on Davco to serve their needs. And the in-
ventory of cablecasting equipment at Davco is as varied as system operator demands. 
Davco offers enonomical prices, free estimates, total design and installation capabil-
ities, plus same day service . .. all under one roof. It's easy to understand why "Great" 
explains Davco services. 
For additional details and brochures about our quality 
local origination equipment, write post office drawer 861; DAVCO 
Batesville, Arkansas 72501 ; or call 501 793-3816. 

"THERE'S NO OTHER PLACE LIKE IT" 
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NOW! Be ready for all the 
channels you'll need...with 
SUPER-BAND' 50 to 270 MHz 
Bandwidth CATV Equipment 
SUPER-BAND 50 to 270MHz 
TRUNK LINE AMPLIFIERS 

At last, 20 channels is a reality, 
with SUPER BANDTM . . . AEL's 
complete line of CATV equipment 
...with the widest bandwidth avail-
able! Now you can have extra 
channels for time, weather, stock 
market programming,  FM  radio 
and a wide variety of local origina-
tion programs. And you get excep-
tionally clean signals — full color 
fidelity, high reliability and stability 
with AEL special circuitry, Auto-
Slope temperature compensation 
and true plug-in modularity for 
quick in-field maintenance. 

COLOilieliF 50 to 220MHz 
TRUNK LINE AMPLIFIERS 
For high-grade color distribution, easy ìeld maintenance 
(only two bolts open/close the housing cover), plug-in 
modularity and moisture — radiation-proof construction. 
COLORVUE solid state amplifiers provide high output, 
high gain and  0.25db frequency response flatness for 
true studio-quality color fidelity. 

0 11 M1 0 CATV DIVISION 

- Ak- merican M lectronic  X a a boratori es, Inc. 

- 

SUPER-BAND' 50 to 
, 270MHz INTERMEDIATE 
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 
For intermediate bridging or 
line terminating. Ideal for new 

or expanding CATV systems, or replacement. 

SUPER-BANDTM 50 to 270MHz 
TRUNK EXTENDER AMPLIFIER 
Highest output availab e in Indus-
try. Modern, stud-type transistor. 
Cascadeable —  can be used as a 
sub-trunk amplifier. 

SUPER-BANDTM 20 to 270MHz BANDWIDTH 
CATV DISTRIBUTION ACCESSORIES 
Plug-in splitters, indoor and outdoo - coupler-3, AC power 
supplies and other accessories round out AEL's complete 
line. WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL DATA TODAY. 

P.O. BOX 552CA, LANSDALE, PA. 19446  • PHONE: 215/822-2929  • 1WX: 510/661-4976 



whoa PUSH- PULL 
iRicA"21 PL US " 

21 PLUS CHANNEL AMPLIFIERS 

FUTURA "21 PLUS" 

OFFERS: 

• Utilization of the spectrum 
between 54 and 225 MHz 
for 21 channels. 

• Capability of expanding to a 
total of 34 channels. 

• New module design providing 
exceptional dissipation of 
internal heat. 

• All new dual pilot carrier AGC 
for independent control of 
level and tilt. 

• 22 db spacing for either 12 or 
21 channel operation. 

• Push-Pull design throughout 
for guaranteed suppression of 
second order interference for 
cascades in excess of sixty 
amplifiers. 

• Quick change over modules 
that convert a 12 channel to a 
21 channel system without any 
amplifier respacing or housing 
changes. 

whoa 

arm 

NEW FUTURA "21 PLUS" 

--4111146.-

hi 

A 
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a . homy t , 
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FUTURA "12" 

-rt 

tit h e., a  I 

LOOK ALIKE? 
Sure they look alike! 

Both units use the same basic housing. 

IMP 

LOOK TO FUTURA "21 PLUS" FOR THE FUTURE REQUIREMENTS OF CATV. 

400 Ninth Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030 • CALL COLLECT • N.Y. (212) 943-5793 • N.J. (201) 656-2020 


